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Abstract
Since its monolayer exfoliation in 2004, graphene has been the focus of intense study revealing a multi-
tude of exciting properties that allow for studying fundamental physics and new engineering devices. In
particular, monolayer graphene has unique mechanical properties such as high in-plane strength but very
low flexural rigidity. This causes in-plane strains to be accommodated through out-of-plane deformation
enabling engineering complex 3D deformation of graphene based on patterned in-plane strain. In addition,
monolayer graphene only weakly bonds with itself enabling non-lattice stacking between two graphene layers
or graphene and an arbitrary crystalline surface. Non-lattice stacking has created a whole new sub-field
called moiré engineering, which takes advantage of the larger scale periodicity caused by two periodic in-
terfaces. An exciting possibility of moiré engineering is to enable new physics such as the unconventional
superconductivity found in twisted bilayer graphene.
Common between these are dislocations. Dislocations can be used to pattern in plane strain and describe
the mismatch between two lattices. Dislocations are topological defects that add an extra half-plane of
atoms causing a large strain at the core of the dislocation. Dislocations have been studied for both their
role in out-of-plane deformation in monolayer graphene and periodicity in moiré superlattices. However,
the effect of out-of-plane deformation and weak interlayer bonding on the mechanics of dislocations has
not been fully studied. We focus on how dislocation mechanics appears in grain boundary migration and
moiré patterns. For grain boundary migration, while the structure and energy of dislocations in single
layer graphene have been studied, grain boundary dislocations, which nucleate when grain boundaries form
kinks and disconnections, are important to understand structure evolution during annealing. However it is
uncertain how these dislocations are impacted by the out-of-plane deformation observed at edge dislocations
in graphene. Or, while it has long been suggested that moiré patterns are arrays of interlayer dislocations,
there has not been a rigorous connection to dislocation topology nor a formal presentation of a linear elastic
theory of dislocation between two 2D materials. In this thesis, we address these two dislocations by defining
their topology and developing continuum dislocation models to isolate the mechanics of dislocations in
graphene systems from atomistic calculations.
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This thesis focuses on understanding the mechanics of displacement shift complete (DSC) dislocations
and interlayer dislocations. DSC dislocations are dislocations that govern the migration of grain boundaries
in graphene. The mechanics of DSC dislocations are studied with both atomistic and continuum models
to understand the thermodynamic and kinetic barriers of grain boundary migration. The DSC dislocation
model is used to show how the grain boundary structure can be controlled through external shears of
graphene. The study of DSC dislocations includes how DSC dislocations and grain boundaries can be used
to control 3D deformation in graphene. The control of 3D deformation using topological defects is expanded
at the end of the thesis by exploring the computational techniques that would enable the precise control of
topological defects in graphene.
Interlayer dislocations are dislocations between graphene and another crystalline material. The mechan-
ics of interlayer dislocations are studied using twist and stretch moiré superlattices of bilayer graphene.
The topology of interlayer dislocations is presented for 1D and 2D networks of dislocations. Continuum
mechanics models utilize the dislocation topology to find the structure and energetics of dislocations; these
are validated with atomistic simulations. The continuum dislocation model is applied to understand the
structural relaxation of dislocations in twist moiré superlattices that give rise to a structural transition at
small rotation angles. Furthermore, the line and junction energies of arbitrary sense interlayer dislocations
is presented. The energetics show that screw interlayer dislocations and their junctions are more favorable
than edge interlayer dislocations.
The mechanics of interlayer dislocations and in-plane dislocations–including DSC dislocations–are com-
bined to develop a moiré engineering technique. The moiré engineering technique is based on how the
long-range strain field of in-plane dislocations alters the interlayer dislocation network revealed in the moiré
pattern. The moiré engineering technique is developed with mechanistic atomic scale models that are brought
to the nanoscale with bond convolution simulations to show the moiré patterns of topological defects in the
graphene lattice. The moiré engineering technique is applied to in-operando scanning tunneling microscopy
to reveal the atomic structure of grain boundaries thus enabling real-time analysis and decision making
regarding growth conditions.
In conclusion, this thesis focuses on the understanding of dislocation mechanics in graphene. Two dis-
locations, the DSC dislocation formed during grain boundary migration of monolayer graphene and the
interlayer dislocation present between graphene and another crystalline material, are studied. The mechan-
ics are studied by developing continuum models that find the structure and energy of each dislocation by
comparing them to atomistic simulations. Finally, the dislocations mechanics are utilized to develop a moiré
engineering technique that enables probing the dislocation structure of graphene grain boundaries.
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To my God who created all things,
may this bring you honor and glory.
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The history of human civilization is often separated based on the material that is technologically dominant
at the time. The stone age, bronze age, and iron age describe ancient history (∼10,000BC) to the middle
ages (∼500AD). After this time, materials have continued to determine the course of human history. In
hundreds of years, historians may separate the last five hundred years into the steel, plastic, and silicon ages.
Historians classify time periods using materials because of the technological and economic significance that
materials have. In fact, over the next 30 years, it is predicted that 90% of economic growth is going to be
based off of the development of new materials [1].
Two-dimensional (2D) materials are one of these new materials. The class of 2D materials has seen an
explosion of research since it was experimentally shown to be stable as a single atomic layer [2]. The most
famous of these is graphene. Graphene is an allotrope of carbon consisting of a single atomic layer with
a honeycomb bonding network. Graphene is part of the wider class of 2D materials that are defined by a
lattice in two, instead of three, dimensions [3]. These materials can be mono-elemental (e.g. graphene[4],
silicene [5], or black phosphorus [6]) or multiple atomic species (e.g. hexagonal boron nitride, h-BN [7] or
transition metal dichalcogenides [8]). 2D materials are exciting because they enable new types of devices
based on the unique properties that come from their structure.
In this thesis we will focus on two unique aspects of 2D materials. We focus on graphene as a model
2D material system but believe the results are generalizable to the class of 2D materials. The first is for
single layer graphene, where the atomic thickness of graphene allows for large out-of-plane deformation. 2D
materials represent the limit of materials that can relax internal strains with out of plane deformation due to
their large in-plane moduli and small bending stiffnesses. This allows 2D materials to form novel 3D struc-
tures that can integrate with the basic building blocks of biology [9]. Through the study of ruga mechanics
of 2D materials [10], much work has been done to determine the 3D deformations such as wrinkles[11],
folds [12], and crumples [13]. These ruga are determined by particular boundary conditions and achieved
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experimentally by applying strain through substrates, patterning, and topological defects. In this thesis, we
investigate the mechanics of topological defects as a means to controlled 3D deformation in graphene.
The second unique aspect of 2D materials is the bottom-up assembly of 3D structures from individual
2D materials. Secondary bonding between 2D materials and their surroundings allows for stacking between
non-commensurate lattices. This allows 2D materials to form structures between materials with diverse
properties to yield complex behaviors [14]. For instance, semi-conducting 2D materials can be sandwiched
by graphene to make atomically sharp vertical tunneling field effect transistors [15]. However, although
stacking 2D materials does not require lattice matching between layers, the commensurability between
layers, which gives rise to a moiré pattern between the lattice, does influence the properties of materials.
The topology of the moiré pattern has been understood as networks of solitons or dislocations that exist
between the layers. The formation or presence of these defects impacts the mechanical [16] and physical [17]
properties of 2D material devices. In this thesis, we investigate the mechanics of interlayer dislocations that
form when graphene is stacked on crystalline materials.
This thesis focuses on the role of dislocations as an intersection between these two properties. In conven-
tional bulk materials, dislocations are one-dimensional defects that mediate mechanical behavior like plastic
response. However, in a single 2D material dislocations are zero-dimensional point defects in the lattice.
Or in stacked 2D material structures, dislocations are confined entirely between adjacent 2D materials. In
this thesis, we study the mechanics of dislocations in light of out-of-plane deformation and weak interlayer
bonding in 3D layered structures. The structure and energetics of dislocations are studied to better under-
stand the mechanics of single and multi-layer graphene. The study of dislocation mechanics will further the
engineering of out-of-plane deformation and 2D material assemblies.
1.2 Overview
We develop the mechanics of dislocations in single and bilayer graphene by addressing two dislocations in
graphene. The first is the displacement shift complete lattice (DSC) dislocation. The concepts behind DSC
dislocations are well established in bulk materials and describe secondary, grain boundary dislocations in
metals like nickel and copper. [18, 19] The second dislocation is an interlayer dislocation that is present
between two van der Waals (vdW) materials. This dislocation has recently been identified in multi-layer
systems of vdW materials and has also been called a soliton.[20, 21]
Understanding the mechanics of these two dislocations will highlight how the unique structure of 2D
materials alters our understanding of mechanics in vdW materials. The study of DSC dislocations builds
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on the work of Chen et al. [22] and Yazyev et al. [23] who studied dislocations in a single graphene layer,
while the study of interlayer dislocations builds on the experimental work of Hattendorf et al.[24] and Alden
et al.[21] and theoretical work by Dai et al.[20] and Zhang et al. [25].
This thesis develops a dislocation theory for both DSC and interlayer dislocations in vdW material
systems through multi-scale simulation and modeling. Each dislocation is studied by identifying the topology
and then modeling the deformation within linear elastic dislocation theory. The modeling is used to predict
properties of 2D materials. In addition to utilizing linear elastic dislocation theory, the thesis will explore
how an understanding of dislocations in both single and multi-layer systems can be applied to the synthesis
of graphene.
1.3 Organization of chapters
The research that accomplishes this is separated into three chapters, which are supported by two background
chapters. A sixth chapter extends the work of dislocations in a single layer and proposes how topological
defects can be used to engineer the 3D deformation of graphene.
Chapter 2 provides background into graphene after a brief overview of the structure of 2D materials and
their applications. The chapter introduces the structure and properties of single and multi layer graphene
without any defects. It then introduces topological defects – including disclinations, dislocations, and grain
boundaries – in monolayer graphene. The same is done for interlayer dislocations in bilayer graphene. For
each, a brief review of the literature is presented.
Chapter 3 provides a snapshot into the methods that are used to analyze the mechanical properties of
graphene. In particular, this chapter focuses on the atomistic and continuum simulation methods used. A
brief review of the interatomic potentials and minimization schemes used to simulate graphene is given in
the atomistic methods. A general introduction to linear elastic modeling and dislocation theory is given for
the continuum simulation methods before presenting the dislocation model used in chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 4 presents our application of dislocation theory to DSC dislocations in single layer graphene.
This chapter details how grain boundary migration can be viewed through a dislocation lens and is based
on work published in Acta Materialia [26]. The equivalence of DSC dislocations and grain boundary kinks
is shown both topologically and energetically. Topologically, a grain boundary kink and a DSC dislocation
both translate the coincident site lattice. The energetic equivalence is established through comparison of
atomistic and continuum elasticity models of metastable states to show that DSC dislocations are well-
described by elasticity theory. The continuum results are fitted to atomic scale results with one adjustable
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parameter, the DSC dislocation core radius. The atomistic results reveal that low sigma boundaries have
large thermodynamic energy barriers to grain boundary motion, which match continuum results obtained
for smaller core radii dislocations. The larger energy barriers for low sigma boundaries help to explain
experimental results reporting isolated, low sigma boundaries in grown graphene. We expand on the work
published in Acta Materialia by investigating the role of kinetic barriers of DSC dislocations and their shear
coupling for flat and buckled graphene. The kinetic activation energy reduces slightly for low densities of
dislocations (high Σ boundaries). But, compared to the logarithmic scaling of the thermodynamic barriers,
we find that the kinetic activation energy of grain boundary migration is constant with supercell height
h̄. Furthermore, we show how to design the grain boundary spacing using shear coupling of the DSC
dislocations. Two models are developed to predict the shear coupling of arbitrary graphene grain boundaries
and the critical shear for grain boundary migration. We show that buckling of the graphene supercell does
not effect the shear coupling but does alter the predictions of the critical shear for grain boundary migration.
Chapter 5 presents our application of dislocation theory to interlayer dislocations in bilayer graphene.
This chapter details how relative strain between layers like those in stretch and twist moiré superlattices
is equivalent to networks of interlayer dislocations. The chapter is based on our work recently published
in Physical Review B [27], which defines the structure of interlayer dislocations, extends the continuum
dislocation model, and then compares the continuum and atomistic models. The continuum dislocation
model is extended by including a Peierls-Nabarro like interfacial energy contribution arising from stacking
disregistry that competes with the elastic energy of each layer. The dislocation core emerges naturally within
the formalism as a result of the competition between the two contributions. The dislocation model is used
to analyze 1D and 2D dislocation networks including the structure and energetics of twist and stretch moiré
superlattices. Several applications of our model are shown, including predicting the structure variation with
twist angle, and the dislocation line tension and junction energies for arbitrary sense dislocations.
Chapter 6 presents a method for tuning the observing atomic scale defects in moiré scale microscopy
through mechanistic modeling. The chapter is based on a recently submitted work where we propose a moiré
engineering thoery to reveal the grain boundary structure of graphene at the nanoscale. This work addresses
the gap in microscopy capability to observe the atomic scale structure of graphene during synthesis. In
order to include atomic scale features in in-operando microscopy, we develop a moiré engineering theory
that infers the atomic scale structure from the moiré scale, creating a bridge to real-time microscopy. The
theory is based on atomic scale models that govern the atomistic structure and are promoted to the moiré
scale by simulation. We introduce this through a relevant application: nuclei coalescence of graphene during
chemical vapor deposition. We develop two mechanistic atomic scale models that govern the propagation
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and structure of grain boundaries, illuminating how edge dislocations, disconnections, and grain boundaries
form from the attachment of individual dimers. The atomistic models are brought to the moiré scale through
bond convolution simulations and the resultant moiré engineering theory is tested on results from in-operando
scanning tunneling microscopy. By showing that we can identify atomic scale defects from moiré patterns,
we highlight how moiré engineering can enable real-time observation of graphene structure, paving the way
for the design of graphene atomistic structure under scalable synthesis conditions.
Chapter 7 presents a framework for how to design the functional properties of 2D materials like graphene
by designing their 3D structure from the Angstrom to nanometer scale using topological defects. While there
are routes to tailoring 3D structure at larger scales, achieving controllable sub-micron 3D deformations has
remained an elusive goal since the original discovery of graphene. We summarize the state-of-the-art in
controllable 3D structures, and present our perspective on pathways to realizing atomic-scale control. We
propose an approach based on strategic application of mechanical load to precisely relocate and position
topological defects that give rise to curvature and corrugation to achieve a desired 3D structure. Realizing this
approach requires establishing the detailed nature of defect migration and pathways in response to applied
load. We detail the key necessary computation advances needed to identify defect migration mechanisms,
and define new forward and inverse problems: when a particular traction or displacement condition is
applied, along which pathways will defects migrate, and vice versa? We provide a formal statement of
the forward and inverse problems, and review recent methods that may enable solving them. The forward
problem is addressed by determining the potential energy surface of allowable topological configurations
through Monte Carlo and Gaussian process models to determine defect migration paths through dynamic
programming algorithms or Monte Carlo tree search. Two inverse models are suggested, one based on
genetic algorithms and another on convolutional neural networks, to predict the applied loads that induce
migration and position defects to achieve desired curvature and corrugation. The realization of controllable
3D structures enables a vast design space at multiple scales to enable new functionality in flexible electronics,
soft robotics, biomimetics, optics, and other application areas.
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Chapter 2
2D Materials and Graphene:
Background, Applications, and Potential
Two properties of graphene that are of interest are the out-of-plane deformation and anisotropic (strong
intralayer and weak interlayer) bonding. These two properties are also present in paper, a helpful analog.
Paper is in many ways a macroscopic 2D material due to its similarly large aspect ratio of its length and
width to thickness. Similar to graphene, paper prefers to deform out-of-plane instead of stretching. For
example, if one cuts a wedge from a piece of printer paper, and then rejoins the cut edges, the paper deforms
out-of-plane, forming a cone instead of stretching in-plane. For multilayer graphene, a stack of papers is a
helpful analog as they are also anisotropically bonded. If one takes a stack of papers like in a paper back
book and bends the book by holding the binding and the opposite side, the pages on the non-bound side slip
past each other. The pages slip because there is almost no bonding between the sheets of paper. While paper
gives an intuitive sense of these properties, a key distinction for this thesis is that graphene is crystalline.
We use the crystalline structure to define two topological defects, which we study in light of the unique
out-of-plane deformation and anisotropic bonding of graphene.
The first known usage of one of these properties was nearly 500 years ago through graphene’s layered
3D counterpart, graphite. Graphite was used due to its unique material properties that made it effective
to mark surfaces. This led to the development of graphite based writing utensils similar to those that are
commonly utilized today [28]. About 50 years ago, it was discovered that the layered structure of graphite
was understood as being composed of repeating sheets of graphene that can slip past each other and deposit
on a surface. The ability of graphene layers in graphite to slip past each other has made graphite along with
its 2D material cousin molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) useful as dry lubricants [29].
The ability to write and lubricate with layered materials is due to their unique bonding. 2D materials
have directionally dependent bonding, with strong in-plane and weak out-of-plane bonds that allow graphite
and bulk MoS2 to easily break apart. The anisotropic bonding is one of the clues that layered 2D materials
may be stable as isolated monolayers. With the use of quantum simulations, 2D materials have been studied
theoretically but it wasn’t until fifteen years ago that graphene was the first 2D material to be confirmed
stable as a monolayer[30]. Novoselov et al. used mechanical exfoliation through the ‘scotch tape method’ to
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show that many 2D crystals are stable in ambient conditions. Their major breakthrough was to use optical
imaging to identify where monolayers might be. The optical microscopy reduced the regions where atomic
force microscopy needed to confirm the single layer graphene. The problem with studying graphene had been
being able to observe it. Today, finding exfoliated monolayers is still a bottleneck in lab-based fabrication,
but recently deep learning methods have been applied to automate the process of identifying 2D materials
from optical microscopy [31].
2.1 2D Materials
2.1.1 Structure
The experimental isolation of 2D materials allowed experimental confirmation of theoretical structure and
property predictions. In Fig. 2.1, the stacking of five different 2D materials is shown as a vdW heterostructure
[32]. Each material is stable as a single monolayer because all of its valence electrons are involved in covalent
bonds within a 2D material. The anisotropic bonding is shown in Fig. 2.1 by only connecting atoms (balls)
with bonds (sticks) that are in the same layer. As can be seen, 2D materials can be composed of a single atom
or multiple atoms. In this subset of materials, graphene is the only mono-elemental material, but silicon and
phosporous also have 2D allotropes. In addition, 2D materials like hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), MoS2,
tungsten diselenide (WSe2), and fluorographene are multi-elemental.
Figure 2.1: The structure of 2D materials, reproduced from Geim et al. [32]. The bonding network of
different 2D materials is shown. In plane bonds are drawn connecting the atomic units of each material,
while the out-of-plane bonds are not shown.
The number of atomic planes and chemical composition are often used to distinguish 2D materials into
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classes. Typical classifications are seen in Fig. 2.2, where "Graphene Family", "2D Chalcogenides", and "2D
Oxides" characterize different 2D materials [32]. However, it is an incomplete list as new 2D materials are
frequently discovered. High throughput identification techniques have identified more than 5000 compounds
through geometric analysis of 3D materials [33]. Furthermore, ab-initio simulations are able to narrow the
search to compounds that can be exfoliated and those that are stable as monolayers [34]. Databases of these
searches [35] of materials have allowed for the identification of 2D materials with novel properties such as
topological insulation [36] or ferromagnetism [37].
An important criterion for 2D material adoption is not just their energetic stability in vacuum but also
in air. A main concern with adoption of 2D materials is their oxidation in ambient conditions [38]. The
materials listed in Fig. 2.2 are labelled according to their stability in different environments. In order to be
utilized in devices, the stability of these materials needs to be addressed through encapsulation methods that
block environmental interaction. One such method is to make vdW heterostructures like those in Fig. 2.1,
where unstable materials are encapsulated by h-BN to isolate materials from the surrounding environment.
This is also useful for maintaining the electrical properties of 2D materials since they are highly impacted
by local doping [39].
Figure 2.2: A catalog of 2D materials separated into three families from Geim et al. [32]. Blue shading
shows stable monolayers. Green represents those probably stable in air, while those that are unstable in air
but that may be stable in inert atmospheres are shaded pink. Gray shading indicates 3D compounds that
have been successfully exfoliated down to monolayers but little more is known.
2.1.2 Applications
While 2D materials are almost always utilized in multi-layer assemblies or on a substrate, the choice of what
2D materials to use is based on the monolayer properties. Compared to bulk, the single layer structure of
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2D materials means that the electrons are confined to a 2D plane. The degree of confinement is tuned based
on how a material is stacked, eventually recovering their 3D properties [32, 40]. For example, the band gap
of MoS2 has been shown to vary based on the numbers of layers [41].
Monolayer 2D materials cover a wide spectrum of properties. For example, h-BN is an insulator [42, 43],
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) like MoS2, WS2, MoSe2 and WSe2 are semiconductors [44, 45,
46, 47], and semi-metallic graphene is highly conductive [4, 30]. In addition, silicene and other buckled 2D
Xenes are topological insulators [48, 49] and NbSe2 is a 2D superconductor [50, 51]. Finally, mechanical
properties like the Young’s modulus, which governs the compliance of a material, span more than an order
of magnitude [52].
These properties are for 2D materials without any defects. However, all materials have defects in them
that alter their properties. In addition, the stacking of 2D materials into devices incorporates interlayer
defects due to non-lattice stacking. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the defects intrinsic to 2D
materials and the defects formed between 2D layers in vdW heterostructures. This thesis will use graphene
as a model 2D material and limit the analysis of properties to only the mechanics of graphene.
2.2 Graphene
2.2.1 Atomic and Electronic Structure
The atomic structure of graphene consists of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms each covalently bonded to three
nearest neighbors. The three-fold coordination combined with 120◦ bond angles produces a honeycomb
structure. Geometrically, this can be reduced to a triangular lattice with a two atom basis and lattice
constant of 2.46 Å, where the carbon-carbon spacing is 1.42 Å. The lattice is shown from the perpendicular
([001]) direction in Fig. 2.3 to show the atomic structure, where the sub-lattices are different colors; the
lattice vectors and carbon-carbon spacing are also shown. The last of carbon’s four valence electrons (three
are sp2-hybridized) is equally shared in a pi-bond with its nearest neighbors. The pi-bonds stabilize the 2D
structure of graphene and keep it nominally flat, although freestanding graphene has out-of-plane vibrational
modes due to thermal excitation [53].
The electronic structure of graphene is based on its four valence electrons that form three sigma bonds
and one pi-bond. Fig. 2.4 shows the highest valence band and lowest conduction band of graphene for an
extended zone in a rectangular coordinate frame. The inset of Fig. 2.4 shows a unique aspect of the electronic
structure of graphene, the linear dispersion around the K-point with zero band gap. The linear dispersion






Figure 2.3: Atomic structure of graphene. The different colors denote the sub-lattices of the two atom basis
of the triangular lattice that defines the structure of graphene.
The fermions mimic charge carriers with zero effective rest mass. This makes graphene useful in studying
the physics of 2D dirac fermions. In addition, graphene devices have been shown to have fractional landau
levels [54], micro-meter ballistic electron transport [55], and superconductivity [17], which can all be used to
make devices.
Figure 2.4: Band structure of graphene. The inset shows the linear dispersion around the K-point used from
Maffucci et al. [56].
2.2.2 Properties and Applications
The atomic and electronic structure of graphene yield novel properties. The mechanical properties of
graphene are impressive. Graphene has a 2D elastic modulus of ∼300N/m, which when converted to 3D
using the graphite layer separation, is about 5 times larger than that of steel, one of the most common engi-
neering material [57, 58]. The high strength of graphene makes it a useful additive in composite materials.
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Specifically, when graphene is added to aerogels, it gives the composite material a super-elastic behavior
with low fatigue [59]. Or, it can be used in to create graphene-reinforced concrete by dispersing graphene in
the water used in the concrete mixture. This increases the compressive strength by 146%, flexural strength
by 78%, and decreases water permeability by 400% [60].
Graphene is also very conductive. The linear dispersion around its K-point gives it a very high electron
mobility [61]. The combination of high strength and conductivity make it promising for use in electronics,
batteries, and solar cells. For example, the super-elastic aerogel composite has applications as battery
electrodes which need to be cycled thousands of times and each cycle can have up to a 3x volumetric
expansion [62]. To act as a solar cell electrode, it must be transparent. Although graphene has a low
band gap, which is normally associated with a high absorbance, graphene transmits more that 97% of light
because it is only a single layer [63]. This has allowed graphene to be used as a top-electrode in experimental
quantum dot solar cells [64]. Transparent electrodes are also useful as electronics displays. Graphene sheets
have been manufactured into fully-functional touch-screen displays [65].
2.2.3 Defects
The exceptional mechanical and electrical properties are for exfoliated graphene. Exfoliated graphene like
that produced by the scotch tape method produces the highest quality graphene [2]. The high quality is
used to make small volume devices in laboratory settings. However, exfoliated graphene is more expensive
to manufacture and is of limited size.
The main commercial fabrication method is chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Chemical vapor deposition
is fundamentally different from exfoliation. In CVD synthesis, carbon precursors such as methane gas react
with a metallic catalyst to deposit carbon on the surface [66, 67]. CVD, therefore, grows graphene as opposed
to exfoliation, which separates graphene from graphite. Chemical growth of graphene has the potential to
be configured into a roll-to-roll process. To date, graphene has been grown to lengths of up to 100m using
a roll-to-roll process [65, 68].
Unfortunately, commercial fabrication methods of graphene contain many defects. The defects change
the properties of graphene. For example, the mechanical properties of graphene change depending on the
dislocation density [69, 70], where the fracture load of small grain CVD graphene is reduced by a third
compared to exfoliated graphene [71]. In addition, the electron mobility of CVD graphene is half of that for
exfoliated graphene [72, 73]. Moreover, the defect structures in CVD graphene are not repeatable leading
to inconsistent properties.
A major source of defects in graphene is the multiple nucleation sites during growth. If two nuclei are
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misoriented or shifted from one another they form a grain boundary. The defect density can be controlled by
the synthesis conditions, where the partial pressure of the carbon precursor can tune the nucleation density
and thereby the size of grains. However, the grain size is only microns in size preventing uniform properties
across the size of a silicon wafer. In addition, limiting the nucleation density also dramatically increases
synthesis times.
In this thesis, instead of removing defects, we aim to understand the defect properties in graphene in
order to tailor its properties. To do this, we aim to understand the mechanics of graphene defects and how
they behave. We limit our scope to disconnections in grain boundaries and interlayer dislocations in bilayer
graphene.
2.2.4 Dislocations in Graphene
Disconnections and interlayer dislocations are both forms of dislocations. Dislocation break the symmetry in
a crystal and separate regions of crystalline order, where the crystalline order on either side of a dislocation
core are related to each other by the translation of the incompatibility given by the dislocation Burgers
vector. In graphene, the dislocation core is often a dipole of disclinations. Disclinations break the rotational
symmetry of a crystal and are classified as either positive (<6 atom ring) or negative (>6 atom ring).
Isolated disclinations are not typically found in materials due to the long-range elastic effect of breaking
rotational symmetry. Instead, disclinations form dipoles (e.g. positive and negative disclinations of the
same magnitude) to remove much of the long-range elastic effects. However, the discreteness of the atomic
lattice prevents the disclinations from being superimposed and therefore cannot remove all long-range elastic
fields from the system. The residual long-range elastic strain field is centered at the disclinations, where
the discrete separation and the magnitude of paired disclinations add a certain number of half-planes to the
lattice [69].
There are many dislocation variants in graphene depending on the pairing of disclinations in the core
[74]. It is common to define the dislocation core structure of graphene according to the types of disclinations
present and their spacing [23]. Experimental observations have shown disclinations with four to eight carbon
atoms with spacing of up to two lattice vectors. However, the most common dislocation in graphene is the
5|7 dislocation, where the disclinations are adjacent to one another and share an edge. Therefore, the spacing
is often omitted. A 5|7 dislocation core is shown in Fig. 2.5(a), where the positive and negative disclinations
are designated.
Dislocations are classified based on their topology. The Burgers vector of a dislocation ~b gives the amount







Figure 2.5: (a) Ball and stick schematic of an edge dislocation in graphene made from a positive and negative
disclination dipole. (b) An edge dislocation in a graphene lattice. The left Burgers circuit does not contain
a dislocation, while the right circuit does. The dislocation causes a closure failure of a lattice vector for the
right Burgers circuit.
line direction of a dislocation ξ traces the location of the dislocation core. The Burgers vector can be found
using a Burgers circuit that encloses a dislocation. In Fig. 2.5(b), two Burgers circuits are shown. The left
one encloses pristine graphene, while the right one contains a single 5|7 dislocation. The circuits contain the
same steps. Starting from S and going three zig-zag steps right, three armchair steps down, three zig-zag
steps left, and three armchair steps up, the Burgers circuit without a dislocation comes back to S. There is
no closure failure. However, the same circuit that encloses a dislocation has a closure failure defined by the
vector that connects the start S and finish F points. The closure failure is the Burgers vector and comes from
the incompatibility introduced in the lattice due to the dislocation. The magnitude of the Burgers vector is
one lattice vector; one half-plane of atoms is added within the Burgers circuit due to a 5|7 dislocation.
2.2.5 Dislocation Networks and Grain Boundaries in Graphene
Just as a pair of disclinations combine to form a dislocation that reduces the long-range elastic strain,
networks of dislocations can reduce the long-range elastic strain fields of single dislocations. Just like
disclinations, the strain fields of dislocations can cancel if oppositely oriented dislocations are close to one
another. Stone-Wales [75] and flower defects [76] are examples of dislocation networks that have dislocations
whose elastic strain fields partially cancel.
However, dislocations with similar-oriented Burgers vectors can combine together to reduce the long-
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range elastic strain through a global change, normally a rotation, in the atomic structure. The dislocations
condense and separate the crystal lattice into two regions that are related by a misorientation angle. The
two separated regions are called grains and their boundary is a condensed dislocation network referred to as
a grain boundary.
Grain boundaries are classified using their misorientation and line angles. The misorientation angle θm
is the angle that transforms the lattice vectors between two grains. The line angle θl corresponds to the
direction of the boundary relative to the bisector of θm. Therefore, θl spans from -θm/2 to +θm/2, where a
line angle of 0◦ corresponds to a symmetric boundary as it bisects the misorientation angle of the two grains.
The drawback to using only θm and θl to classify grain boundaries is that they do not uniquely determine a
grain boundary due to the degeneracy of dislocation networks that result in the same angles θm, θl. The only
way to uniquely specify a grain boundary is to know all the dislocations that constitute it. Alternatively,
the degeneracy can be lifted by assuming the type and orientation of dislocations present.
The dislocation structure of grain boundaries has been analyzed experimentally and theoretically to
obtain statistics on the types and orientations of dislocations. In the case of graphene, the atomic structure
has been analyzed experimentally through high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and
theoretically through kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations. Ophus et al. analyzed the HRTEM images
from nearly nine hundred grain boundaries to assess the atomic structure [77]. Their work found that nearly
all well-annealed grain boundaries are composed of 5|7 edge dislocations. The observed low angle boundaries
contained isolated dislocations while high angle boundaries are composed of connected dislocations. Through
simulation, Zhuang et al. annealed amorphous carbon using only bond rotations in KMC [78]. The results
from Zhuang et al. show that as the simulation evolves, the grain boundary structure tends toward connected
dislocations with line angles close to zero, i.e. parallel to the boundary. We can summarize these two results
as grain boundaries having structures with edge dislocations whose (i) burgers vectors have like sign and (ii)
directions are nearly parallel to the boundary. Using these two requirements, the misorientation and line
angle of graphene grain boundaries uniquely define the grain boundary space.
Ophus et al. used these two assumptions about edge dislocations to develop an algorithm that constructs
low-energy graphene grain boundaries that match experimentally annealed samples using only θm and θl [77].
Fig. 2.6 shows the three step process to create graphene grain boundaries. The technique uses centroidal
voronoi tessellations (CVT) as a mediating step to find structures similar to experimentally annealed samples.
In Fig. 2.6(a), a triangular lattice is generated with the given θm and θl. The triangular lattice is the dual
lattice of the carbon atoms, where the triangular lattice sites are the centroids (CVT generators) of the carbon
atom locations. As can be seen in Fig. 2.6(a), the initially proposed structure contains many unrealistic
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Figure 2.6: The steps of the CVT algorithm reproduced from Ophus et al. [77]. (a) The generators of a
naive structure, which are minimized in (b) according to Lloyd’s algorithm [79]. (c) The carbon atoms are
relaxed using CG to produce graphene grain boundaries.
shapes at the boundary. So, the CVT generators near the boundary (green) are relaxed using Lloyd’s
algorithm while keeping the generators far from the boundary (black) fixed [79]. The relaxed structure in
Fig. 2.6(b) removes the unphysical atomic rings and contains mostly hexagons with 5|7 edge dislocations that
are parallel to the boundary. The carbon atoms are then relaxed using conjugate gradient (CG) minimization
to produce the grain boundary structure in Fig. 2.6(c).
Ophus et al. verified the grain boundary generation method by comparing it to HRTEM images of the
atomic structure. Nearly all of the experimental structures matched those of the generated structures.
The CVT algorithm was used by Shekhawat et al. to find the grain boundary line energies of graphene
for 4122 unique combinations of θm, θl [80]. The combinations are used to map out the grain boundary con-
figurational phase space to find energy cusps at geometrically favorable angles. The geometrically favorable
angles correspond to global rotations that accommodate the strain from networks of edge dislocations with
similar sign [81].
The phase space findings of Shekhawat et al. are reproduced in Fig. 2.7. Fig. 2.7(a) shows the line
energies of the entire configurational space for all combinations of θm, θl, while Fig. 2.7(b) isolates the line
energy for θl=0 to show the cusps at θm = 21.78◦, 32.2◦. The θm = 21.78◦ and θm = 32.2◦ boundaries
correspond to geometrically favorable angles as expected by 3D grain boundary theory [82]. Specifically,
a misorientation close to θm=32.2◦ has been found through KMC by Zhuang et al.[78] and later through
Fourier analysis of polycrystalline samples by Tyurnina et al. to be present in annealed samples [83].
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Figure 2.7: Configurational phase space of graphene grain boundaries reproduced from Shekhawat et al.
[80]. (a) The full configurational phase space for θm and θl with a resolution of 0.5◦. (b) The line energy for
boundaries with θl=0◦ to highlight the cusps at 21.78◦ and 32.2◦.
2.2.6 Interlayer Dislocations in Bilayer Graphene
Defects can also form between two 2D material layers. For two graphene layers, Bernal stacking is the
ground state stacking. In Bernal stacking, the top layer is shifted by a third of the in-plane lattice vectors
relative to the bottom layer. The stacking is often described based on the stacking of carbon atoms of one
layer on the other similar to the stacking orders in FCC and HCP crystals [24]. In Fig. 2.8(a), the carbon
atom sites are defined for a single graphene layer. The A site carbon is on the corner of the unit cell. The
B site carbon is a third of both lattice vectors in the interior, and the C site is the center of the hexagon,
two-thirds of both lattice vectors from the lattice site. Bernal stacked bilayer graphene has AB stacking,
where the A site of the top layer is on the B site of the bottom layer. In Fig. 2.8(b), AB graphene is shown
by stacking two graphene layers that are rigidly shifted by a third of both lattice vectors. It is conventional
to use AB stacking, but the stacking could identically be called BC or CA since those sites are on top of
each other as well.
The two-atom basis of graphene makes Bernal stacking doubly degenerate. The degeneracy is seen if
the top layer is shifted by the carbon-carbon distance such that the top A site is ‘on-top’ of the bottom C
site. This transforms the AB stacking in Fig. 2.8(b) to AC stacking. This AC stacking is equivalent to
AB stacking. In fact, the stacking is often referred to as BA stacking because the B site of the top layer
is ‘on-top’ of the A site of the bottom layer. If the view is reversed such that the top and bottom layers















Figure 2.8: Atomic scale schematic of the stacking orders in bilayer graphene. (a) Single layer graphene with
three high symmetry points labelled. (b) Four different stacking configurations with the top (light gray)
layer shifted in each stacking configuration.
Bilayer graphene contains two other relevant stacking orders AA and SP . In AA stacked bilayer graphene,
all the carbon atoms of the top layer are on-top of the bottom layer. The A and B carbon atoms of both top
and bottom layers match such that the hexagonal network is clearly seen in Fig. 2.8(b). SP stacking does
not have any carbon atoms that are stacked. Instead, SP stacking is half-way between AB and AC stacking.
The name comes from it being the saddle point energy between the degenerate, low-energy AB/AC and the
high-energy AA stacking.
Dislocations in bilayer graphene are present due to relative strain between the layers. The strain gives
rise to dislocation networks that separate regions of AB and AC stacking. As opposed to dislocations in a
single layer, interlayer dislocations can be edge, screw, and mixed sense. The different senses come about as
the line direction changes due to local strain. The structure of interlayer dislocations is established in detail
in Chapter 5, where I present our recent work on a dislocation theory of interlayer dislocations.
The study of dislocations in graphitic systems started with their experimental observation. One of the
first identifications of interlayer dislocations in multi-layer graphene layer systems came by observing few-
layer (<6 layers) of graphene on mica. The dislocations were observed as stacking faults. In Fig. 2.9,
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) micrographs show the different stacking regions. Fig. 2.9(a,b) shows
a large scale image of few-layer graphene taken two hours apart during which the domains become more
ordered. In Fig. 2.9(c), the contrast of the different colored regions is labeled by the particular stacking
order, either ABA or ABC.
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Figure 2.9: Experimental observations of interlayer dislocations in few layer graphene reproduced from
Hattendorf et al. [24] (a/b) Scatting tunneling microscopy (STM) of the stacking in few layer bilayer
graphene two hours apart. Contrast represents different stacking ABA or ABC. (c) zoom in of the lower left
edge of (b); white lines mark the partial dislocation lines.
The micrographs of Fig. 2.9 provide two motivations to create a theory of interlayer dislocations for
graphene. The first is the relaxation that occurs between Fig. 2.9(a,b). The relaxation occurs because the
configurational energy in Fig. 2.9(a) is higher than that in Fig. 2.9(b). The second is that the dislocation
line in Fig. 2.9(c) is not straight. From the perspective of the ABA stacked regions, the dislocation lines are
convex. The relaxations give rise to the questions concerning the energetics of interlayer dislocations.
A second experimental work on interlayer dislocations focused on bilayer graphene. Studying interlayer
dislocations in bilayer graphene, as opposed to few-layer graphene, allows for more direct observation of
the dislocation topology and structure. Using both scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and
dark-field transmission electron microscopy (df-TEM), solitons were observed between regions of AB and
BA stacked bilayer graphene [21]. These are equivalent to interlayer dislocations separating AB and AC
stacked bilayer graphene.
A large area df-TEM micrograph of interlayer dislocations in bilayer graphene is shown in Fig. 2.10(a).
The different contrasts show AB and BA stacking orders and the dislocation lines are shown in Fig. 2.10(b).
The lines are either green, blue, or red depending on the direction of their Burgers vector. Similar to the
dislocations in Fig. 2.9, the dislocations in Fig. 2.10(a,b) are curved. In addition, the authors of this work
recorded a video showing the dynamics of these dislocations and how they reorganize over time.
This study went further and investigated the structure of interlayer dislocations in bilayer graphene. The
widths for shear and tensile boundaries were characterized and are reproduced in Fig. 2.10(c-h). The shear
boundary corresponds to a partial screw dislocation, while the tensile boundary corresponds to a partial
edge dislocation. The authors confirmed the structure of the boundaries with simulated and experimental










Figure 2.10: Experimental observations of interlayer dislocations in bilayer graphene reported by Alden et al.
[21]. (a) Dark field transmission electron microscopy (dfTEM) micrograph of the stacking domains in bilayer
graphene. Inset shows the diffraction pattern. (b) dfTEM micrograph of the secondary diffraction spots that
show the dislocation lines. Line colors correspond to different diffraction spots and Burgers vectors. (c/f)
Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images of shear and tensile boundaries. (d/g) Simulated
STEM images of shear and tensile boundaries. (e/h) Atomistic schematics of shear and tensile boundaries
highlighting the different stacking in the boundaries.
BA stacking with a topologically necessary SP stacking region in between. Moreover, they found the widths
of different dislocation senses and found that screw dislocations have a narrower core than edge dislocations.
Their results motivate our formulation of a dislocation theory because of the relaxation shown in the videos,
non-uniform dislocation distribution, and variable core widths.
In tandem with experimental observations, theoretical works have studied the structure and energy of
dislocations in bilayer graphene. These works span different scales, from atomistic (ab-initio and classical
potentials) to continuum. The focus here is on the mechanics of dislocations, although there is much work
on the effect of dislocations on the electronic structure.
Following the tight-binding[85] and continuum [86] predictions that flat bands emerge at ‘magic’ twist
angles in bilayer graphene, ab-initio calculations aimed to more accurately calculate the electronic structure.
The ab-inito calculations showed a structural transition of twisted bilayer graphene between 5◦ and 10◦ [84].
At large angles (θ > 10◦), the graphene layers are flat, where the interlayer spacing increases to account for
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Figure 2.11: Structural transformation of twisted bilayer graphene from ab-initio calculations. (a-c) Side
and top views of θ = 29.4◦, θ = 8.26◦, and θ = 3.89◦. (d) Corrugation of twisted bilayer graphene across
twist angle θ. Reproduced from Uchida et al. [84]
the equilibrium spacing of AB, SP , and AA stacking. The proximity of different stacking regions shown
in Fig. 2.11(a) reveals the reason for the flat layers since there is not enough space for the relaxation of
corrugation. However, as the angle decreases and the moiré supperlattice period increases, corrugations
appear. In Fig. 2.11(b) the transition is seen, where the spacing at AA stacking is given by dfar, the spacing
at AB stacking is given by dnear, and the corrugation of each layer by ∆. The maximum corrugation occurs
at small angle (θ < 5◦). The in-plane and out-of-plane relaxation results in distinct stacking regions causing
periodic corrugation in the moiré superlattice seen in Fig. 2.11(c). The competition between in-plane and
out-of-plane relaxation across twist angle is shown in Fig. 2.11(d). At small twist angles, dnear and dfar
recover the equilibrium spacing of AB and AA stacking respectively giving large corrugations, while at large
twist angles (θ ≈ 30) the corrugation is nearly zero.
The structural relaxation has been further studied with classical potential and continuum simulations.
In addition to the structural relaxation due to dislocation localization, these models also focused on the
structure at small angles, where computational domains can contain millions of atoms. Classical potential
simulations that account for the stacking registry allow for the study of structural relaxation in this domain.
However, including the registry dependence dramatically increases the computational cost. To reduce this
cost, Zhang et al. extended the registry dependent potentials that account for the long-range interactions
using a continuum addition [87]. Using their multiscale discrete-continuum (DC) model, they could efficiently
study the structural transformation that occurs at low-twist angle by studying supercells with more than
a million atoms. In Fig. 2.12(a), the interlayer dislocations are visible in the contour plot of the relaxation
height. The relaxed structure shows the distinct AB, SP , and AA stacking regions. In Fig. 2.12(b,c) the
twist angle increases and changes the relative sizes of AB, SP , and AA regions. Namely, the relative size of




Figure 2.12: Results from the discrete-continuum model developed by Zhang et al. and applied to twisted
bilayer graphene[25]. (a-c) Contour maps of the interlayer separation of twisted bilayer graphene for three
rotation angles. Insets show the local rotation angle of the graphene lattices. (d/e) The local rotation of
AB/AA regions compared to the initial twist θ0. (f) Trend of the size of the AA and SP stacking regions
across rotation angle.
As a result of the trends in the sizes of stacking regions, Zhang et al. found that the local twist in AA and
AB regions deviates from the initial (global) twist. This effect is especially prominent at low twist angles.
Fig. 2.12(d,e) show the local twist angles in AB and AA. The local twist in AB stacking (Fig. 2.12(d)) is
lower than the initial twist and goes to zero. To compensate, the local twist near AA stacking (Fig. 2.12(e))
is higher than the global twist and plateaus at small twist angles. The atomistic representation of this
plateau is revealed in the insets of Fig. 2.12(a-c).
In addition, they found that although the relative size of SP and AA stacking regions decrease compared
to AB their magnitudes also plateau to a finite size. Fig. 2.12(f) shows the absolute size of the SP and AA
stacking regions. The size of the SP region gives the core width of the interlayer dislocation. Surprisingly
at small twist angles the size of the AA region is smaller than the SP region.
Finally continuum models can be used to analyze the structural relaxation of dislocations in bilayer
graphene. Continuum models, as opposed to atomistic models, treat the graphene layers as continuous
elastic materials instead of as discrete materials with atoms. A common approach is to couple the two
layers using a generalized stacking fault energy (GSFE, i.e., the energy landscape associated with uniformly
translating one layer with respect to the other) [88]. These models have been developed for bilayer graphene,
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a) b) c) d)
Figure 2.13: Results from continuum simulations of 1D dislocations in bilayer graphene by Dai et al. [20].
(a/b) Side and isometric views of the analysis of 1D dislocations. (c) Energy density versus position of a full
edge dislocation for both flat (dotted) and buckled (solid) structures. (d) Dislocation line energy (energy
per unit length) against simulation cell size for different full dislocation senses.
bilayer h-BN, and their heterostructures [89] as well as for TMDCs like MoS2 [90, 91].
For bilayer graphene, this approach has been implemented by Dai et al. to study both 1D dislocations
[20] and twist moiré superlattices [92]. The analysis method for 1D interlayer dislocations is shown in
Fig. 2.13(a,b) for side and isometric views. The natural state of two layers with an interlayer dislocation
between them are different lengths. A supercell is created by applying a uniform strain to each layer to make
them the same length. The supercell is then relaxed and compared to a reference natural state.
The relaxation is performed for 1D dislocations in supercells constrained to be flat or allowed to buckle
out of plane. The difference between these two conditions is assessed using the strain energy density between
flat and buckled structures. In Fig. 2.13(c), the energy density of a full tensile dislocation is shown, where
the solid lines are for buckled structures and dotted lines for supercells constrained to be flat. The full
dislocation in both cases splits into partials. The energy of the buckled dislocation structure is smaller than
the flat structure as elastic and misfit energy are reduced through bending. Finally, the interaction energy of
buckled dislocations is shown versus supercell size in Fig. 2.13(d). They find that only dislocations with an
edge component have interaction energies with their images. Notably, this effect is due to buckling, where
dislocations constrained to be flat do not interact with their images [20].
Dai et al. used the same continuum model to also analyze twisted bilayer graphene. Their key result was
to find a new lower energy bending mode at small angles (θ < 1.5◦), where previous atomistic simulations
had only identified a breathing mode, where the corrugations in each layer are mirror images (e.g. Fig. 2.11).
The structure of the breathing mode is in Fig. 2.14(a), where the symmetry of the out-of-plane corrugation is
seen in both the isometric and top views. In comparison the corrugation of the bending mode in Fig. 2.14(b)
is not symmetric about the mid-plane. Instead, the corrugations in each layer are in the same direction.
This means that not only is the interlayer separation changing, but the two layers are deformed together






Figure 2.14: Results from continuum model of twisted bilayer graphene based on the work of Dai et al.
[92]. (a/b) Isometric and top view of breathing/bending relaxation mode for twisted bilayer graphene. (c/d)
Relative displacement fields around a vertex for the breathing/bending mode, where the inset demonstrates
how the AA node is relaxed. (e) Energy density of the bending mode structure γbe and the differences
between the bending and breathing mode energies.
only if there is an edge dislocation component. Twisted bilayer graphene, however, is a 2D network of screw
dislocations. Therefore, the dislocation sense must locally change close to the AA stacking region to have
an edge component that buckles the structure. By analyzing the local strains, which are shown in Fig. 2.14
Dai et al. found this signature in the bending mode. They attributed the changing dislocation sense to a
local compression that was unique to the bending mode. Importantly, this new mode has a lower energy at
twist angles below 1.5◦. Therefore, this structure could have implications for properties of bilayer graphene
at low twist angle like superconductivity and other correlated electron physics.
The previous simulations of bilayer graphene give the structure and energy of dislocations in bilayer
graphene. However, the experimental observations of curved dislocation lines are not explained by the results
given in the theoretical works. In addition, neither of the simulation methods define the structure of bilayer
graphene using the topology of individual dislocations. We continue the study of interlayer dislocations in
bilayer graphene to determine whether a direct topological approach can be used in 2D material systems.
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Chapter 3
Simulation and Modeling Methods
The properties of 2D materials can be understood through theoretical modeling. In this thesis the mechanical
properties are studied using two methods: atomic scale simulations using classical force fields and continuum
scale modeling using linear elasticity theory. The atomic scale methods are the more accurate simulation
technique and serve as the ground truth; they are the basis of the continuum models. The continuum models
serve to isolate mechanisms from the atomic interactions to better understand the mechanics of graphene.
In subsequent chapters, the structure (atomic positions) and energy are used to compare the results of the
two simulation methods. This chapter introduces the atomistic and continuum simulation methods used.
3.1 Atomic Scale Modeling of 2D Materials
The mechanical modeling of 2D materials starts with atomic scale calculations that build a foundation for
continuum models. Atomic scale calculations give energy and structure information that allow us to develop
a hypothesis of what continuum models might reproduce the results. Here atomic scale calculations use
classical potential force fields that have been fit to density functional theory (DFT) [93, 94] calculations and
experimental observations. The classical potentials simplify the complex interactions between electrons and
atomic nuclei to an effective form that aims to reproduce the results from experiment and higher accuracy
simulation techniques like DFT or quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) [95]. Classical potentials, as compared to
DFT or QMC, permit the calculation of ensembles of hundreds of thousands of atoms that are not possible
with higher accuracy methods. The large system sizes allow us to study the mechanical properties of 2D
materials by applying traction and displacement boundary conditions. For this research, the Large-scale
Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) package from Sandia National Lab is utilized
[96].
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3.1.1 Examples of Classical Potentials
The analytic form of classical potentials is varied. In this thesis, we use the Lennard-Jones (LJ), Tersoff, Re-
active Empirical Bond Order (REBO), Adaptive Intermolecular Reactive Empirical Bond Order (AIREBO),
reactive force field (REAXFF), and Kolmogorov-Crespi (KC) potentials to describe the carbon-carbon in-
teractions in graphene. The potentials vary in functional form but all aim to reproduce the basic properties
of graphene, namely the carbon-carbon bond spacing and the elastic constants.
The Lennard-Jones potential is one of the simplest interatomic potentials [97]. It is a two-body pairwise
potential with an attractive and repulsive term. The potential only accounts for the pair distance and does
not have any other geometry information. The potential is useful due to its simplicity and can describe
basic physics and perform preliminary modeling. While the terms of all the other potentials make for more










where the first term accounts for atomic repulsion between atomic nuclei and the second for the bonding
due to electron interaction. The potential energy φ depends on interatomic spacing r according to two
parameters, the bond energy ε and the zero energy crossing σ. The bond energy gives the depth of the well
experienced by an atom in this force field, and the zero energy crossing dictates the equilibrium spacing.
The equilibrium spacing is where the force–the first derivative of the potential energy φ with respect to the
pair distance r–is equal to zero. The equilibrium spacing is req =
√
6σ.
Even though the LJ potential is a powerful teaching tool and a good starting point for understanding
a material property, more accurate potentials are required to reproduce most physics. For instance, the LJ
potential predicts that the ground state configuration of a crystal is always close packed (either FCC or
HCP), but most materials have different crystal structures. More complicated terms are required to account
for the local environment and angle dependent bonding of atoms that yield non-close-packed structures.
The Tersoff potential is a bond-order pair potential which calculates the energy of a collection of atoms
using a combination of two and three body terms [98, 99]. The two body term is an attractive term, while
the three body term is repulsive. The three body term in the Tersoff potential accounts for the bond-order
of an atom (i.e. how many bonds an atom has) and the angle of those bonds to account for sparse lattices
and bases. When simulating graphene, for instance, the bond-order term favors the 120◦ bond angle of sp2
hybridized carbon to give a honeycomb lattice.
The REBO and AIREBO potentials differ from each other solely based on the addition of a long-range LJ
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term in AIREBO [100, 101, 102]. The base REBO potential is a bond-order potential that was developed for
hydrocarbons to improve on the Tersoff potential. As the name states, the REBO and AIREBO potentials
are parameterized to account for many different bond orders. So, while Tersoff only accounts for a single
bond order (three for graphene) the REBO and AIREBO potentials can account for bond orders of two,
three, or four and simulate the changing hybridization of sp, sp2, or sp3. In addition, the REBO and
AIREBO potentials change the screening of the repulsive term in the Tersoff potential such that there are
infinite forces between atoms as the interatomic spacing goes to zero. The LJ term that is included in the
AIREBO potential is used to model long-range van der Waals or Coulomb forces.
The REAXFF potential builds on the REBO potential by better accounting for reaction curves of bond
breaking and accounting for long-range Coulomb and van der Waals interactions from the beginning [103].
The potential was built for quantum chemistry of carbon molecules, but the general formulation of the
bond-orders and inclusion of van der Waals and Coulomb interactions makes the potential applicable to
many material systems[104]. It is particularly useful since the energy function with separation is smooth
and can capture the transition energy barriers between energy minima. In this thesis, it is used with the
nudged elastic band (NEB) method to find the transition energies of dislocation migration [105].
The KC potential is different than the rest of these because it cannot be used on its own. It is an
addition to correctly describe the van der Waals interactions in bilayer 2D material systems[106]. The KC
potential is a registry dependent potential that is used in conjunction with the REBO potential, where the
REBO potential describes the intralayer interaction and the KC potential describes interlayer interaction.
KC was first developed for bilayer graphene and has been recently extended to hBN and other 2D material
systems[107, 108].
These force fields give the energy of an ensemble of carbon atoms. The energy and forces are used to
find the equilibrium or dynamic properties of a material. The equilibrium properties are found by trying
to find the minimum energy of a given configuration, while the dynamic properties are found by evolving
the system based on kinematics. This thesis is focused on finding the equilibrium energies of metastable
configurations, so atomic scale dynamics is only addressed in the context of finding a metastable energy.
3.1.2 Minimization Methods
The equilibrium states are found through structural optimization, which is accomplished through minimiza-
tion methods that can find the minimum energy configuration. Unfortunately, finding the minimum energy
is very challenging due to the presence of many local minima. Two minimization schemes are introduced.
The first finds the closest energy minima, and the second aims to overcome barriers in the potential energy
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Figure 3.1: Correlations in the potential energy surface for two different materials from [110]. Although the
barriers between minima are much larger in (a) than in (b), both potential energy surfaces show that the
heights of the barriers are correlated with the difference in the minima energies.
surface to better approximate the global minimum.
Energy minimization routines such as conjugate gradient (CG) find the closest local minimum to an
initial configuration [109]. For each step in the conjugate gradient algorithm, the atomic forces of the
current and previous steps determine the new configuration. The stopping criteria are given as energy and
force tolerances that terminate a minimization when it is close enough to a local minimum. Unfortunately,
there is no way to determine if the local minimum is the global minimum. Therefore, providing an initial
configuration that is close to the equilibrium configuration is necessary to get accurate results.
Alternative minimization techniques to CG have less sensitivity to the initial conditions by exploring
outside of the closest minimum. One method is to incorporate dynamics to overcome thermodynamic
barriers between local minima. These methods utilize empirical knowledge of potential energy surfaces to
enhance the search for a global minimum.
Including dynamics takes advantage of non-symmetric barriers between minima. The heights of barriers
between minima are correlated with the energy difference of adjacent minima [110]. This is seen in Fig. 3.1.
For a given minima, the lower barrier corresponds to the lower adjacent minima. Damped dynamics sim-
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ulations take advantage of this trend by increasing the kinetic energy of a system to overcome the lower
potential energy barrier associated with a lower adjacent well to successively lower the energy.
Dynamics are calculated by tracking the velocity of atoms as well as their positions. Instead of only
updating the atomic coordinates through a conjugate gradient method, the atomic coordinates are updated
according to kinematics. The velocities are updated through velocity-Verlet time integration with a time
step that is chosen to conserve the total energy [111]. The dynamics of a system are calculated for a number
of time steps according to a set of boundary conditions and an initial temperature.
Damped dynamics algorithms take advantage of the velocity of each atom to access non-equilibrium
configurations and overcome energy barriers in the potential energy surface by exchanging kinetic energy
for potential energy. For example, damped dynamics simulations utilize the kinetic energy from descending
a potential energy surface to overcome the next barrier. This has been conceptualized as a skier (or biker,
skateboarder, car etc.) going down a hill and picking up speed to get over the next hill. The skier builds
momentum and kinetic energy that is expended to overcome the potential energy barrier of the hill. The
kinetic energy is then slowly reduced (i.e. through re-normalizing velocities) to reach an equilibrium con-
figuration. More sophisticated damped dynamics methods like fire include variable timesteps that further
accelerate the minimization[112].
The minimization methods help to find the minimum energy structure for an ensemble of atoms for a
particular classical interatomic potential. Through these, the static and dynamic properties of materials
can be found through minimizing the energy or running dynamics. The focus of this thesis is on using
static energy calculations to determine material properties. The static energy calculations allow us to form
hypotheses that inform continuum models.
3.2 Continuum Scale Modeling
Continuum modeling abstracts the atoms in a material to a continuous medium with averaged properties.
Here the continuum scale is used in order to determine the mechanisms that underlie the physical properties,
but it is also useful in creating larger scale simulations. The continuous medium is described by fields that
govern the properties of a medium such as the mechanical, electrical, magnetic, and optical properties.
This thesis focuses on the mechanical properties by modeling dislocations in continuous media in order to
understand the behavior of graphene.
The modeling of dislocations in continuous media is a broad field. To understand dislocation models, it is








Figure 3.2: Deformation of a body Ω due to mapping Φ. Each particle in the body is mapped from the
undeformed to deformed body according to the displacement field u.
extend this by adding defects. A couple of dislocation approaches will be introduced, including the specific
method used in this thesis.
3.2.1 Definition of Fields
Continuum modeling of mechanics requires understanding the fields that define the deformation of the
continuum body. These fields describe the deformation of a continuous media and include the displacement,
the distortion, and the strain fields.
The backbone of these fields is the displacement field, which connects the positions of an undeformed
body Ω to a deformed body Φ(Ω), where Φ is a deformation mapping that acts on a body seen in the
schematic of Fig. 3.2. The displacement field connects the positions of all the elements from the undeformed
to the deformed state through
ui(Xi) = Φ(Xi)−Xi , (3.2)
where the displacements are given by the field ui and the deformed and original positions are Φ(Xi) and Xi,
respectively. The subscript denotes the vector quality of the fields in Einstein notation.
Using the displacement field, we can define the strain of the deformed body. The strain is the spatial
derivative of the displacement field and can be constructed in both symmetric and non-symmetric forms.







The symmetric strain tensor ε is very similar to the distortion tensor but the non-diagonal terms are made














(∆ij + ∆ji) . (3.4)
The symmetric strain tensor is found by taking the average of the distortion tensor and its transpose. While
the symmetric strain tensor is more conventional in mechanics, the distortion tensor is mainly used in this
thesis as it is simplifies transformations between the displacement and strain fields.
3.2.2 Elastic Properties of Materials
A principle method of deformation in a material is due to the application of force. For small strains the
deformation is approximated to be elastic, where all the deformation is recoverable after removing an applied
force. The recovery is due to small strains only deforming atomic bonds but not breaking and reorganizing
the bond topology in a material. Small strain elastic deformation is often approximated using Hooke’s law
for linear springs, where a deformation in any direction produces a linear restoring force ~F in the opposite
direction of deformation ∆~x
~FHooke = −k∆~x , (3.5)
where the proportionality constant k is the spring constant. The force can be integrated to give the potential








where the energy is integrated from an equilibrium position x0 to a final position xf . A negative sign is
introduced to change the reference state to the energy stored in the spring. This gives a classic harmonic
equation for the energy of a spring.
The applicability of Hooke’s law to a single bond is shown in an example using the LJ interatomic
potential. The LJ interatomic potential as well as a harmonic fit to the equilibrium position is shown in
Fig. 3.3. The LJ potential is expanded around its minima at r/σ = 6
√
2 with a harmonic with a spring constant
equivalent to the second derivative of Eq. 3.1. The harmonic expansion does an adequate job reproducing
the LJ energy for small deformations, but as the deformations get larger the expansion performs worse. The
linear elastic expansion is therefore adequate for small deformations in a material.
In order to apply this to real materials, Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 are adjusted to account for the 3D nature of
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Figure 3.3: Plot of the normalized Lennard-Jones energy for normalized atomic spacing compared to a
harmonic approximation centered at the equilibrium distance. The inset focuses on the equilibrium spacing.
materials. Instead of the force ~F , energy E, deformation ∆~x, and spring constant k we need to consider
the force per area (stress) σ, the deformation per length (strain) ε, and the elastic constants C. Changing
the units of these parameters does not change the form of the governing equations. However, in order to
account for the spatial directions, Einstein notation is used to keep track of the vector quality of the fields.
In Einstein notation, repeated indices denote summation over that index. After the change of units, Eq. 3.5
becomes
σij = Cijklεkl , (3.7)
where the stress σij and strain εkl are second order tensors and the elastic constant matrix Cijkl is a fourth
order tensor. Each of the indices spans the dimension of the system of interest. For bulk three-dimensional
materials this means that [i, j, k, l] all have three directions [1, 2, 3]. In the thesis, the indices will only span
two dimensions (i ∈ [1,2]) since graphene is a two-dimensional material. When out of plane deformation is
considered, a new variable f is introduced to indicate displacement in the third direction.









These transformations allow us to calculate the strain energy and to find approximate forms of the elastic
constants by fitting Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8 to static atomistic calculations.
Before setting up atomistic calculations to calculate all the elastic constants, the elastic constant matrix
Cijkl can be simplified by taking into account the crystal symmetries of a material. The fourth order
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Figure 3.4: Table of elastic constants for a number of different lattice symmetries[114]. The table shows
the elastic constants that are equal or zero due to a particular lattice symmetry. The elastic constants are
given in Voigt notation, where 21 elastic constants are needed for a triclinic symmetry, whereas only two are
needed for isotropic materials.
elastic constant matrix for a bulk material has 81 (34) free parameters. But, this can be greatly reduced by
considering the symmetries of the system. The first two take into account the symmetries of the strain and
stress tensors. By acknowledging that these two tensors are symmetric, we can reduce the free parameters
to 36 since there are six independent parameters in each tensor. These six parameters can be presented in a
reduced notation called Voigt notation reducing the fourth order elastic constant matrix to a second order
tensor [113]. Next, the elastic constant matrix is itself symmetric, which reduces the degrees of freedom to
21. These first symmetry operations are based on approximating a material as a continuum, the specific
lattice symmetries of a material can reduce the elastic constant matrix further.
From the 21 degrees of freedom, the crystal symmetries determine the equivalence of elastic constants
in different directions to further reduce the number of independent elastic constants. For instance, in a
simple cubic system where the three lattice vectors are orthogonal and the same length the elastic constants
in each of the directions is the same. Therefore, we can simplify the 21 elastic constants to only three
elastic constants C1111, C1122, and C1212 or in Voigt notation C11, C12, and C66. In Fig. 3.4, the symmetry
reductions of the other crystal lattices are reported. In addition to the crystal symmetries, isotropic elastic
constants for materials that can be assumed to have a homogeneous microstructure can be produced. This
is true for many polycrystalline materials that can be assumed to have random orientation.





Figure 3.5: Finding the elastic constants of monolayer graphene. (a) Strain states ε1 and ε6 for calculating
C11 and C66 respectively. (b) Energy vs. strain ε1 with a harmonic fit of the data points to find C11. (c)
Energy vs. strain ε6 with a harmonic fit of the data points to find C66.
eV/Å2 C11 C66 C12
REBO 21.1 8.4 4.3
AIREBO 23.5 9.8 3.9
TERSOFF 22.2 10.4 1.4
Table 3.1: Elastic constants of monolayer graphene. C11 and C66 are found from atomistic simulations, while
C12 is derived from the symmetry relation given in Eq. 3.9.




(C11 − C12) (3.9)
meaning that there are only two independent elastic constants. The elastic constants can be found by
performing static energy minimization. The two independent elastic constants for a single layer of graphene
are calculated by uniaxial strain (C11) and shear (C66) of a computational supercell. For uniaxial strain, the
black supercell in Fig. 3.5(a) is elongated in the horizontal direction to the blue supercell to impart a tensile
strain ε1 on the carbon atoms. Whereas for shear, the black supercell is sheared by changing the acute angle
to create the red supercell. The energy is calculated in LAMMPS with the REBO potential to get the energy
around the relaxed lattice parameter and plotted in Fig. 3.5(b,c) for uniaxial and shear strains respectively.
For each case, the energy vs. strain is fit with a harmonic and the elastic constant is shown on the plot. The
third elastic constant C12 along with the elastic constants calculated with other interatomic potentials used
in this thesis are shown in Table 3.1. The variation of the elastic constants showcases the different analytic
form as well as the different data that was used to fit the elastic constants. While C11 and C66 are relatively
the same for the interatomic potentials, the variance of the computed value of C12 becomes quite large as
the magnitude of the elastic constants decreases.
As the strain increases and the bonding in a material rearranges, continuum modeling beyond an elastic
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of edge (left) and screw (right) dislocations for simple cubic lattices [115]. The
dislocation Burgers vectors ~b (red) are found with Burgers circuits (yellow) that enclose the dislocation line.
description of a material is needed. In this thesis, one extension is addressed by examining the structure
and energy of dislocations in 2D material systems.
3.2.3 Background: Continuum Dislocation Modeling
The deformation of materials has so far been limited to a linear elastic response due to small deformations.
To go beyond small deformations, we introduce the concept of dislocations. Dislocation theory has been
used to understand unrecoverable, permanent deformation that is caused by atomic rearrangement spurred
the development of dislocation theories. Dislocations are incompatibilities in the displacement field, add
lattice planes to the atomic lattice, and are one-dimensional defects that underpin atomic reorganization
due to strain. In particular, dislocations have been able to describe the permanent deformation of materials
through the transport of lattice planes through a material.
A dislocation is characterized by two vectors that describe its topological content: the Burgers vector ~b
and the line direction ξ̂. The angle between the two vectors describes the sense φ of the dislocation. The
dislocation sense goes from 0◦ to 90◦, where a sense of 0◦ is called a screw dislocation, while a sense of 90◦
is an edge dislocation. Any other sense is a mixed dislocation. The different deformation caused by these
two dislocations is seen in Fig. 3.6.
The edge dislocation is based on adding an extra half-plane of atoms to the crystal lattice. The extra
half-plane terminates within the crystal. The termination location is called the dislocation line, where the
source of the deformation occurs. The Burgers vector is found through a Burgers circuit, which is shown in
yellow in Fig. 3.6. Starting at a point away from the dislocation line, the lattice is traversed in a conservative
circuit that would close if no dislocation was present. For example, the circuit around the edge dislocation
in Fig. 3.6(a) is composed of three steps in the right, down, left, and up directions. However, the dislocation
causes a closure failure in the circuit that determines the Burgers vector. As can be seen, the Burgers vector
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(red) is perpendicular to the line direction that goes into the crystal.
The screw dislocation is the result of a lattice shear that forms a spiral around the dislocation line. The
Burgers circuit for the dislocation illuminates the screw character. The Burgers circuit in Fig. 3.6(b) is
formed from a square with side length of three units. But, instead of the Burgers vector being perpendicular
to the dislocation line, it is parallel. So, we could hypothetically continue tracing out the same 3 unit square
circuit and traverse the dislocation line as the Burgers circuit follows a screw through the lattice.
The deformation of each dislocation can be modeled mathematically. The deformation given by the
displacement fields needs to satisfy the compatibility relationships everywhere except for at the dislocation
core, where the Burgers vector determines the amount of incompatibility in the displacement field. Using
these requirements, we can find the displacement field for an arbitrary dislocation geometry. The typical
example that solves for the displacement field of screw and edge dislocations is for cylinders due to their
radial symmetry and can be found in most introductory textbooks [116].
Once we know the displacement field associated with a particular dislocation, we can generate the cor-
responding strain and stress fields due to a dislocation according to Eqs. 3.3 and 3.7. Real materials almost
always have more than a single dislocation making it imperative to know the interaction energy between
dislocations.
It is easiest to start by understanding the effect of force on a dislocation and then work backward to the
find the forces (or stress) of one dislocation acting on another. The force on a dislocation is given by the
Peach-Koehler formula that finds the force on a dislocation from a stress tensor. The Peach-Koehler force
is given by
fn = σijnjbi , (3.10)
where the vector nj is the unit normal vector of a plane that the dislocation would move on. Since the
Peach-Koehler equation determines the force on a dislocation due to an applied stress, it can be used to find
the force applied on a dislocation due to another. Therefore, all that is needed to find the interaction between
dislocations is the stress field that results from the incompatibility a dislocation produces in a lattice. The
energy of the system for a set of dislocations can be found by integrating the force from infinite separation
to a particular dislocation spacing.
3.2.4 Continuum Dislocation Modeling in this thesis
The interaction forces due to the Peach-Koehler formula provide a basis for understanding the interaction
between dislocations. In this thesis the energy of a set of dislocations is found by finding the strain energy
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of an array of dislocations. The approach described below is based on the original formulation of Mura [117]
and later implemented by Daw for dislocations in periodic systems [118]. The non-symmetric strain given
by the distortion tensor ∆ is used to find the equilibrium structure of a set of dislocations. Daw summarized
the method as ‘at equilibrium, the distortion minimizes the elastic energy subject to constraints imposed by
an array of defects’ [118].
Considering an array of dislocations, the topological constraint imposed on the distortion field by each is
εkl∂k∆lm = αm . (3.11)
The constraint states that the curl of the distortion field ∆ij is equal to the Nye tensor (α), which gives the
density of dislocations [119]. For instance, the Nye tensor component αm for a dislocation centered at the
origin is given by
αk(~r) = bkδ(~r) , (3.12)
where bk is the k component of the dislocation Burgers vector and δ the Kronecker-delta function. However,
the singularity of the delta function in Eq. 3.12 causes the total energy of the dislocation to diverge. The
divergence can be avoided by smearing the delta function into a Gaussian according to







where Rcore is the Gaussian width and defined as the dislocation core radius; it is the single adjustable
parameter of the model.
The continuum dislocation model will be used to compare to periodic atomistic calculations. Therefore
to account for the periodic boundary conditions and the resulting image interactions between dislocations
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, (3.14)
where ~G represents the reciprocal lattice (wave) vectors.
By substituting Eqs. 3.13 and 3.14 into Eq. 3.11, a linear set of equations relating the Fourier components

















where the i denotes the imaginary number and ΩA is the supercell area. The summation indicates that there
can be numerous dislocations each with their own topological characteristics ξ, b, and r.
The topological constraint in Eq. 3.15 does not uniquely determine the distortion tensor. Instead, it
is just one of a set of solutions. The distortion field of interest is the one that satisfies all topological
constraints but uses all remaining degrees of freedom to minimize the total distortion energy. The total










where Cjklm are the components of the fourth order elastic stiffness tensor as determined by the interatomic
potential, and Ωc is the supercell area. Since the solution will be periodic in the supercell dimensions, we










where the tilde distinguishes the reciprocal components from the real space variables. The degrees of freedom






The inhomogeneous term satisfies the topological constraints of the array of dislocations, while the homo-
geneous term is defined such that it does not create any dislocation content (e.g. the Nye tensor α = 0).
Finding the minimum energy distortion field turns into finding the degrees of freedom in the homogeneous
distortion tensor that minimizes the total energy Eq. 3.17.
In reciprocal space, the homogeneous term is defined as
∆̃homjk = Gjχ̃k , (3.19)
where the degrees of freedom are contained in χ̃k and Gj are the reciprocal lattice vectors of the system.
The free parameters for each reciprocal lattice vector can be found by taking the partial derivative of the
total energy with respect to the free parameter at each reciprocal lattice vector χ̃k(G). Since each Fourier
component is orthogonal, the partial derivatives can be solved independently.
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ij +Giχ̃j)Gk = 0 (3.20)
and solving for χ̃j for each reciprocal lattice vector G. Once the components ∆̃ are obtained, the energy,
strain field, or displacement field can be found from each component.
The continuum modeling is compared to atomic scale simulations to determine what the mechanisms
are for atomic scale simulations. The continuum dislocation models will be used to describe two types
of dislocations in 2D materials. In Chapter 4 we will model disconnections in symmetric graphene grain
boundaries. And in Chapter 5 we will extend the continuum modeling to address interlayer dislocations
between two graphene layers. In both cases, we show that the results agree with atomic scale simulations.
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Chapter 4
Using Displacement Shift Complete
Dislocations to describe Disconnection
based Grain Boundary Migration
Controlling the atomic structure through topological defects in graphene is a promising method of en-
gineering out-of-plane deformation in graphene. The vast majority of topological defects reside in grain
boundaries. Unfortunately, controlling the topological content and position of grain boundaries in graphene
remains elusive. Two methods to engineer the grain boundary structure will be discussed in this thesis.
The first is presented here and relates to controlling the position of grain boundaries through understanding
the mechanics of grain boundaries. The thermodynamics, kinetics, and shear coupling of grain boundary
migration is studied, where the thermodynamics were published in Physical Review B [27] and the kinetics
and shear coupling are in preparation for publication. The second aims to grow grain boundaries with a
desired topological content and is presented in Chapter 6.
4.1 Topological Definition of Disconnections in Graphene
In bulk materials, grain boundary can migrate based on the shear coupling of disconnections. The dis-
connections are secondary grain boundary dislocations described by the displacement shift complete (DSC)
lattice. The DSC lattice is an analogue of the coincident site lattice (CSL). We primarily use the CSL and
DSC lattices to analyze grain boundary structure and their defects. By using topology, we draw from work
that has been done on a variety of systems and expect that our work will be transferable to materials with
different lattices allowing for graphene to serve as a foundation for other 2D materials.
The CSL lattice is defined by a symmetry parameter sigma Σ that gives the periodicity of the coincident
sites relative to the underlying lattices. The Σ description of grain boundaries was first used in the 1970’s to
analyze and model grain boundaries as dichromatic patterns. Dichromatic patterns are interference patterns
made by superposing the lattices of neighboring grains. An example of a dichromatic pattern for two BCC
lattices is seen in Fig. 4.1, where each lattice is shaded either white or black to highlight the difference in
structure. A CSL is generated from the dichromatic pattern by looking at the interference (coincident) sites
of the black and white lattices. Assuming there is at least one coincident point, the dichromatic pattern is
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Figure 4.1: The dichromatic pattern of two misoriented bcc lattices reproduced from Mazilova et al. [120].
a lattice of coincident points because the interfering points are part of lattices themselves. Therefore, only
the primitive unit cell of a dichromatic pattern is shown.
The primitive unit cell of a Σ33 CSL of two BCC lattices is given in Fig. 4.1. Σ depends on the orientations
of the two grains and describes their periodicity. It is defined as the ratio of the number of lattice points
from each underlying lattice to the number of coincident points. It can also be defined in terms of the areas








where ACSL and Alat correspond to the areas of the CSL and atomic lattices.
The CSL lattice spacing ACSL and Σ determine the periodicity of a grain boundary, where a low Σ
boundary corresponds to a small ACSL and high Σ boundary corresponds to a large ACSL. Using the
principle that grain boundaries are networks of repeating dislocations, the periodicity of the lattice becomes
a powerful tool to predict the density of dislocations in a grain boundary. Generally, smaller period (low Σ)
structures correspond to low-energy cusps in the configurational space because the dislocation strain fields are
efficiently summed to produce global rotations [82]. Physically, this manifests as high angle grain boundaries
in materials that contain evenly and densely spaced dislocations where the global rotations accommodate
the extra half planes of edge dislocations.
4.1.1 Coincident Site Lattice of Graphene Grain Boundaries
Dichromatic patterns and CSLs can also be used for grain boundaries in 2D materials like graphene. The
interference pattern of a Σ7 grain boundary in graphene is shown in Fig. 4.2. The dichromatic pattern shows
only one of the triangular sublattices of graphene for each rotation to highlight the periodic structure of a
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Figure 4.2: The dichromatic pattern for a Σ7 boundary in graphene. Purple and gold circles represent the
sub-lattices of each grain in a grain boundary. The coincident points are at the vertices of the primitive unit
cell in red.
To create grain boundaries using Σ, a relationship between Σ and the misorientation angle θm between two
grain boundaries is needed. Unfortunately there is no analytic relationship between Σ and θm because of the
discrete nature of lattices making the relationship between θm and Σ discontinuous. The developed methods
therefore use discrete mathematics that solve for Σ given the topological constraints of the underlying
lattices. Warrington and Bufalini combined the geometric rules that govern the relationship between the
lattice vectors and Σ into an algorithm to find Σ from θm and vice versa [121]. Their first derivation was
done for cubic systems and is reproduced here.
A misorientation matrix RAB is defined by the transform that takes lattice A to B. If this misorientation
corresponds to a CSL, then RAB can be expressed in terms of rAB and Σ, where rAB has the same shape





For a cubic crystal, the columns of RAB must be of the form h/Σ, k/Σ, l/Σ where h, k, l correspond
to the miller indices of the orientation of lattice B with respect to the coordinate system of lattice A. So,
the columns of rAB are made using the miller indices h, k, l, whose norm is Σ. A necessary condition for
rotation is that h2 + k2 + l2 = Σ2. The length of all lattice vectors must remain invariant under rotation.
The derivation for cubic systems can be extended to any crystal system as long as the correct norm is used
to maintain the lengths of lattice vectors under rotation. Warrington extended this to hexagonal lattices
like graphene in 1975 [122].
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We use this procedure to find the misorientation angles of naturally coincident grain boundaries in
graphene. The same procedure from Eq. 4.2 is used but for a 2D hexagonal lattice instead of using a cubic
lattice. The major difference is that the hexagonal norm is used to ensure a pure rotation. The coincident
boundaries lend themselves nicely to the periodic boundary conditions often used in simulations. We use
Σ to ensure that we look at low and high Σ boundaries to make sure that any properties we find for grain
boundaries are not unique to the low strain grain boundaries found at the cusps in Fig. 2.7.
4.1.2 Displacement Shift Complete (DSC) Lattice
Experimental grain boundaries do not only have a misorientation angle but also a line direction. The misori-
entation angle of a grain boundary corresponds to the bulk rotation between grains. Non-zero grain boundary
line directions come from defects in the grain boundary, normally kinks, that shift the commensurate points
predicted by the CSL. The kinks are defects themselves and are called grain boundary dislocations, secondary
dislocations, or displacement shift complete (DSC) dislocations [82]. This dislocation does not correspond
to an extra half-plane in the material lattice. Instead, the dislocation is in (and adds a half-plane to) the
DSC lattice and account for shifts to the CSL points along the grain boundary.
The DSC lattice was developed to describe grain boundary defects in 3D materials and, as we will show
here, can be used in 2D materials as well. The DSC lattice has the same orientation as the CSL, but the CSL
lattice vectors are a factor of Σ larger ~aCSL = Σ~aDSC . The DSC lattice contains all the symmetry conserving
translations of the CSL. The implication is that every lattice point of the two lattices that compose a CSL
lattice contains a DSC lattice point [123]. However, the union of points from both lattices does not make a
lattice by itself as can be seen in Fig. 4.2. The DSC lattice, therefore, contains all the lattice points as well
as empty sites such that it is the coarsest lattice that contains all the lattice sites of each lattice. The empty
sites enumerate the possible shifts of one lattice that maintains the CSL. Local shifts of the lattices would
create kinks in the grain boundary. The ability to enumerate the possible shifts of a grain boundary makes
the DSC lattice a useful construction to analyze grain boundary kinks, i.e. grain boundaries with θl 6= 0.
Fig. 4.3 shows an example DSC lattice for a primitive unit cell of a Σ11 CSL boundary for two FCC
crystals about the [110] direction; the DSC lattice is drawn with eleven thin lines. The intersections are the
DSC lattice sites. The eleven grid lines are easily counted across the unit cell in each direction. All the
lattice points (the larger black and white circles) are on DSC lattice points. If either lattice is shifted by a
DSC lattice vector, the CSL is maintained but translated to a new location. Note, the smaller circles are
the basis atoms of the FCC lattice and therefore are not on DSC lattice sites.
The DSC lattice of the hexagonal Σ7 dichromatic pattern from Fig. 4.2 is produced in Fig. 4.4. Fig. 4.4
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Figure 4.3: The Σ11 dichromatic pattern of two FCC crystals with the DSC lattice in thin black lines
reproduced from Pond et al. The larger circles correspond to the lattice points, while the smaller circles
represent the basis atoms of the FCC crystal [124].
shows the DSC lattice in cyan superimposed on the dichromatic pattern made from the lattices of the two
grains for a Σ7 boundary. As with the Σ11 FCC dichromatic pattern, it is easy to count the number of DSC
points between the CSL vertices in red. Again, each of the sites of each atomic lattice corresponds to a DSC
lattice site, and any shift of the atomic lattices to a different DSC lattice site shifts the CSL lattice.
4.1.3 Grain Boundaries, Kinks and their Relation to the CSL and DSC
Lattice
The principles of the CSL and DSC lattice can be used to make grain boundaries in computational supercells.
A unit cell containing two grain boundaries of opposite orientation with the CSL periodicity (i.e. the smallest
repeat height) is generated using a modified version of the approach developed by Shekhawat et al. [80].





Figure 4.4: The dichromatic pattern (gold and purple) with a superimposed DSC lattice (cyan) for a Σ7
boundary in graphene. The CSL lattice is marked in red.
boundary (e.g. zig-zag or armchair) [69]. An example of a unit cell is seen in Fig. 4.5(a). The unit cells
are stacked vertically to generate supercells of height H and width W , where the grain boundaries are W/2
apart. To indicate supercell sizes, we use dimensionless parameters H̄ = H/aCSL and K̄ = K/aCSL, which
represent the supercell and kink height in terms of the number of repeat units. For instance, Fig. 4.5(a)
shows a supercell built by stacking six unit cells (H̄ = 6) with K̄ = 0, while Fig. 4.5(b) shows the same
supercell (H̄ = 6) but with K̄ = 2. Figs. 4.5(b,d) show the atomistic representations for the associated
θ = 21.78◦ grain boundary.
Here onwards, we classify each grain boundary according to its sigma number Σ, which exhibits a one to
one relationship with the misorientation angle θm due to the definition of zig-zag and armchair boundaries.
For a given grain boundary in Fig. 4.6(a), the CSL is defined as the set of lattice points of Lattice 1 (gold
points) that, if extended across the grain boundary, would coincide exactly with the points of Lattice 2
(purple points), and vice versa. The CSL for the grain boundary in Fig. 4.6(a) is shown in red. The Σ
number then relates the CSL to the real graphene lattice through the Eq. 4.1. Using Eq. 4.1 the # of lattice
points per CSL point or the areas ACSL and Alat can be found from Fig. 4.6(a) to find Σ for the θ=21.78◦
boundary to be 7.
Grain boundary motion occurs via the formation and propagation of double kinks in the grain boundary
[125, 126] as shown in Fig. 4.5 so that they are a distance K̄ apart, as shown in Fig. 4.5(c,d). In the atomistic
picture, kinks nucleate through the glide of an edge dislocation. The kink propagates by sequentially gliding
adjacent edge dislocations, causing the grain boundary to shift and thereby the location of registry between













































Figure 4.5: (a,b) Straight and (c,d) kinked grain boundaries in graphene. In (a,c), periodic supercells
of height H and width W containing a pair of anti-parallel grain boundaries are shown. The gray dashed
line in (a) marks the smallest unit cell height of a grain boundary given by aCSL. In (c) a portion of the
grain boundary (K units long) has migrated, corresponding to the formation of a double kink. In (b,d),
the corresponding atomic-scale structure for a Σ7 boundary are shown. The different grain orientations are
shown by gold/purple coloring, while the grain boundaries are gray. The migration of the grain boundary
corresponds to a shift in the coincident site lattice (CSL) (red points) in the region where the migration has
occurred.
become equal to H̄ at which point the grain boundary has migrated by one dislocation Burgers vector. The
shift of the CSL points is seen in Fig. 4.5(b,d), where the glide of an edge dislocation moves the CSL (colored
in red) by one dislocation Burgers vector. The shift in the CSL points is also seen in Fig. 4.6(b) in the region
where the grain boundary edge dislocations have moved (the region between the gray lines).
By associating the motion of CSL points with grain boundary motion, we can formalize the DSC inter-
pretation of grain boundary motion. The DSC lattice, shown in Fig. 4.6 in cyan, is the sparsest lattice that
includes all points of crystal Lattices 1 and 2 on both sides of the grain boundary. As Fig. 4.6(b) shows,
even though Lattices 1 and 2 and the CSL are shifted between the gray lines, all points of all lattices, even
in the shifted region, are captured by the DSC lattice.
Fig. 4.6(b) shows the equivalence of the grain boundary kink in Fig. 4.5(d) and a dislocation in the DSC


























Figure 4.6: Lattice representations of (a) straight and (b) kinked Σ7 grain boundaries display the equivalence
of a grain boundary kink and a dislocation in the displacement shift complete (DSC) lattice. The two lattices
are shown in gold and purple and are extended past the boundary (blue/green) to show the CSL lattice. Red
points indicate the CSL, which represents the lattice points shared by both grains. Teal points indicate the
DSC lattice, constructed so that it contains all points of both lattices. In (b), kinks in the grain boundary
corresponds to a region (between the gray lines) where the CSL is shifted. The shift in the CSL can also be
understood as dislocations in the DSC lattice, with the Burgers vector of the dislocation indicated by the
black arrows. The inset isolates the DSC lattice around the dislocation core where there is an extra half-line
of DSC lattice points.
the modified method from Shekhawat et al. To recreate this shift, the points of Lattice 1, Lattice 2, and
the DSC lattice in the region between the two gray lines are all shifted by a DSC lattice vector oriented
vertically, parallel to the grain boundary and perpendicular to the gray lines. This shift vector is shown by
the small black arrow below the lower gray line. This nucleates oppositely oriented dislocations in the DSC
lattice centered at the symbol, Ð, and shown in the inset. The introduction of this shift to all points between
the gray lines is equivalent to the introduction of two edge dislocations of opposite orientation in the DSC
lattice. The DSC dislocations naturally cause the CSL points (red) in the shifted region to translate by a
lattice vector of either Lattice 1 or 2 (and notably not by the DSC vector that describes the shifts of Lattice
1, Lattice 2, and the DSC lattice). We use the equivalent motion of the CSL points in both frames to create
a topological connection between the atomistic and DSC representations of grain boundary migration. The
shift in the CSL point caused by a DSC dislocation is the same as that associated with a grain boundary
kink, and therefore effectively represents the presence of a kink in the grain boundary although there is no
manifestation of the grain boundary in the DSC frame.
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4.2 Thermodynamics of Grain Boundary Migration
4.2.1 Simulation Methods
Computational supercells of varying height H̄ and widthW are created for both the atomistic and continuum
simulations. The atomistic supercell contains two anti-aligned grain boundaries with sigma number Σ
separated by W/2, as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). Due to the use of periodic boundary conditions, this amounts
to modeling an infinite array of parallel grain boundaries of alternating direction. Total energies of atomic
configurations are determined using LAMMPS [96]; we use the Tersoff functional with parameters found
by Broido et al. to describe interactions between carbon atoms [127]. The atomic coordinates during
minimization are constrained to be flat. Later we will allow for out-of-plane deformation, which partially
screens the elastic interactions of dislocations [23].
Instead of explicitly considering the grain boundaries, the continuum supercell only considers the kinks
in the grain boundaries, which we have shown to be equivalent to DSC dislocations. For each double kinked
boundary, there are two oppositely oriented DSC dislocations located a distance K̄ apart (a DSC dislocation
dipole). Each supercell, containing two double-kinked grain boundaries, therefore contains a DSC dislocation
quadrupole. For a given configuration, the spacing of the DSC dislocations in the quadrupole depends on
H̄, W , and K̄.
The energy associated with the presence of the DSC dislocation quadrupole is calculated with the con-
tinuum dislocation model derived in Chapter 2. The dislocation model calculates the energy of a set of
dislocations in a linear elastic medium that naturally incorporates periodic boundary conditions and ac-
counts for dislocation-dislocation interactions [118]. This approach has been applied previously to describe
the energetics of 5|7 (real space) dislocations in two-dimensional materials [75], but to our knowledge this is
the first application to dislocations in the DSC lattice to describe grain boundary kinks.
The continuum dislocation model contains a single parameter, the Gaussian core radius, which fits the
continuum dislocation energy to atomistic energy. The best-fit core radius RDSC for DSC dislocations is
determined independently for each Σ grain boundary considered via a least squares fit of the continuum
model to all atomistic results sampling across different H̄, W , and K̄. The continuum results in Fig. 4.7
and Fig. 4.8(a,b), use the best fit RDSC for each Σ. The continuum approach captures all the trends of the
atomistic simulations over the full range of Σ values and supercell dimensions, reproducing the migration
energy profiles and barriers. For all cases considered, the maximum discrepancy between the continuum and
atomistic framework for each is less than 2%. The agreement between the atomistic and continuum curves
shows that, in essence, grain boundary kinks interact with each other elastically in a manner analogous to
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the interactions of linear elastic dislocations in the real crystal lattice.
4.2.2 Comparison of Atomistic and Continuum Results
Since our simulations invoke periodic boundary conditions, the energy of kink formation and propagation
may be influenced by image interactions from neighboring supercells. To assess the magnitude of finite
size effects, we present the effect of supercell parameters (W , H̄) on the energy profile for a Σ7 boundary.
Fig. 4.7(a,b) considers how the grain boundary migration barrier varies for different W for fixed H̄ = 6, and
Fig. 4.7c,d considers how the grain boundary migration barrier varies for different H̄ for fixed W = 180 Å.
The energy profiles in Fig. 4.7(a,c) show the nucleation and propagation of a grain boundary kink. The kink
energy vs. K̄/H̄ is reported relative to that of the unkinked grain boundaries at K̄/H̄ = 0. The migration
energy is symmetric across the position K̄/H̄ = 0.5 due to the periodic boundary conditions and translational
symmetry of the grain boundaries. The maximum energy occurs at K̄/H̄ = 0.5, which corresponds to the
point where exactly half of the grain boundary has migrated. This energy is classified as the barrier energy
for grain boundary motion. From the perspective of the DSC lattice, K̄/H̄ = 0 and K̄/H̄ = 1 correspond to
the case where the two oppositely-oriented DSC dislocations for each grain boundary lie directly atop each
other causing them to destructively interfere, whereas K̄/H̄ = 0.5 corresponds to the case where the two
DSC dislocations are maximally separated by H̄/2.
Fig. 4.7(a,b) shows how the kink energy and the barrier height vary for different W and, therefore, the
grain boundary spacing. The results show that beyond a cell width of ∼100 Å, the kink energy plateaus and
becomes insensitive toW . The corresponding analysis for the cell height H̄ is shown in Fig. 4.7(c,d). Instead
of a plateau, the kink energy profiles increase monotonically with H̄. The dependence of the barrier energy
exhibits a logarithmic dependence on H, as shown by plotting the migration barrier for each in Fig. 4.7d.
This is expected since grain boundary kinks are topologically equivalent to DSC dislocations, and dislocation
interaction energies exhibit a logarithmic dependence on their spacing [128]. The logarithmic dependence
of the barrier energy on the cell height and the plateau of barrier energy with cell width shows that the
interaction energy of kinks from the same grain boundary is the dominant energy contribution for sufficiently
large W such that the interaction with neighboring grain boundaries is minimized. Having established the
nature of finite size effects in our simulations, all subsequent energy profiles are produced for supercells with
W, H̄ so that the intra-grain boundary kink energy is dominant according to the analysis of Fig. 4.7.
Next, we consider the dependence of kink energy on grain boundaries with varying Σ. Fig. 4.8(a,b) shows
the kink energy vs. K̄/H̄ for various Σ boundaries with W = 120 Å and H̄ = 10. In the atomistic model,
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Figure 4.7: The effect of simulation cell size on the migration energy for the Σ7 boundary. Squares represent
atomistic results and dots continuum results. (a, b) The effect of changing the supercell widthW at constant
H̄ = 6 CSL periods. (a) The full energy profile for four differentW are given. The maximum energy, defined
here as the migration barrier, occurs at K̄/H̄ = 0.5 corresponding to migrating half of the grain boundary.
(b) The migration barrier energy is shown as a function of W . For W > 100 Å the barrier energy becomes
relatively insensitive to W . (c) The effect of changing the supercell height, reported as the number of CSL
periods H̄, for constant at W = 180 Å on the full energy profile, and (d) the migration barrier energy for
varying H showing a logarithmic dependence.
constant H across Σ because aCSL for each boundary is an irrational number making the least common
multiple the product of aCSL from each boundary. The energy profiles for high and low Σ are shown
separately in Fig. 4.8(a,b) due to the two orders of magnitude difference in kink energies; note that the
y-axis in Fig. 4.8(b) is scaled by a factor of 10−1. Fig. 4.8(c) compares the energy barrier for each of the
boundaries shown in Fig. 4.8(a,b). We observe an empirical power-law relationship in which the migration
barrier scales as ∼ Σ−0.95. Low Σ boundaries have a higher migration barrier and are less mobile, while
high Σ boundaries have a lower, nearly negligible migration barrier and are more mobile.
To show that this trend persists even when comparing across constantH rather than constant H̄, the inset
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Figure 4.8: Grain boundary migration energy profiles for various Σ with W = 120 Å, H̄ = 10 CSL periods.
Squares represent atomistic results and dots continuum results. (a, b) Energy vs. K̄/H̄, the ratio of the
grain boundary moved, for seven different Σ. (c) The atomistic grain boundary migration barrier energies
show a ∼ Σ−1 power-law dependence for constant H̄. The inset shows the barrier energies for constant H =
270 Å calculated with the continuum theory. The two cases exhibit the same scaling, although the barrier
energies are slightly larger for the inset (due to larger H).
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Figure 4.9: The ratio RDSC/aDSC exhibits a near-linear dependence on Σ. Since aCSL itself has a linear
dependence on Σ, the ratio RDSC/aCSL is constant across all grain boundaries in graphene.
in Fig. 4.8(c) shows the barrier height plotted vs. Σ for H = 270 Å (the cell height of the Σ127 boundary).
The results in the inset are obtained with the continuum model since it has continuous control of the height
H. The power law dependence remains, although each DSC energy calculated in the inset is slightly higher
than its corresponding value in Fig. 4.8(c). This is expected due to the logarithmic relationship of the barrier
with H shown in Fig. 4.7(d), which is represented by a larger exponent for the power fit ∼ Σ−1.07. The higher
migration barrier for low Σ (Σ7, Σ13) boundaries is related to the observation that those boundaries are most
commonly seen after CVD growth [77], while other boundary angles anneal from the system [83, 78]. Using
this understanding, coupled with the knowledge that dislocations anneal by merging with oppositely oriented
dislocations, we posit that high Σ grain boundaries migrate and interact with low Σ grain boundaries. If
they have opposite sign, their dislocations can annihilate or, if they are of the same sign, the boundaries
merge until their dislocations are adjacent and form a near Σ13 structure although not necessarily with θl
= 0 [77, 83].
4.2.3 Implications of DSC Results
Since grain boundary kinks are DSC dislocations, we reinterpret the atomistic results with our continuum
framework and dislocation theory. Fig. 4.9 shows the best-fit core radius normalized by the DSC dislocation
Burgers vector Rs = RDSC/aDSC as a function of Σ, revealing a linear relationship. The ratio between the
CSL and DSC lattice vectors is also linear with Σ (i.e. aCSL = Σ aDSC), so the ratio of the core radius to
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the CSL lattice vector is constant across Σ. We believe this to be a general result for boundaries described
using CSL/DSC theory because the normalization parameter aCSL is a topological descriptor of the system.
Rather than one core radius for each type of grain boundary, only one parameter, the slope of Fig. 4.9,
is sufficient to define all core radii and, ultimately, the energetics of all grain boundary kinks in graphene.
Numerically, for a given Σ boundary in graphene we obtain RDSC = 0.11 Σ aDSC = 0.11 aCSL, where 0.11
is the slope in Fig. 4.9.
We return to Fig. 4.8(c) to analyze the ∼ Σ−1 power-law dependence of the migration barriers in light
of the findings above. According to linear elasticity theory, the total energy of a dislocation scales as
b2 ln(Rdisl/Rcore), the square of the magnitude of the burgers vector multiplied by the natural log of the
ratio of the dislocation spacing to the dislocation core radius [128]. The Burgers vector of DSC dislocations
is given by the DSC lattice spacing, which scales according to Σ−1/2 so b2 ∼ Σ−1. For the case of constant
H̄, as in the main part of Fig. 4.8(c), we have Rdisl ∼ Σ1/2 and Rcore ∼ Σ1/2. This makes the term inside
the logarithm a constant, resulting in an overall scaling of Σ−1 for the migration barrier, in good agreement
with the numerically fitted value.
For the case of constant H, as in the inset of Fig. 4.8(c), we still have Rcore ∼ Σ1/2, but the dislocation–
dislocation spacing Rdisl is constant. This yields a migration barrier that scales as −(1/2)Σ−1 ln(Σ), and
a corresponding difference between the curve in the inset and the main plot of Fig. 4.8c that scales as
ln(Σ◦/Σ), where Σ◦ is the reference value of Σ (here Σ◦ = 127). This shifts the barriers slightly upwards
for the other Σ > Σ◦, and is responsible for the slightly higher magnitude exponent in the inset power-fit
compared to the main plot. The numerical change of exponent on Σ is small because the variation of Σ◦/Σ
is within an order of magnitude throughout the considered domain. The scaling analysis of the power-fit
from Fig. 4.8(c) further shows the ability of DSC dislocations to be described by the standard, linear elastic
interaction energy of dislocations and supplements the correspondence between graphene grain boundary
kinks and dislocations in the DSC lattice.
4.3 Kinetics
The metastable states identified by the DSC model are accessed through bond rotations of the edge disloca-
tions in the boundary. The energy of the transition path defined by the bond rotation determines whether
the transition state energies of dislocation migration depend on grain boundary parameters. The dislocation
description developed above implies that the metastable energy barriers scale logarithmically with separa-
tion distance. The dependence of kinetic barriers on supercell dimensions is investigated to determine if the
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EKRA
Figure 4.10: Flat and buckled NEB trajectory for a θ 21◦ (Σ7) grain boundary with two dislocation (h̄: 2)
migrating a single lattice vector.
thermodynamics or kinetics govern grain boundary migration.
4.3.1 Nudged Elastic Band Calculation
The grain boundary kinetics in graphene are governed by the Peierls barriers to dislocation migration. The
Peierls barrier of DSC dislocations is the energy barrier associated with the bond rotation that glides a grain
boundary edge dislocation.
The Peierls barrier of DSC dislocation migration is found with nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations of
bond rotations in graphene. NEB connects the metastable states on either side of an energy barrier with a set
of replicas. The simplest method of determining the replicas is to linearly interpolate the atomic coordinates
of the initial and final coordinates. However, more intricate initial replica coordinates are defined for more
complex energy surfaces.
The NEB calculation finds the energy of all the replicas simultaneously. Each replica is connected to
adjacent replicas with harmonic potentials to force replicas into the higher energy states between metastable
configurations. The replica energies therefore find the energy of the transition states between metastable
states.
Two NEB trajectories are investigated in graphene. The first trajectory is for flat graphene and the
second is for buckled graphene that allows graphene to deform out of plane. These two trajectories represent
the limits of the graphene environment, where graphene is either constrained to be flat or it can freely deform
out-of-plane. These two limits are analogous to graphene on a substrate or suspended in a cavity.
A sample NEB calculation of both flat and buckled reaction pathways is shown in Fig. 4.10. While the
NEB calculation contains the thermodynamic information of the barriers, it also contains the transition
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Figure 4.11: The dependence of the kinetic resolved activation energy EKRA is explored for (a) the number
of repeat cells inthe supercell h̄ and (b) the grain boundary dislocation density Σ.
barriers between the metastable states. The reaction coordinate of grain boundary migration is used instead
of K̄/H̄ to report the amount of bond rotation. The transition energy barrier of each dislocation migration
is found for each dislocation glide by finding the kinetically resolved activation energy (EKRA defined as
the difference between the maximum energy and the linearly interpolated energies of the metastable states
[129].
Immediately, the different activation energies for flat and buckled graphene is visible. The difference
comes from the ability to relax in-plane energy through out-of-plane deformation. A major component
of the energy relaxation occurs at the rotating bond. If the bond is constrained to remain in-plane, the
carbon-carbon spacing reduces from 1.41Å at RC=0 to 1.26Å at RC ≈0.25. In contrast, the carbon-carbon
spacing of the rotating bond in the buckled NEB trajectory remains nearly at the equilibrium spacing (1.42Å)
throughout the entire bond rotation.
4.3.2 DSC Dislocation Peierls barrier dependence on Supercell Height and
Misorientation Angle
The kinetically resolved activation energy is reported for two conditions. The first examines the effect of
supercell size and the second of dislocation density. The effect of supercell repeat distance on the activation
energy is plotted in Fig. 4.11(a) for a misorientation angle of 21◦. The supercell size h̄ does not seem to
have any impact on the activation energy of DSC dislocation migration. However, the difference of flat and
buckled activation energies is clear. This is compared to the effect of the dislocation density Σ on activation
energy in Fig. 4.11(b). As the misorientation angle decreases (increasing Σ), the activation energy decreases
for the flat supercells and asymptotes around EKRA ≈5eV. The absence of a dependence of EKRA on the
number of supercell repeats but a dependence on the misorientation angle points to the effect of local strain



















Figure 4.12: Supercell definition for shear coupling calculations. Supercell of the (a) initial straight, (b)
kinked, and (c) migrated grain boundary with two repeat (h̄ = 2) units. The atomistic structure insets of
the grain boundaries show the edge dislocation structure for a misorientation angle θ: 21◦. The dislocation
migration is highlighted by the reaction arrows in (b) and (c) that move a dislocation from the gray to black
location. The migration has both step (hDSC) and dislocation (bDSC) character based on the misorientation
angle. Shear is applied according to displacement boundary conditions according to the arrows outside of
the supercell.
increase, the local environment begins to resemble an isolated dislocation giving an asymptote at large Σ .
The lack of a strong dependence of the activation energy EKRA on supercell parameters means that
as grain boundaries with more dislocations are considered (e.g. large h̄) the thermodynamic barriers will
dominate the kinetic barriers. We focus on the densest (Σ7) grain boundary as it resembles experimental
grain boundaries most. The thermodynamic barriers for a Σ7 boundary reported in Fig. 4.7(c,d) show that




Figure 4.13: Shear dependence of a straight (RC:0.0), kinked (RC:0.5), and migrated (RC:1.0) grain bound-
ary versus shear strain. Two shears are identified. The minimum energy shear εmin of the migrated grain
boundary and the critical migration shear εcrit.
4.4 Shear Coupling
4.4.1 Computational Supercell
The shear coupling of graphene grain boundaries is calculated for supercells very similar to the thermo-
dynamic and kinetic calculations. The slight differences between the supercells are identified in Fig. 4.12.
The shear is applied to the grain boundaries with a displacement boundary condition parallel to the grain
boundary directions. This boundary condition results in a shear that couples with the Burgers vector of the
DSC dislocations bDSC shown in red. The DSC dislocation Burgers vector determines the degree to which
shear can control grain boundary location.
The three supercells show the progression of grain boundary migration for a supercell constructed by
placing two of the smallest repeat units together. Since each repeat distance has a single dislocation, the
supercell has two dislocations per grain boundary for a normalized height h̄ of 2. The atomistic representation
of a grain boundary is shown above the continuum supercells for a misorientation angle θm of 21◦. In addition,
we measure the change in the distance between grain boundaries using dgb.
The supercell is sheared and the energy is calculated in LAMMPS [130] with a ReaxFF [103] potential
fitted to hydrocarbons [131]. The shear energy for a θ: 21◦, h̄: 2 grain boundary is produced in Fig. 4.13.
The three plots are labelled according to their reaction coordinate of grain boundary migration, where RC:0,
RC:0.5, and RC:1 correspond to Fig. 4.12(a,b,c) respectively.
The three metastable configurations reveal two important shears. The first is the shear that minimizes the
energy of the completely migrated grain boundary RC: 1. The grain boundary migration has a perpendicular
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Figure 4.14: (a) Minimum shear εmin and (b) critical shear εcrit versus the dislocation density sigma Σ.
The shears are plotted for supercells that are constrained to be flat and those that can buckle. Each shear
also has predictions of DSC dislocation models plotted on them.
and parallel component to the boundary direction. The perpendicular component changes the boundary
location and boundary separation dgb, while the parallel component induces a shear in the supercell. The
shear induced by the migration can be found by finding the external shear that minimizes the energy of the
migrated grain boundary. The minimium energy shear εmin is recorded and plotted across grain boundary
types to determine the amount of shear coupling of each boundary.
The second is where the shear energy of RC: 0.0 and RC: 0.5 are equal. Although the migration of
the entire grain boundary is exothermic when E(RC : 0.0) > E(RC : 1.0), each bond rotation can also be
viewed as an endo- or exo- thermic reaction. In this frame, grain boundary migration is limited until the
first bond rotation–in this case RC: 0.0 to RC: 0.5–is exothermic. At this point, each of the subsequent
bond rotations are also exothermic and the entire grain boundary migrates. The crossover shear, where
E(RC : 0.0) = E(RC : 0.5), is therefore the critical shear εcrit for grain boundary migration. For the θ:
21◦, h̄: 2 grain boundary, the critical shear is 4.07%, where the grain boundary migrates from RC: 0.0 to
RC: 1.0.
4.4.2 Shear Coupling across Supercell Height and Misorientation Angle
The minimum shear energy εmin is plotted against the boundary symmetry parameter sigma in Fig. 4.14(a)
for both flat and buckled grain boundaries. The minimum shear for flat and buckled structures is nearly
identical implying that the out-of-plane relaxation does not alter the topological characteristic of shear
coupling. The minimum shears are compared to the shear predicted from the DSC dislocation model of
grain boundary migration. The DSC dislocation model predicts that the grain boundary has a parallel






where agr is the graphene lattice parameter and Σ is the grain boundary symmetry parameter. The minimum





The predicted shear is plotted in red in Fig. 4.14(a). The predicted shear almost perfectly matches the
computed values for both flat and buckled structures. So, while the out-of-plane deformation changes the
energy of a grain boundary, it does not change the topological shear coupling.
The critical shear is plotted against sigma in Fig. 4.14(b). As opposed to the minimum shear, the critical
shear for flat and buckled structures differs. The buckled structure for each case has a lower energy. While
there is a inverse relationship between the critical shear and sigma, there is no simple relationship between
the critical shear and sigma like there was for the minimum energy shear. The critical shear, instead,
is predicted by evaluating the DSC dislocation interaction energy of a partially migrated boundary and
assuming a quadratic form of the shear energy with a shear modulus of graphene.
The critical shear prediction is based on finding the intercept of two harmonic functions with the same







where Ek is the kink energy, Σ is the grain boundary symmetry parameter, RCk is the reaction coordinate
of the kink, agr is the graphene lattice parameter, µ is the graphene shear constant, and H is the supercell
height. This form gives the discrete predictions shown in red in Fig. 4.14(b). The accuracy of the critical
shear predictions shows that the major component needed for predicting the critical shear is the zero-strain
kink energy since that is the only contribution that differs between the flat and buckled cases.
We analyze the decreasing absolute difference of critical shear strain between flat and buckled supercells
with increasing sigma by examining the grain boundary structures. Two supercells of atomic coordinates
for grain boundaries with misorientation angle θ: 21◦ and 13◦ are shown in Fig. 4.15. The major difference
in structure occurs between these two angles. As predicted by Yazyev et al. [132] the straight 21◦ grain
boundary in Fig. 4.15(a,c) remains flat, so no in plane strain is accomodated by out-of-plane deformation.
However, a kinked 21◦ grain boundary has out of plane deformation. In Fig. 4.15(b), the kinked structure









Figure 4.15: The atomic structure for varying misorientation angles and grain boundary migration percents.
(a-c) A straight (RC:0.0), kinked (RC:0.5), and straight (RC:1.0) grain boundary with 21◦ misorientation
angle. (d-f) A straight (RC:0.0), kinked (RC:0.5), and migrated (RC:1.0) grain boundary with 13◦ misori-
entation angle. The out-of-plane deformation of the structures is distinguished by coloring the atoms, where
blue is -2Å, white is 0Å, and red is 2Å.
boundary, both the straight (Fig. 4.15(d,f)) and kinked (Fig. 4.15(e)) grain boundaries have out of plane
deformation. Moreover, the out-of-plane deformation of the kinked grain boundary is almost the same as
the straight grain boundary. The out-of-plane deformation reduces the grain boundary energy of both the
straight and kinked configurations and therefore the kink energy Ek is reduced less. In addition, as the
dislocations become less dense (increasing Σ) the interaction energy of dislocations decreases as found by
Chen et al. [22].
In conclusion, we have shown that grain boundary kinks in graphene are equivalent to DSC dislocations,
which allows us to understand grain boundary structure and migration barriers using the linear elastic
theory of dislocations. Our atomistic simulations show that grain boundary migration barriers have an
inverse power-law dependence with Σ, which is attributed to the dependence of the DSC dislocation Burgers
vector on Σ. We posit that the lower energy barrier of high Σ boundaries explains why they are not observed
experimentally. The continuum analysis is unified across all boundaries by showing that the single fitting
parameter, RDSC , scales linearly with the CSL spacing. In contrast, the kinetic barriers of grain boundary
migration are constant with supercell parameter H̄ and asymptote with Σ. Grain boundary migration can
therefore be controlled using thermodynamics. The thermodynamic landscape of dislocations is altered
due to shear coupling of grain boundary migration. The critical and minimum shears are predicted by the
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dislocation content of disconnections given by the DSC dislocation. Together, these results provide examples
of the usefulness of the DSC lattice to analyze the structure and motion of grain boundaries in graphene.
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Chapter 5
Dislocation Theory of Bilayer Graphene
Interlayer Dislocations
Graphene and 2D materials more generally can be stacked to form 3D structures due to their fully coordi-
nated electrons only weakly bond to their neighbors. If the lattices on either side of the interface are not
exactly the same, periodic interference patterns form called moiré superlattices. Like grain boundaries, moiré
superlattices can be described using coincident site lattices. In addition, which we develop here, moiré super-
lattices can be described as networks of dislocations. A dislocation theory for dislocations between graphene
layers in bilayer graphene is presented which is largely based on our publication in Physical Review B [27].
Moiré superlattices are periodic patterns created when two lattices are stretched or rotated with respect
to one another [133]. The stretch or rotation gives rise to unique electronic properties distinct from the
undistorted system. For instance, the moiré patterns that form from two layers of two-dimensional materials
such as bilayer graphene create a unique platform for studying exotic effects such as superconductivity and
correlated electron physics [134, 135, 136, 17]. Moreover, structural relaxation determines if flat bands
emerge at ‘magic’ angle twisted bilayer graphene [137, 138].
In a moiré superlattice, displacement uj and distortion ∆ij = ∂iuj = uj,i fields define the relative shift
between the two layers measured from a reference. For example, pure twist and stretch moiré patterns
have displacement fields that vary linearly with distance from the origin and constant distortion tensor
components. Fig. 5.1(a) shows examples of both. However, pure twists or stretches in real materials are
rare. Local internal relaxations, if permitted, may shift atomic positions from the idealized fields shown
in Fig. 5.1(a) to minimize the configuration energy. Thus, rather than pure twists or stretches, distorted
regions tend to become localized and separated from each other by large regions that are almost entirely
undistorted. At the atomic scale, the localization of the deformed region increases regions of stacking registry
and reduces regions of disregistry. The rearrangement into regions of large and small distortion corresponds
to the formation of interlayer dislocations. In Fig. 5.1(b), ideal uniform and localized distortions of a mock 1D
bilayer system for a stretch moiré are illustrated. In the former, the disregistry is uniform while in the latter
it is localized to well-defined regions corresponding to the location of an edge dislocation. Topologically,
however, the uniform and localized cases are identical.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Displacement uj and distortion ∆ij fields of a uniform twist or stretch moiré superlattice,
giving linear displacement and constant distortion fields. The fields are related to each other by a spatial
derivative given in Einstein notation. (b) The displacement fields (black arrows) operate on atomic positions
from a perfect lattice. A Burgers circuit, where numbers around the dislocation count lattice sites, reveals the
identical topological characteristic, the Burgers vector (red), of the dislocations both uniform and localized
distortion. (c) The topological components that define a dislocation are the Burgers vector ~b (red) and the
line direction ξ̂ (green), which give the dislocation sense φ. (d) Catalog of dislocations. Full and partials are
given by upper and lower case letters respectively, where A-D are the primary types in a triangular lattice.
The shared topological feature is a stacking fault that separates distinct regions of lattice stacking. In
twisted bilayer graphene moiré superlattices, stacking faults have been observed experimentally as regions
that separate AB and AC (or BA) stacking [24]. The stacking fault has been described mathematically
as a soliton and observed with dark-field transmission electron microscopy to analyze the width of its core
[21]. From a topology perspective, the stacking fault is an interlayer dislocation. Using classical potentials,
both Zhang et al. [139, 25] and Gargiulo and Yazyev [140] identified the moiré wavelength of dislocation
localization. Continuum models have been developed to find the dislocation structure of not only graphene
[141] but other 2D materials as well (e.g. h-BN [142, 20], MoS2 [90, 91]). For graphene, continuum models
were used to explore the out-of-plane relaxation to find a second, bending relaxation mode in addition to
the well known breathing mode [92, 20]. Together, these set the foundation that dislocation descriptions can
effectively describe the structure of moiré superlattices, as recently suggested by Gornostyrev and Katsnelson
[143]. However, in order to confidently use continuum dislocation descriptions of moiré superlattices, a formal
treatment to establish the equivalence of interlayer dislocations and moiré superlattice topology is needed.
We formalize a linear elastic theory of bilayer graphene interlayer dislocations, and rigorously link them to
moiré superlattices. Our approach is distinct as we account for the dislocation geometries explicitly through
the topological constraints that they introduce in the displacement and distortion fields. The solution is


















Figure 5.2: Structure of dislocations in bilayer graphene. (a) The possible stackings of bilayer graphene.
AB/AC are degenerate low energy stacking, while SP stacking is the saddle point energy separating AB
and AC regions. (b) Ball and stick representation of 0◦ full dislocation (top) that separates into two 30◦
partial dislocations (bottom) with associated Burgers circuits. The full dislocation Burgers circuit traverses
15 lattice vectors in the top and bottom layer yielding the closure failure shown in red along the solid green
dislocation line. The two partial dislocations Burgers circuits traverse 7 lattice vectors in each layer yielding
closure failures both 30◦ relative to the dotted green line. (c) Continuum representation of full and partial
dislocations from (b), showing a 0◦ full dislocation ~A1 and two 30◦ partial dislocations ~b1, ~b2. (d-f) Three
remaining full dislocation directions, respectively 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦ and their partials, respectively 0◦/60◦,
30◦/90◦, and 60◦/60◦.
structure of the dislocation core arises as a result of a competition between intra-layer strain energy and
inter-layer interface energy. Our approach naturally accounts for moiré superlattice periodicity, including
dislocation – dislocation interactions that can alter the core structure (such as for large twists or stretches).
The resulting formalism has model parameters that are directly found from interatomic potentials, and does
not a priori assume an analytical form for the solution.
Our approach correctly reproduces the energies and displacement fields obtained from atomic scale simu-
lations using classical potentials. To highlight applications of our method, we show how the dislocation core
structure evolves with varying twist angle, which reveals the AA stacking that prevails at large twists to be
a result of core interactions. We also estimate line and junction energies of arbitrary dislocations in bilayer
graphene, and find that 0◦ dislocation junctions are attractive and 90◦ dislocation junctions are repulsive.
5.1 Geometry of Interlayer Dislocations in Bilayer Graphene
The presence or absence of a dislocation is determined from Burgers circuits formed around a region of
material. For example, in Fig. 5.1(b), a Burgers circuit with a right–handed, start–finish (RH–SF) convention
[144] around both the linear and localized stretch moiré structure encloses a dislocation with line direction
coming out of the page (green). Starting at the top left, five steps are used to move along the layers and
one step is used to traverse between them. The Burgers vector b (red) is the closure failure of the loop and
quantifies the incompatibility in the displacement fields. It is identical for the linear and the localized case
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and equal to the lattice vector. The presence of the edge dislocation is denoted by the symbol ⊥. The two
cases correspond respectively to an infinitely distributed or infinitely localized core.
The topological character of a dislocation is defined by Burgers vector b and dislocation line ξ (Fig. 5.1(c)).
The dislocation line defines the direction, and the Burgers vector describes the magnitude and direction of
the incompatibility in the displacement field. The angle φ between b and ξ determines the sense of the
dislocation (edge, screw, or mixed). In Fig. 5.1(b) φ = 90◦, but in triangular lattices like bilayer graphene
there are four crystallographic dislocations with unique angles. In Fig. 5.1(d), they are presented as letters,
where full dislocations and partial dislocations are differentiated by their capitalization.
5.1.1 One-dimensional Dislocation Networks
Full dislocations (Fig. 5.2(b)) are boundaries separating regions of AB stacking [145, 146] and so have Burgers
vectors of magnitude equal to the lattice vector. The four crystallographic full dislocations (four total) are
shown in the top row of Fig. 5.2, through (b) atomistic and (c-f) continuum representations. Using a right-
handed start-finish (RH-SF) Burgers circuit that traverses from AB stacking on the left to AB stacking
on the right along the top gray layer and back along the bottom black layer, the closure failure yields the
Burgers vector (AI , red). It is parallel to the dislocation line (green) and has a sense φ=0◦.
Full dislocations are rarely observed in graphene bilayers since the two atom basis permits the splitting
of dislocations into partials that separate regions of equivalent AB and AC stacking (Fig. 5.2(a)). Partial
dislocations have a high-symmetry SP stacking halfway between the AB and AC stacking centered at the
dislocation line, as shown in the bottom row of Fig. 5.2(b). The structure of the full and partial dislocations
in Fig. 5.2(b) differ by the relaxation to AC stacking in the central region of the latter. The relaxation
decomposes the full dislocation A into two partials. The two partials are labeled b1 and b2 according to
their 30◦ sense. The topological characteristic of the isolated full and two partials are the same, creating
the dislocation reaction AI=b1+b2.
5.1.2 Moiré Patterns: Two-dimensional Dislocation Networks
Moiré superlattices are equivalent to two-dimensional networks of dislocations [147]. For bilayer graphene,
we identify the dislocation networks for twist and stretch moiré superlattices. Compared to 1D networks, 2D
networks may include junctions of dislocation lines that correspond to high energy AA stacking in bilayer
graphene (inset Fig. 5.3(a,c)).
A ball-and-stick representation of perfect twist deformation of 2.85◦ is shown in Fig. 5.3(a). Regions
are shaded by the stacking type which reveals the moiré superlattice. The triangular symmetry is visible
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Figure 5.3: Twist and stretch moiré patterns are equivalent to 2D networks of, respectively, 0◦ and 90◦
partial dislocations. (a) Twisted bilayer graphene (θ = 2.85◦) resulting in a twist moiré pattern. Triangular
and rectangular supercells are overlaid to show possible periodic computational domains. The red circles are
regions of high energy AA stacking (inset) that correspond to partial dislocation junctions. (b) Continuum
representations of a twist moiré pattern of full and partial dislocation configurations for triangular and
rectangular supercells. The twist moiré is a 2D network of partial dislocations parallel to their line direction
(φ = 0◦). (c) Bilayer graphene with one layer bi-axially stretched over the other (ε = 5.2%) resulting in a
stretch moiré pattern. (d) Continuum representation of a stretch moiré pattern in terms of full and partial
dislocations for triangular and rectangular supercells. The stretch moiré is a network of partial dislocations
with Burgers vectors perpendicular to their line direction (φ = 90◦).
immediately. Two possible supercells, rectangular and triangular, are shown. Using a Burgers circuit, the
~Bi full dislocations in the triangular supercell split into three ~ai partial dislocations [147]. Equivalently,
using the rectangular supercell three ~Ai dislocations split into four ~ai dislocations. Therefore, a twist moiré
superlattice corresponds to a periodic network of partial screw dislocations with dislocation lines oriented
at 60◦ to each other. The twist angle determines the size of the superlattice and the dislocation spacing.
Similarly, stretch moire superlattices are described by triangular networks of partial dislocations but with
a 90◦ edge sense. The ball and stick representation in Fig. 5.3(c) shows a perfect stretch moiré with 5.2%
strain. A key difference between Fig. 5.3(a,c) is a 90◦ rotation of the upper layer (visible in the AA insets).
So, although the dislocation line structure looks identical, the Burgers vectors are rotated by 90◦. This gives
the dislocation reactions for triangular unit cells of two ~Ci full dislocations to three ~di partial dislocations
or for rectangular unit cells three ~Di full dislocations to four ~di partial dislocations.
5.2 Continuum model for interlayer dislocations
The approach to describe interlayer dislocations in bilayer graphene is based on a continuum formalism of
the structure and energy of periodic dislocation networks originally formulated by Mura [117], later adapted
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by Daw [118], and then applied to the description of topological defects in monolayer graphene [75, 22, 26].
It is based on the idea that each dislocation introduces a topological constraint that must be satisfied by
the distortion fields ∆ij . The solution is obtained by finding the distortion that satisfies the topological
constraints, while using any remaining degrees of freedom to minimize the total energy.
The method developed here and available on Github [148] adapts the original formulation of Daw that
was described in Chapter 2 to the case of interlayer dislocations in bilayer graphene. Compared to existing
descriptions of interlayer dislocations in bilayer graphene [20, 143], desirable features of our approach are
(i) that solutions are obtained directly without the need to assume an analytical form, (ii) dislocation –
dislocation interactions and periodic boundary conditions are naturally accounted for, and (iii) no model
parameters are adjusted to fit to the atomistic results.
5.2.1 Total and Elastic Energy





elastic + Einterface , (5.1)
with an elastic term for each layer and an interface energy that couples the layers. The interface energy
contribution is discussed in Section 5.2.3. The elastic energy for layer I = 1, 2 is given by the integral of the










where Cijkl are intra-layer elastic constants and ∆Iij is the distortion tensor for layer I. Einstein notation,
where repeated indices are summed, is used.
By definition, the distortion field exhibits the periodicity of the moire superlattice and can be expressed




∆̃ij(G) exp(iG ·X) , (5.3)
where the summation is over reciprocal lattice vectors of the moire superlattice G, reciprocal components are
distinguished using a tilde ∆̃, and the distortion tensor is a spatially varying field of position X. Substituting











where ΩA is the area of the moiré superlattice unit cell. Only a single summation over G is needed because
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after the substitution of Eq. (5.3) into the integral in Eq. (5.2), all terms with G 6= G′ integrate to zero. We
consider bilayers constrained to remain flat, which we will show results in a linear system of equations that
can be directly solved for distortion tensor components ∆̃1ij , ∆̃2ij (Section 5.2.4).
5.2.2 Topological Constraints for Interlayer Dislocations
In typical bulk materials, the presence of a dislocation is indicated by a topological constraint given by the
Nye tensor
αjm = εjkl∂k∆lm = ξjbmδ(r⊥) , (5.5)
where ξj , bm, and r⊥ are respectively the dislocation line direction, Burgers vector, and the perpendicular
distance to the dislocation line ξ [119] . The Nye tensor introduces an incompatibility into the displacement
field wherever a dislocation is present, as indicated by the curl of the distortion tensor ∆lm. Compared
to bulk dislocations, the formulation for interlayer dislocations in 2D bilayers makes two sets of changes to
Eq. (5.5).
The first set arises from the bilayer nature of 2D materials. We treat the bilayer as two isolated 2D
layers that are continuous in–plane, but coupled to each other in the third direction via interfacial energy
Einterface in Eq. (5.1). This causes the repeated indices in Eq. (5.5) to be summed over only the two in–plane
directions while the continuous partial derivative ∂3 in the out–of–plane direction is replaced by a discrete
difference between the two layers. Additionally, for interlayer dislocations, the Burgers vector b and line
direction ξ only have components in the two in-plane directions.
The second change pertains to modifying the delta function in Eq. (5.5). In the original formulation,
the presence of the delta function causes the elastic energy to diverge. To remove the divergence, it is
typically smoothed into a Gaussian, and normalized so that the integrated total incompatibility is fixed to
the magnitude of the Burgers vector. The smoothing causes the elastic energy to become finite, decreasing
monotonically with the width of the Gaussian. The width is referred to as the core radius, since it indicates
the spatial extent of the dislocation core. The narrow core limit (see ‘localized’ in Fig. 5.1(b)) resembles
the original delta function that causes an infinite elastic energy. The infinite core limit, corresponding to
a uniform distortion everywhere (see ‘uniform’ in Fig. 5.1(b)), gives the minimum elastic energy. Typically
the core radius is the only adjustable parameter, and is fitted to reproduce total energies as obtained from
atomistic simulations.
In our formulation, the interface contribution to the total energy Einterface in Eq. (5.1) penalizes large
core radii since they introduce extended regions of stacking disregistry. The interface energy, in contrast to






















Figure 5.4: (a-d) Local registry function rm and (e-f) harmonic stacking fault energy. (a) Twisted bilayer
graphene with dislocation lines and stacking regions. (b) Full registry of one layer relative to the other
centered at an AB stacking location. For a uniform twist, the magnitude of the registry increases linearly
with distance from the AB stacking center. (c) The folded registry describes the registry relative to the
closest AB/AC stacking location, which always has a normalized magnitude less than one. (d) Line traces of
the twist and folded registry functions from (b) and (c). (e) Bilayer graphene stacking fault energy for a rigid
translation along the armchair direction (AA to AA) with a constant interlayer spacing of 3.4Å, which shows
the degenerate AB/AC minima as well as the energies of AA and SP. (f) Approximate harmonic interface
potential (red) is found by fitting the critical points (AA, SP, AB) of the shifted interface potential.
in the following subsection). The inclusion of the interface energy allows us to generalize the topological
constraint and formulate it in terms of the average value of the incompatibility inside the moiré superlattice.
Accounting for these modifications, the topological constraint adopts the generalized form
ΩAεj3l〈∆1lm −∆2lm〉 = ξjbm , (5.6)
where the finite difference between the distortion tensors in each layer comes from the first set of changes,
while the average of the difference comes from the second set. Rather than an explicit predefined core radius,
an effective core radius emerges as a result of the competition between in–plane elastic energy and stacking
energy. This results in a core structure that arises from the competition, and a model with no adjustable
parameters that are fit to atomistic results. Instead, all model parameters are fit to best represent the
interatomic potentials.
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5.2.3 Interface Energy Contribution
The interface energy accounts for the disregistry between the layers similar to the Peierls-Nabaro model
[149, 150]. We restrict the interface energy to the same form as the elastic energy (summation over squares),













where Ajl is a proportionality constant analogous to the elastic constants in Eq. (5.2), and r is the local
registry given by the difference of displacement fields of each layer u1 − u2.
As shown in Fig. 5.4(a-d), the expression for the interface energy is valid when r = rm (mapped registry,
defined with respect to the closest minima) rather than for r = rt (total registry, defined from a single
reference point). Fig. 5.4(a) shows the stackings, while 5.4(b,c) give the total and mapped registries for a
perfect twist. The total registry rt increases linearly with distance from a selected AB center and can have
magnitudes greater than the carbon-carbon distance a. The mapped registry rm has no value larger than
a. For mapped registry, AB/AC stacking both have rm = 0, SP stacking has rm/a = 0.5, and AA stacking
has the maximum registry of rm/a = 1. Line scans for the total and mapped registry fields are shown in
Fig. 5.4(d) to show that the mapped registry is obtained by subtracting the Burgers vector from the total
registry when traversing a dislocation.
The generalized stacking fault energy for flat bilayer graphene is shown in Fig. 5.4(e). It is obtained using
classical force fields by rigidly sliding one layer relative to the other at constant interlayer spacing along the
armchair direction from AA to AA stacking. By fitting the parameters Ajl from Eq. 5.7 to the stacking fault
energy, we obtain a harmonic description. The fitted approximation of the stacking fault energy shown in
Fig. 5.4(f) overestimates the SP and underestimates the AA energy, decreasing the relative size of the SP
and increasing the relative size of the AA regions. Forcing the curvature from AB to SP to be the same as
that of AB to AA has the consequence that we cannot capture the finer scale change in concavity of the
registry contours near the junction as reported by Gargiulo et al. using atomistic simulations.
5.2.4 Energy Minimization
Using the expression for the total energy in Eq. 5.1, we find distortion fields ∆ij that minimize the total
energy while satisfying the topological constraints in Eq. 5.6 imposed by the dislocations network. The
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minimum energy is found in reciprocal space; the Fourier transform of the topological constraint gives




a contribution only for the G = 0 Fourier coefficients. When constrained to be flat, the minimum elastic
energy is achieved by sharing the topological constraint equally between the layers (∆̃1=−∆̃2). The interface
energy does not affect the distribution of the topological constraint since changing the distribution does not
change the registry between layers.
The solution is separated into inhomogeneous and homogeneous components ∆ = ∆inh + ∆hom, where
the former satisfies the constraints. The homogeneous term is the general solution that does not change the
dislocation content (e.g. α = 0). In reciprocal space, the homogeneous solution satisfies G× ∆̃hom = 0 and




where the vector χ̃ encompasses the remaining degrees of freedom in ∆̃. For each G, its two components
are determined by minimizing the energy (Eq. 5.1) with respect to them. Different G-components enter the
energy separately in the sum, so this can be done algebraically by solving ∂Etot/∂χ̃1∗l = 0 and ∂Etot/∂χ̃
2∗
l = 0
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These equations can be made into a matrix form to conveniently solve for the free parameters.
5.2.5 Effect of Stacking and Homogeneous Term
The effect of the stacking energy and the homogeneous term are shown by comparing the model with and
without the homogeneous term included for a single ~di (90◦) partial dislocation. This example shows that
(i) the inhomogeneous term provides an initial core structure (Fig. 5.5a), (ii) our model is insensitive to the
particular solution (Fig. 5.5b), and (iii) the structure of the core changes the energy contributions from the




Figure 5.5: Comparison of the structure and energy with and without the homogeneous terms. (a) Inhomo-
geneous displacement (without homogeneous term) versus position for a ~di dislocation for various core radii.
(b) Total displacement (both homogeneous and inhomogeneous terms) versus position for a ~di dislocation for
various core radii. (c) Elastic, Interface, and Total energy of a ~di dislocation versus core radius of only the
inhomogeneous distortion. A gray line signifies the minimum energy, which coincidentally corresponds to the
cross-over between elastic and interface energy. (d) Elastic, Interface, and Total energy of a ~di dislocation
versus core radius with the homogeneous term.
remove the core radius as a parameter from the model.
In Fig. 5.5, the structure and energy of the solutions with and without the homogeneous term is shown.
Without the homogeneous term, the particular solution changes the structure (Fig. 5.5(a)) and energy
contributions (Fig. 5.5(c)). The structure goes from a narrow core (Rc: 10Å) to a distributed core (Rc:
100Å). Over this range, the total energy is comprised of almost completely elastic energy to mostly interface
energy. In Fig. 5.5(c) the competition of the elastic and interfacial energy gives a minimum total energy at
roughly Rc:65Å, where the interface and elastic energy are roughly equal.
However, when the homogenous term is added in Fig. 5.5(b,c) the initial condition no longer alters the
structure or energy. This is because the competition between the interface and elastic energies makes the





Figure 5.6: Continuum and atomistic model for dislocation line energies for 1D and 2D dislocation networks.
(a) The variation in the line energy with supercell length Lx shows the effect of dislocation–dislocation
interactions for small Lx and isolated dislocations. The insets compare dislocation cores for dislocation–
dislocation interactions at small supercells with a high density of dislocations and isolated dislocations with
much larger cores. (b) Twist (0◦) and stretch (90◦) dislocations for supercells of varying size. The insets show
the dislocation junctions for small (Lm = 20Å) and large (Lm = 600Å) supercells. The uniform distortion
tensor in small supercells makes the AA region much narrower than for large supercells, where the core can
completely relax. It can be seen from the insets that the core regions for twist and stretch are rotated by
90◦ from each other.
5.3 Comparison to Classical potential Atomistic Simulations
We apply our dislocation formalism to the 1D and 2D dislocation networks shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3
and compare them to atomic scale simulations. The simulations are performed for various supercell sizes for
flat bilayer graphene, a subset of which are reproduced below. We use the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular
Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) simulation tool that calculates the energy for a given energy
functional to find the structural relaxation [96]. We use a reactive bond-order (REBO) [101] intralayer
potential and a registry dependent (Kolmogorov-Crespi) [106] interlayer potential, and obtain geometry
relaxed configurations using the ‘fire’ energy minimization algorithm [112]. The dislocation model requires
as input material properties Cijkl and Ajl, that are found from energy-strain and energy-displacement
simulations from atomic scale calculations. For the classical potentials described above, we find the two
independent intralayer elastic constants C1111 = 18.5 eV/Å2 and C1212 = 5.49 eV/Å2, and C1122 = C1111 −
2C1212. The interface energy components are A11 = A22 = 2.52 meV/Å2.
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eV/Å 1D Isolated Dislocations
Type ~ai(0◦) ~bi(30◦) ~ci(60◦) ~di(90◦)
Atomistic 0.055 0.065 0.085 0.093
Dislocation model 0.062 0.075 0.100 0.112
Table 5.1: Dislocation energies for 1D and 2D dislocation networks normalized by the dislocation line length
for large supercells (Lx>1000Å).
5.3.1 Dislocation Line Energies – 1D Networks
The dislocation energies across supercells are reported in Fig. 5.6. We use the line energies – the energy
per length of dislocation – of both small supercells with overlapping dislocation cores to large supercells
with isolated dislocations. The line energies for the four partial dislocations identified in Fig. 5.2 from 1D
dislocation network supercells are shown in Fig. 5.6(a). The atomistic and continuum results show the same
trend, with the line energies decreasing as the dislocations become separated, converging at approximately
Lx ≈ 200 Å. The relative line energies amongst the four partial dislocations are also in agreement, with 0◦
partials having the smallest and 90◦ partials having the largest line energy.
The biggest discrepancy between the atomistic and dislocation models occurs for small supercells, where
the entire supercell is out of registry due to core–core interactions. The left inset of Fig. 5.6(a) shows that
the high dislocation density prevents relaxation to AB/AC stacking anywhere. The discrepancy is largest in
this regime because the linear expansion of the interface energy in Fig. 5.4(f) is about AB/AC stacking, but
since the entire supercell is everywhere far from AB/AC, the linear expansion is inadequate. In principle,
it is possible to capture these effects by including higher order terms to better match the interface energy,
but this means we could no longer solve for the distortions components separately for different G, since the
terms would become coupled in Eq. (5.1).
At the other extreme, isolated dislocations have cores that can completely relax (see right inset Fig. 5.6(a))
with large regions of AB/AC stacking between them. In this regime, the linear expansion is appropriate
and the line energies from the atomistic and dislocation models for each dislocation agree well. The plateau
of the dislocation line energy for large Lx means that the dislocations are indeed isolated as there are no
long-range strain fields interacting. The line energies of the isolated dislocations are produced in Table 5.1
to show the quantitative agreement.
5.3.2 Dislocation Line Energies – 2D Networks
The line energies of twist and stretch moiré patterns are compared across supercell sizes in Fig. 5.6(b). The
line energies of the 2D 0◦ and 90◦ dislocation networks have nearly identical trends for the atomistic and







Figure 5.7: Atomistic (solid, black) and continuum (dotted) description of displacement fields for 1D partial
dislocation networks for supercell with Lx =2500 Å. Salmon/magenta represent displacements in the x/y
direction, for (a) two 30◦ dislocations, (b) a 0◦ and 60◦ dislocation, (c) a 30◦ and 90◦ dislocation, and (d) two
60◦ dislocations. The bottom row shows the deviation between the atomistic and continuum displacement
fields.
networks are different, but the dislocation model accurately reproduces the opposing trends. The change
of shape is due to the dislocation junctions present in 2D networks, whose energy is constant and negative
(positive) for 0◦ (90◦) dislocations respectively.
In contrast to 1D dislocation networks, the line energy for 2D dislocation networks is in good agreement
for both supercells with dislocation-dislocation interactions (small Lm) and isolated dislocations (large Lm).
The good agreement for large supercells is expected, since as for the 1D case the interfacial energy in the
large regions of AB stacking in the interior are well described in our model. The good agreement for the
smaller supercells is more surprising, but occurs directly as a result of the topological constraint imposed
by the 2D dislocation network. This constraint forces the interior of the triangular regions to have AB/AC
stacking, no matter what the size of the moiré superlattice. The effect of the supercell size on the absolute
size of the AA stacking region is seen in the insets of Fig. 5.6(b). The pair of insets corresponding to small
Lm show a small AA region (red), and by necessity maintain AB/AC stacking between the junctions. This is















Figure 5.8: Atomistic and continuum displacement fields for 2D partial dislocation networks for (a-c) twist
moiré and (d-f) stretch moiré patterns. (a) Deviation between atomistic and continuum (∆uj = u
cp
j − udmj )
for a twist angle of θ = 0.13◦ (λm = 107 nm) moiré pattern. The contour plot shows the magnitude
of difference, while the vector field shows the direction. (b,c) Line scans in the moiré zig-zag/armchair
direction showing the classical potential (solid) and continuum model (dotted), x (blue) and y (orange)
displacement fields and their difference. (d) Difference between classical potential and dislocation model
displacement fields for a stretch ε = 0.1% (λm = 108 nm) moiré pattern. (e,f) Line scans in the moiré zig-
zag/armchair direction showing the classical potential (solid) and continuum (dotted) displacement fields
and their difference. Insets in (a,d) show the different structures of 0◦ and 90◦ partial dislocation junctions.
5.3.3 Structural Relaxations – 1D Networks
The structural relaxations for 1D networks from atomistic and continuum simulations are compared for
supercells with Lx = 2500 Å. The displacement fields for each simulation are normalized by the carbon-
carbon spacing a or lattice spacing
√
3a to highlight the symmetries of the dislocations. The displacement
fields of networks of 1D partial dislocations in Fig. 5.7 show agreement between continuum and atomistic for
all (~ai, ~bi ~ci, ~di) partial dislocations. The displacement fields are shown in the top row, where the x and y
components of the dislocation model are shown in dashed salmon and magenta respectively and the atomic
simulation is shown in black. The dislocation model reproduces the atomic simulation, where the solid black
line is nearly obscured by the dislocation model. Impressively, the dislocation model picks up small features
of the atomistic results at the dislocation core (ux at x/Lx = 0.25 for Fig. 5.7(a)). The deviation between
atomistic and continuum displacement fields is shown in the bottom row. The normalized difference shows
a maximum difference of 6%, less than 0.1 Å.
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5.3.4 Structural Relaxations – 2D Networks
The structures predicted by the atomistic and continuum approach for 2D dislocation networks are compared
in Fig. 5.8. The deviation between the two approaches is plotted by the contour plot on the rectangular unit
cells for both twist and stretch moiré superlattices for Lm = 1080 Å. A quiver plot that shows the direction
and magnitude of the difference is overlaid. In both the twist and stretch moiré superlattices, there is good
agreement with maximum errors of 10% localized to the dislocation junctions and of 5% at the dislocation
lines. Insets show the dislocation junctions in greater detail, which show the different reconstructions present
for twist and stretch junctions.
Two line scans of the displacement fields are shown in Fig. 5.8. A horizontal line scan taken at
y/
√
3Lm=1/2 crosses ~ai, ~di dislocations at x/Lm=1/6 and 5/6 and shown in Fig. 5.8(b,e) respectively.
The twist moiré line scan shows that the two dislocations have opposite x components but the same y
component. The two dislocations in the stretch moiré line scan, however, have opposite y components but
the same x component showing how the two superlattices differ by a 90◦ rotation. The horizontal line
scans crossing isolated dislocations show good agreement between the displacement fields with less than 5%
normalized error at any location.
A second vertical line scan of twist and stretch superlattices is taken at x/Lm=1/2 is shown in Fig. 5.8(c,f).
The line scans cross a single dislocation perpendicularly at y/
√
3Lm = 1/3 and show that the Burgers vector
for twist (stretch) moiré patterns are parallel (perperpendicular) to the dislocation line and have a magni-
tude of a. The line scans cross a dislocation junction at y/
√
3Lm=5/6 revealing that junctions have twice
the Burgers vector of a single dislocation. The difference of the displacement fields shows that the maximum
normalized error is just less than 10% at the dislocation junctions.
5.4 Applications of Continuum Dislocation Framework
Having established the energy and structural correspondence between the continuum dislocation model and
results of atomistic simulations, we now highlight some possible applications of the model.
5.4.1 Structural Trends of Moiré Superlattices
Previous studies have demonstrated that the relative size of the AA stacking regions grow with increasing
twist angle [139, 140]. Based on our theory, this effect can be understood to arise from the necessity to satisfy
the topological constraints of the dislocation network even as the decreasing superlattice size (increased twist)






Figure 5.9: Structure of twist moiré superlattices versus twist angle. (a) Heat maps of the disregistry across
twist angle θ, where the blue indicates disregistry > a/4, or half of the maximum value. (b) The width of
AA and SP stacking regions across twist angle θ.
as rm > a/4. for varying twist angle θ. For large twist angle (θ > 2◦), the portion of the superlattice unit
cell exhibiting rm > a/4 is similar and relatively large. As θ decreases below 2◦, both the junctions and the
dislocation lines themselves take up a smaller proportion of the superlattice area and the large triangular
regions of AB/AC stacking emerge. The proportion of dislocated regions across twist angles is compared
quantitatively in Fig. 5.9(b) for both SP and AA stacking. It confirms the visual analysis from Fig. 5.9(a),
the relative size of the dislocation regions is similar for twist angle θ > 2◦, but decreases for smaller twist
angles, where the dislocations are fully relaxed due to large supercell size Lm.
In addition, our model can address structural relaxation due to out–of–plane compression by refitting the
interface energy parameter Ajl for different interlayer spacing. Compressing bilayer graphene in ẑ changes
the stacking fault energy and the interface potential that is input into the model. Fig. 5.10 shows how the
stacking fault energy changes for 0%, 5%, and 10% compression in ẑ. Qualitatively, the interface potential
increases with compression as the graphene layers interact more strongly.
Using the procedure presented in Fig. 5.4, the exact Ajl used in the model are found. Table 5.4.1 gives
the values of the three interface parameters for the given compression.
ε33 0% -5% -10%
Ajl (meV) 2.52 4 7
Table 5.2: Interface potentials for different compressions calculated from the stacking fault energies in
Fig. 5.10.
We examine how compressing the bilayers in the out–of–plane direction can affect the moire structure
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Figure 5.10: Stacking fault energy of bilayer graphene for various compression. One layer of graphene is
rigidly shifted from AA stacking along the armchair direction until the the layers regain AA stacking.
for a given twist angle. Compressing the bilayers this way has been shown to tune the ’magic’ angle in
bilayer graphene [151]. In Fig. 5.11, blue, green, and red correspond to compression with ε33= 0%, -5%,
and -10% for the ‘magic’ twist angle of θ = 1.1◦[86]. The trends shown may indicate how compression can
tune the magic angle by modifying the structure, since increased compression reduces the relative size of the
dislocation cores and junctions (similar to the effect of reducing the twist angle).
5.4.2 Dislocation Line and Junction Models
Finally, we use the dislocation model to estimate the dislocation line and junction energies for arbitrary φ.
These quantities could be used to drive meso-scale dislocation dynamics simulations to explore, for instance,
how the moiré structure interacts with external strain fields [152]. We investigate both the dislocation line
energies and the dislocation junction energies.
Fig. 5.12 shows the line energies for continuous φ. These energies are obtained from the continuum
formalism, and compared to the approximate functional form
El(φ) = El(90
◦)− (El(90◦)− El(0◦)) cos2(φ) , (5.12)
where El(φ) is the dislocation line energy, and El(0◦), El(90◦) are obtained from Table 5.1, and the factor
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Figure 5.11: Structure of twist moiré patterns for varying compressive strain ε33 for constant θ. Color
maps represent different ε33, where the color represents deviations from AB/AC stacking greater than a/4.
Magic-angle twisted bilayer graphene (θ = 1.1◦) at equilibrium interlayer spacing is used as a reference
(blue). Green represents a compression of 5% (dz: 3.23Å), while red represents a 10% compression (dz:
3.06Å).
correspondence.
Meanwhile to estimate junction energies, we calculate the energy of 2D dislocation networks with well
separated cores (Lm=500Å) and subtract the energy associated with the dislocation lines from Eq. 5.12.
The remaining energy is the junction energy. Fig. 5.12 shows that the dislocation junction energies are
not uniform with φ. Instead, the 0◦ dislocation junctions have negative energy while 90◦ junctions have
positive energies with a crossover around 34◦. This finding is consistent with Fig. 5.6(b), which showed
opposite trends for 0◦ and 90◦ with decreasing Lm. The same functional form from Eq. 5.12 is used to fit
the dislocation junction energy, using junction energy Ej rather than line energy El, where Ej(0◦)= -28.7
eV and Ej(90◦) = 62.2 eV as boundary conditions.
The energy landscape of the dislocation line and junction energies reveal that 2D dislocation networks
favor 0◦ dislocations. This may be the origin of the non-uniform moiré superlattices observed experimentally,
for instance in dark-field transmission electron microscopy images of Alden et al. [21] Instead of a uniform
moiré period over microns, the dislocation networks relax to maximize the amount of 0◦ dislocations and
junctions.
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Figure 5.12: Line tension (yellow) of a single dislocation and dislocation junction energy (blue) as a function
of angle φ. The energies can be approximated within a line tension model that uses only two parameters. The
negative junction energy for small θ suggests favorable dislocation interactions and dislocation–dislocation
attraction.
5.5 Conclusion
We have presented a dislocation theory based on topological constraints to describe interlayer dislocations
in bilayer graphene. In our approach, both 1D and 2D (moiré) superlattices are defined in terms of the
periodic dislocation networks of which they are comprised. Conventional dislocation theory is adapted so
as to treat the discrete nature of each layer of the 2D bilayer by describing the total energy as arising from
both the elastic energy of each distorted layer, together with an interface energy that couples the layers. The
dislocation model does not assume any analytic form for the solution, naturally accounts for dislocation-
dislocation interactions, and contains no adjustable parameters. The energy and structure predictions of the
dislocation model are in agreement with atomic scale calculations. Finally, we present two applications of
our model: an investigation of the evolution of the atomic scale structure as a function of moiré twist angle,
and prediction of line tension and dislocation junction energies for arbitrary dislocation sense φ.
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Chapter 6
Designing Topological Defects with
Moiré Engineering in Graphene during
Nuclei Coalescence
The second method of engineering topological defects in a single layer of graphene is based on the control
of grain boundary structure during graphene growth. In comparison to controlling the grain boundary
structure after growth, the control of grain boundary structure during growth provides a method to introduce
individual topological defects as opposed to dipoles. In this chapter we blend the understanding gained from
Chapter 4 about 5|7 dislocations, grain boundaries, and DSC dislocations with the understanding of moiré
patterns as networks of dislocations developed in Chapter 5. This work is based on a recently submitted
manuscript for publication.
Graphene grain boundary design is a practical way to control the atomic structure of graphene, which
is critical to manufacturing graphene devices with desired mechanical [69, 153, 154], thermal[155], and
electrical properties[23, 17]. However, there is little control of the atomic structure of graphene during
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) synthesis, the primary manufacturing method for large-area graphene
[156]. Small variations in the synthesis procedure can lead to large changes of the atomistic structure
through the formation of grain boundaries as multiple nuclei coalesce[157, 158, 159, 160]. Unfortunately,
it is not possible to probe and determine the influence of these parameters since there are no microscopy
techniques that resolve the atomic scale details under relevant graphene CVD growth conditions. Here we
present a novel moiré engineering technique that bridges the scale gap to provide atomistic details from the
moiré pattern and allows for real-time analysis of the atomic structure.
The standard approach for studying graphene atomic structure uses sequential imaging of the equilibrium
structure via complementary microscopy techniques that span multiple scales. For example, scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) reveals mesoscale details of graphene nucleation density and grain size to show the
influence of CVD growth conditions on various substrates [161]. Scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) and dark-field transmission electron microscopy (dfTEM) show angstrom-to-micron details of the
grain boundary structure and patchwork of grains to control the defect density in graphene [162, 163, 21].
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), meanwhile, shows angstrom-to-nanoscale details of the structure and


















Figure 6.1: Moiré engineering reveals atomic scale details from moiré scale in-operando STM. Two micro-
graphs taken 236 seconds apart reveal new growth of graphene and the moiré structure at the nanoscale.
Moiré engineering allows for real-time analysis of the growth to make decisions about changing growth
conditions (etch, continue growth, or finish growth and make a device) based on the atomic structure.
standing of graphene growth that has dramatically improved the quality of graphene. However, equilibrium
microscopy only characterizes the microstructure after growth, which inherently limits control and design of
the atomic structure because there is no understanding or observation of the dynamic growth process or the
mechanisms involved.
In-operando microscopy techniques enable observation of non-equilibrium CVD growth mechanisms,
paving the way for dynamic control. Recently, a number of such microscopy techniques have been used to
reveal details of graphene synthesis [165, 166, 167]. We focus on in-operando STM since we are interested in
the role of moiré patterns. In-operando STM has revealed moiré-unit growth of graphene, whereby graphene
clusters are grown with 144 carbon atoms at a time[168]. In addition, in-operando STM has shown that
carbon predominantly attaches to concave corners during coalescence[169]. To study growth, microscopy
techniques need to be fast enough and over sufficiently large areas. Unfortunately, this renders atomic
resolution microscopy impossible, making the nanometer scale of the moiré pattern the highest possible
resolution with current in-operando technology. In order to reveal the atomic scale, a technique is needed
that can reveal atomic scale features from a larger scale through a “top-bottom” scale-bridging analysis.
Here we address this limitation by developing a moiré engineering technique that bridges the nano and
angstrom scales to reveal the grain boundary structure of graphene. The nanoscale maintains a wide field of
view, and moiré engineering provides angstrom resolution. The moiré engineering technique establishes the
next frontier of graphene growth analysis by removing the uncertainty surrounding defects that occur during
growth. For instance, nanoscale in-operando STM migrographs in Fig. 6.1 show the growth of coalescing
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nuclei. While defects are observed in the triangular moiré lattice, it is not known what those defects
correspond to. The moiré engineering technique provides a real-time analysis method of in-operando growth
to reveal atomic scale defects from the nanoscale. Moreover, the real-time analysis allows for dynamic control
of growth conditions, where the synthesis conditions can be changed depending on the observed structure.
For example, a portion of growth with an undesired topological defect can be etched and regrown. In this
work, we use graphene grown on rhodium to benefit from the strong coupling that amplifies the moiré signal.
In addition, rhodium is a model system for strongly interacting substrates like the new Cu-Ni alloys which
show greater control of graphene growth [170].
The moiré engineering technique consists of two coupled atomistic models that reveal the mechanisms
of nuclei coalesce and determine what needs to be observed at the nanoscale. The models are presented for
the simplified scenario of two isolated nuclei that coalesce. It also holds for the more complicated cases seen
during growth as shown by the comparison to experiment.
6.1 Coalescence at the Nanoscale
The first is a coalescence model presented in Fig. 6.2 and isolates three distinct mechanisms governing coales-
cence on strongly interacting substrates. The first coalescence mechanism accounts for seamless coalescence
that has been reported previously by Wang et al. [169]. The second mechanism predicts grain boundary
propagation and termination for offset lattices as a function of the coalesce angle, which is readily observed
from the nanoscale. The coalescence angle of graphene on strongly interacting substrates is reduced to four
possible angles due to the moiré interaction that aligns the nuclei to the substrate [171, 172, 173]. The
continuum schematic in Fig. 6.2(a) shows each of the four coalescence angles (0◦, 60◦, 120◦, 180◦). The
small number of coalescence angles makes it possible to exhaustively analyze the growth steps for each case
by growing nuclei with carbon adatoms, dimers, or trimers as determined by Tetlow et al. [174].
For each coalescence angle (Fig. 6.2(b-f)), the two unique terminations of the anti-phase grain boundary,
octagon (top) and pentagon-pentagon (bottom), are considered to determine the grain boundary structure.
The zig-zag edges of the 0◦ coalescence angle confine the possibilities for carbon addition to dimers that
stitch together a straight grain boundary (Fig. 6.2(b)). The 120◦ and 180◦ coalescence angles (Fig. 6.2(e,f))
both terminate the grain boundaries with a heptagon on the pentagon-pentagon termination. In addition,
the octagon termination of the 180◦ coalescence angle can be terminated with a pentagon. In both cases,
the grain boundary terminates and subsequent growth does not contain a grain boundary, where pristine
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Figure 6.2: Coalescence yields four grain boundary structures, visible at the moiré scale, the outcome
determined by unique atomic scale differences. The decision tree uses the lattice offset, coalescence angle,
and grain growth to determine the coalescence outcome. (a) Four distinct coalescence angles give rise to
the atomic structures shown in b-f. (b-f) The atomic mechanisms for the four coalescence angles (0◦, 60◦,
120◦, 180◦) for both octagon (top) and pentagon-pentagon (bottom) coalescence fronts. Atom color (red,
blue, and cyan) is used to show the time-sequence of growth. (c,d) The grain boundary structure for two
different growth modes in the 60◦ coalescence case. This is discussed further in figures 6.5 and 6.6 (e,f) The
faint hexagonal lattice shows the graphene formation after grain boundary termination. (g-v) Moiré scale
in-operando STM time series (dt=26.2 seconds) of graphene coalescence on Rhodium. The moiré lattice
is observed as light yellow spots. Three grain boundaries, appearing as 1D defects in the moiré lattice,
are observed during growth and show the dependence of grain boundary propagation on coalescence angle.
Arrows highlight the coalescence front of the grain boundaries over time. The arrowhead changes to a
diamond when the grain boundary stops propagating.
The third coalescence mechanism determines the structure of the propagating grain boundary in a 60◦
coalescence angle (Fig. 6.2(c,d)). The carbon attachment at the coalescence front determines which grain is
growing determining the grain boundary structure. The 60◦ coalescence angle is the only coalescence angle
that propagates a non-straight grain boundary; the mechanisms of grain boundary formation within a 60◦
coalescence angle are investigated in further detail in Fig. 6.5.
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The atomic scale predictions of Fig. 6.2(a-f) are compared to in-operando STM micrographs in Fig. 6.2(g-
v). Grain boundaries are observed as 1D defects in the triangular moiré lattice. The STM images verify that
coalescence angles of 60◦ will propagate and 120◦ and 180◦ will terminate grain boundaries. Unfortunately,
0◦ coalescence angles merge too quickly to be observed with the in-operando technique.
The time series contains three grain boundaries each labelled with a colored arrow, which changes to a
diamond arrow when the front no longer propagates. The green arrow, located at the top of Fig. 6.2(g),
identifies a grain boundary barely visible at the right edge of the frame. The grain boundary has a 60◦
coalescence angle for Fig. 6.2(g-k) before it transforms into a 120◦ opening. In Fig. 6.2(k), the grain boundary
trajectory verifies that a 60◦ opening allows for a grain boundary to propagate. From Fig. 6.2(k) onwards,
the graphene continues to grow at the green grain boundary with a 120◦ coalescence angle, but there are no
defects in the moiré lattice signifying a terminated grain boundary at the 120◦ coalescence angle. A second
grain boundary (teal arrow) confirms 60◦ coalescence angle propagation in the last six frames, Fig. 6.2(q-v).
The third grain boundary is highlighted with a blue arrow. A grain boundary can be traced from the
blue arrow to the right edge of the frame. The blue arrow is at a 180◦ opening, slightly above a 120◦ opening,
and a row of moiré spots are growing from above. The grain boundary does not propagate. In Fig. 6.2(v),
there are six moire spots in front of the grain boundary in the moiré lattice, none of which are defected.
These three grain boundaries support the predictions of our mechanistic model. Grain boundaries can
either propagate (0◦ and 60◦) or terminate (120◦ and 180◦) during coalescence. This is in agreement
with experimental images that show poly-crystalline graphene with grains partially surrounded by grain
boundaries coming from the termination of grain boundaries as the coalescence angle transitions from 60◦
to 120◦ [175].
However, while the coalescence angles reveal the presence or absence of grain boundaries, they lack
information on the underlying complex atomic structure of propagating grain boundaries within a 60◦
coalescence angle. While the other three coalescence angles define the grain boundary topology, the 60◦
coalescence angle does not. A 0◦ coalescence angle gives a straight 558 grain boundary, while 120◦ and 180◦
coalescence angles terminate a grain boundary. The grain boundary formation within a 60◦ coalescence
angle, on the other hand, is not topologically confined like in the 0◦ coalescence angle. Instead, it can grow
on either grain to create arbitrary grain boundary structures. The degree of freedom is seen in the green
grain boundary in Fig. 6.2(g-v), where the grain boundary is not aligned to either grain’s zig-zag edge.
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6.2 Coalescence at the Atomic scale
Whereas the growth steps for various coalescence angles were exhaustively studied analytically, the com-
plexity of the 60◦ coalescence requires the development of an automated technique that can enumerate the
events in a growth trajectory. The growth is simulated through a Monte Carlo (MC) model that calculates
the chemical potential for all potential dimer attachments. The MC results are synthesized into a cyclic
model in Fig. 6.5, which presents the unique set of configurations with minimum chemical potential.
6.2.1 Monte Carlo Nuclei Coalescence
The MC model is only constrained by the 60◦ coalescence topology, which fixes the degrees of freedom
for carbon dimer attachment at each growth step. The MC results resemble previous theoretical works
that determine optimal atomic structures of graphene grain boundaries [176, 177]. The MC simulation
determines the carbon dimer that lowers the graphene chemical potential the most. At a high level, the
chemical potential can be reduced to two terms, the in-plane bonding Egr and out-of-plane bonding Esub(s).
The carbon-carbon bonding energy Egr favors hexagonal carbon rings, while the carbon-substrate bonding
Esub(s) adds a spatially varying term that follows the periodicity of the moiré shown in Fig. 6.3. The
interplay between the two thermodynamic terms determines the structure of the boundary.
Determining the Substrate Interaction
The substrate interaction is based on a LJ interaction between a fictitious triangular substrate and the
graphene. In order to mimic the dangling bonds at the surface, we split the substrate interaction into two
separate LJ terms. One that describes the interior sp2 bonded graphene and another that describes the
carbon atoms with dangling bonds at the edge. The edge LJ parameters are found by examining the spatial
variation of the substrate energy Esub(s) by growing a triangular graphene flake row-by-row.
Each row is nucleated with a trimer, grown along a zig-zag edge with dimers, and terminated with two
more trimers to make a perfect triangular flake. Fig. 6.3(a) isolates one step of the growth, which shows a
triangular graphene flake on top of a triangular substrate (black). The substrate mimics the top layer of a
(111) rhodium surface with a triangular lattice.
The row-by-row growth shows the moiré periodicity of the dimer growth. We do that by showing the
excess energy of dimer growth in Fig. 6.3(b). The excess energy is found by subtracting the cohesive energy
associated with carbon sp2 in-plane bonding. The excess energy is plotted for 28 rows of carbon starting
with a triangle that has an edge length of three moiré spots. The excess energy shows the hexagonal moiré
symmetry arising from the 6 (graphene) on 3 (substrate) interaction.
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b)a)
Figure 6.3: Test of the Lennard-Jones substrate interaction. (a) Atomic scale depiction of a triangular
graphene flake on a triangular substrate. The top right edge grows dimer by dimer following the black arrow,
where the dimers are colored from dark to light to showcase the order of dimer growth. (b) Energy map
of the energy contribution from a Lennard-Jones interface potential for a dimer growth in (a). The spatial
variation of the interface energy is based on the stacking, which is topologically related to the hexagonal
dislocation network (dotted lines) of a 6 (graphene) on 3 (rhodium) interface.
The substrate interaction is used to simulate bonding at the edge of a high-interacting substrate. We
tune the Lennard-Jones parameters such to make the excess energy range high enough to influence the dimer
addition. We chose a range of 2.5eV because it was comparable in magnitude to graphene cohesive energy of
7eV/atom. The edge LJ parameters that give this are σe: 2.6Åand εe: 1eV. The bulk LJ parameters are σb:
2.6Åand εe: 0.01eV, where the binding energy is two orders of magnitude lower due to electrostatic bonding
of the bulk.
Monte Carlo Simulation Method
The LJ substrate interaction is coupled with a Reax[103, 104] in-plane potential to accurately account for
the diverse bonding environment of the graphene edge states[131]. The MC model finds all the possible
bonding configurations at the coalescence front by identifying the carbon atoms with less than three nearest
neighbors according to a bond-length cutoff. The under-coordinated carbon atoms within three bond lengths
are paired and carbon dimers are added to propose growth steps. The proposed topologies are checked to
ensure the added dimer forms five, six, seven, or eight carbon ring to limit energy evaluations. Hydrogen
atoms are used to terminate edges to ensure all carbon atoms have the same bonding type. The energy of
each proposed topology is calculated in LAMMPS [96].
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Monte Carlo Results
The growth mechanism in a 60◦ coalescence angle are extracted from the MC simulations. The dimers
bond to the graphene edges to form carbon rings of four, five, six, seven, or eight atoms. Grain boundary
trajectories are shown in Fig. 6.4 for six initial conditions of varying nuclei with sizes n1, n2 and initial grain
boundary length nbs. During the MC growth, the grain boundary structure is only constrained by the 60◦
coalescence angle. The grain boundary trajectories are shown at both the moiré and atomic scale. The
moiré scale highlights how the grain boundary trajectory is shaped by the periodic variation of stacking.
The atomic convolution moiré pattern of the graphene (blue) on the substrate (black) and the interlayer
dislocation network (red) shows the spatial variation of the stacking. The grain boundary is highlighted as
well, where the initial grain boundary is light blue and the MC grain boundary is green. The atomic scale
structure is shown through ball and stick schematics, where rings of different 4,5, 7, and 8 carbon atoms are
highlighted with purple, blue, magenta, and cyan respectively.
All the grain boundary trajectories in Fig. 6.4 are in the armchair direction of the moiré dislocation
network. As the substrate interaction is removed, the grain boundary trajectories are more in the zig-zag
direction. This points to a route for design of the grain boundary trajectory based on the strength and
periodicity of the moiré interaction.
The difference between zig-zag and armchair directions is seen by comparing Fig. 6.4(a,b) to 6.4(c,d).
In Fig. 6.4(a,b), the initial boundary (light blue) is along the zig-zag edge of grain 1, but once the MC
algorithm takes over growth, the grain boundary alternates directions to give an overall direction in the
armchair direction. However, in Fig. 6.4(c,d), the initial grain boundaries are in the armchair direction and
the MC growth does not alter the overall direction.
This method shows the potential for the moiré pattern to design the structure of graphene grain bound-
aries. Unfortunately, the REAX potential does not describe the edge interaction accurately nor does the LJ
potentials model the substrate interactions accurately. An ab-initio parameterization of both energy terms
to accurately account for the unique edge and chemical effects of this problem would allow for accurate
modeling and facilitate design of moiré topologies that produce desired grain boundaries. However, the MC
model does enumerate the states that the grain boundary can access. We synthesize these states into a
model for the atomic mechanisms of grain boundary formation.
6.2.2 Atomic Scale Mechanisms of Grain Boundary Formation
The second model governing the moiré engineering technique is created from the MC trajectories in Fig. 6.4.








Figure 6.4: Moiré and atomic scale images of 0K Monte Carlo grain boundaries for six different initial
conditions. The inset in (a) defines the simulation parameters that describe two triangular grains with sizes
n1, n2 and attached with an initial boundary of length nbs resulting from initial growth (light blue). The
moiré images are atomic convolution images of the coalesced graphene nuclei (blue) on a triangular lattice
(black) with the same lattice constant as Ruthenium (asub = 2.69). The grain boundary is highlighted in
green and the moiré pattern is highlighted with both a hexagonal dislocation pattern superimposed in red
and circles (teal/light green for left/right nuclei) to demonstrate the moiré spots. The atomic scale images
isolate the structure of the boundary, where non-hexagonal rings are colored with violet (4 carbon ring), blue
(5 carbon ring), pink (7 carbon ring), and cyan (8 carbon ring). The initial conditions are given according
to the size of initial nuclei given by number of lattice sites along the nuclei edges (moiré wavelengths) and
the length and direction (zig-zag or armchair) of the initial boundary given with respect to the size of the
graphene lattice. (a) n1 : 55(4), n2 : 41(3), nbs : 4zz (b) n1 : 55(4), n2 : 41(3), nbs : 9zz (c) n1 : 55(4),
n2 : 41(3), nbs : 4ac (d) n1 : 55(4), n2 : 41(3), nbs : 8ac (e) n1 : 55(4), n2 : 55(4), nbs : 3zz (f) n1 : 55(4),
n2 : 55(4), nbs : 9zz
step forms either an octagon (Fig. 6.5(b)) or a heptagon pair (Fig. 6.5(c)) between the pairs of pentagons.
The octagon step is the basis of a straight grain boundary, which is formed with a dimer that creates a
hexagonal ring (blue) on the right grain. Alternatively, a dimer can close a heptagon ring (Fig. 6.5(c)),
which forms a disconnection in the grain boundary [26, 126].
The second step (Fig. 6.5(d-g)) determines the direction of the grain boundary based on the location
of the pentagon pair. The pentagon pair can create either a straight grain boundary (Fig. 6.5(d,f)) or one
with a 60◦ kink (Fig. 6.5(e,g)). A dimer that creates a hexagonal ring (blue) on the right grain (Fig. 6.5(d))
forms a straight grain boundary. Alternatively, the second step can create 60◦ kinks (Fig. 6.5(e,g)) when a
























Figure 6.5: Atomistic model of the structure and energetics of grain boundary formation for a 60◦ coalescence
angle, where growth is shown with blue, gray, and teal carbon dimers. (a) The growth cycle starts and ends
with a pentagon-pair. (b,c) The first stage determines the central node, which forms either (b) a straight
(octagon node) grain boundary due to a 6 carbon ring or (c) a disconnection (heptagon pair) in the grain
boundary by forming a seven carbon ring. (d-g) The second stage determines the grain boundary direction
(straight or 60◦ kink) of the grain boundary from the first stage. This is based on choosing between growing
a hexagon on either the (e,g) left or (d,f) right grain. (h,i) Two high energy defected structures are associated
with the model. (h) A 30◦ kink forms when the pentagon-pair dimer in the second stage forms a hexagon
and 4 carbon ring instead. This can occur in both branches, although only the 8 node structure is shown. (i)
An edge dislocation forms during the first stage by forming a pentagon-hexagon structure instead of the gray
heptagon in the disconnection structure. This requires a dimer (cyan) to attach to the blue heptagon. Both
defect structures bypass the 5-5 termination and re-enter the process in the first stage, choosing between
an 8 or 77 node. The flowchart is organized according to the relative energy of each pathway, where the
relative energy is compared at each step (b-c or d-i) due to the different number of atoms. Green is the
lowest, red the highest. The atomistic model is formulated from results of Monte Carlo simulations shown
in the supplementary material.
growth on the left grain is subsequently followed by the formation of a pentagon pair. The pentagon pair
cycles back to the beginning of the model to traverse the decision tree again.
In addition to the four low-energy structures in Fig. 6.5(d-g), two defected structures can form. These
two structures have relatively high energies and occur infrequently. The first kinks the grain boundary by
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30◦ (Fig. 6.5(h)), forming a hexagon on both the left (teal) and right (blue) grains that bisects the 60◦
opening. The hexagons bond to create a high energy four member ring. The 30◦ kink comes out of both
branches and replaces the second step that forms the pentagon-pair. The cycle continues by growing either
an octagon or heptagon-pair node.
The second defected structure forms an edge dislocation and comes out of only the disconnection branch
(Fig. 6.5(i)). The edge dislocation alters the heptagon-pair that is formed in Fig. 6.5(c). The edge dislocation
is formed through a two step hexagon then pentagon growth instead of forming the second (gray) heptagon.
The structure replaces the pentagon pair as the entrance to the cyclic model. Additionally, the structure
adds a half-plane of atoms to the left grain as expected for an edge dislocation. This dislocation formation
mechanism is unique as it is based solely on the growth process as opposed to being a topologically necessary
dislocation between two misoriented nuclei.
The six structures the cyclic model identifies (Fig. 6.5(d-i)) are sorted according to their formation
energies and are the grain boundary building blocks [178, 179]. The straight grain boundary is the low
energy structure that would form if graphene was synthesized without any substrate interaction at zero
Kelvin. However, substrate interaction and temperature push the grain boundary structure to higher in-plane
energies. We show how the substrate interaction affects the grain boundary structure in the supplemental
material.
6.3 Bridging the Scale Gap with Moiré engineering
We promote the atomic scale mechanisms of the cyclic model to the moiré scale to develop the nanoscale
moiré engineering technique in Fig. 6.6. We do so through bond-convolution, a moiré simulation technique
that mimics the electron density from STM [147]. The six structures are separated into three straight grain
boundaries and three with 60◦ kinks.
The straight grain boundaries are (a) an anti-phase 558 grain boundary, (b) a 558 grain boundary with
disconnections every three lattice vectors, and (c) a 48 armchair grain boundary. The 558 boundary promotes
the atomic offset to create an offset in the moiré lattice shown in the larger spacing between blue/green circles
as opposed to the blue-blue or green-green spacing in Fig. 6.6(a). The atomic scale disconnections cause the
offset between the moiré patterns to shift every three moiré spots, the same periodicity as the atomic scale
disconnections. The disconnection is identified at the moiré scale in Fig. 6.6(b) by the proximity of moiré
spots, where there is a pair of close spots followed by a gap between subsequent spots. Finally, an array of




























Figure 6.6: (a-f) Bond convolution images of isolated grain boundary structures from the atomistic model.
The atomistic structures of each boundary that generated the bond convolutions are shown as insets, where
pentagons, heptagons, and octagons are filled with blue, magenta, and teal respectively. Teal and light
green circles are used to emphasize the moiré pattern. (a) A straight 558 grain boundary shifts the moiré
pattern across the boundary producing a 1D defect as seen in STM patterns. (b) A straight grain boundary
with disconnections every three lattice vectors produces a moiré effect with the same periodicity to form
’half’ moiré spots that are separated by large gaps along the boundary. (c) An armchair grain boundary
from a 48 structure produces an anti-phase moiré pattern across the boundary. (d/e) A 60◦ kink with an
octagon/pentagon-pair node produces a moiré defect that connects two straight 558 moiré boundaries (a)
that are rotated 60◦ from each other. (f) A 60◦ kink with an edge dislocation as the central node produces
a moiré pattern with a dislocation, highlighted by an edge dislocation symbol, Burgers circuit, and guiding
lines to show the extra moiré spots caused by the dislocation in the graphene lattice. (g) Moiré STM image of
a CVD graphene grain boundary with moiré engineering post-processing to reveal the structure of graphene
grain boundaries. Blue/green circles are superimposed on the moiré spots adjacent to the boundary of the
left/right grains. A green arrow is used to point to a ’half’ moiré spot from a disconnection associated with
the right grain. Two edge dislocations are highlighted with an edge dislocation symbol, a Burgers circuit,
and guide lines to show the extra moiré spots. (h) Atomic scale STM image of a region of the boundary
close to the ’half’ moiré spot associated with the right grain. The atomic scale structure has alternating
octagon and disconnection nodes.
lattices.
The three grain boundaries with 60◦ kinks also promote the atomistic details to the moiré scale. In each
case, the 60◦ kink is brought to the moiré scale. For the octagon (Fig. 6.6(d)) and heptagon (Fig. 6.6(e))
node 60◦ kinks, the offset is rotated without any additional defect. Even though the two kinks have different
core structures, the two are identical at the moiré scale because their long-range strain fields are identical.
However, the strain field from the core with an edge dislocation in Fig. 6.6(f) causes a dislocation to appear
in the moiré pattern, which is observed in the additional moiré rows in the bottom (green) grain.
All of the boundaries promote a signature of their atomistic structure to the moiré scale. However, the
moiré promotion imposes a limit on the resolution. For straight grain boundaries, the structure must be
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repeated over the length of a moiré period, while for the 60◦ case kinks must be isolated from other defects
by more than a moiré wavelength. The promoted features in experimental moiré images are therefore a
lower bound of the number of topological defects present in STM images. However, the higher frequency of
the straight grain boundary mitigates concerns over the resolution.
A sample analysis using the moiré engineering of an STM grain boundary is presented in Fig. 6.6(g).
The moiré engineering technique can identify numerous 60◦ kinks, a region of disconnections, and a pair of
edge dislocations. The 60◦ kinks are easily identified using the moiré spots of each grain. The disconnection
is identified by a moiré spot that is closer than the moiré spacing identified by the green arrow in Fig. 6.6(g).
The disconnections are verified by atomic scale STM (Fig. 6.6(h)) that reveals a set of disconnections.
Finally, two edge dislocations are identified through Burgers circuits that show the extra moiré spots in the
lattice corresponding to Fig. 6.6(f).
6.4 Applications of Moiré Engineering Technique
Two examples highlight how the model informs experimental design to achieve desired grain boundary struc-
ture. The first pertains to synthesizing graphene with grain boundaries that can be used to strain engineer
the sample. This can be done with a high nucleation density such that nuclei coalesce with predominantly
0◦ and 60◦ coalescence angles, where the specific atomic structure can be tuned according to Fig. 6.6(g).
Alternatively, graphene with very few defects could be synthesized. Intuitively, a low nucleation density is
associated with a low number of defects, but our model shows how large isolated nuclei can lead to large
grain boundaries forming as two nuclei are stitched together with a 60◦ coalescence angle. Instead, our
model suggests that a more moderate nucleation density or non-hexagonal flakes would prevent large grain
boundaries to form as coalescence angles quickly become 120◦ or 180◦. The non-intuitive predictions of our
mechanistic model call for more simulations using the identified mechanisms to predict the ideal growth
conditions for specific grain boundary structures.
Finally, the moiré engineering technique facilitates both understanding and observation of atomic scale
defects during growth without needing an atomic resolution microscopy technique. The technique can identify
edge dislocations, disconnections, and 60◦ kinks like those in Fig. 6.5(g) during growth. This enables real-
time decision making to achieve a particular grain boundary structure by either removing the defect through
an etch-regrowth step or electing to keep edge dislocations. Moreover, the cyclic model is the foundation of
a mechanistic simulation that can predict the structure of a grain boundary for a given substrate interaction




The large difference in rigidity for in-plane and out-of-plane deformation in graphene that altered the prop-
erties of DSC dislocations in single layer graphene (Chapter 4) can be inverted to utilize topological defects
to design arbitrary 3D deformation in graphene. For instance, topological defects known as disclinations are
non-existent in bulk materials, but form in 2D materials due to their ability to deform out-of-plane. Such 3D
features can be used to tune electronic, chemical, and mechanical properties, providing vast degrees of free-
dom in the design space. In particular, topological defects can induce large internal strain that can extend
the control of out-of-plane deformation into the Angstrom to nanometer scale. This work was developed for
a prospectus paper that has been accepted in ‘Current Opinions in Solid State and Materials Science’ [180].
Many novel properties reported in 2D materials result from their ability to deform out-of-plane. Con-
trolled 3D deformation in 2D materials can tailor functional properties such as mechanical toughness, optical
band gap, thermal transport, and pseudomagnetic fields [181, 182, 183]. Each of these arise from local strains
that are present and induce a 3D structure that alters the engineering properties. For instance, the K1C
fracture strain of graphene is nearly tripled, due to crack deflection and bridging in 3D sinusoidal deforma-
tion as compared to flat [184]. Or, nanometer scale 3D deformation, which are on the length scale of the
building blocks of life (proteins, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, and lipids), significantly impacts the properties
of biological materials due to better adhesion and interaction [9, 185, 186].
One of the principal assumptions of each of these examples is that 3D deformation and curvature occurs
at the atomic scale (1-10 nm). While recent work has shown that crinkle formation can create sharp
features [187], ruga-mechanics based methods of the substrate typically result in features at larger length
scales [188, 189]. Utilizing substrates to selectively create ripples through uniaxial and biaxial compression
[190, 191, 192] yields ripples having wavelengths of hundreds of nanometers limiting the amount of strain
localization that occurs due to 3D deformation [193, 194]. Additionally, further compression of the substrates
leads to delamination causing crumpling and fold generation [195, 196]. While selective delamination has
created an entire new area of study for creating novel 3D sensors using 2D materials, the periodic feature












Figure 7.1: The three-dimensional design of two-dimensional materials is underpinned by topological defects.
Given an arbitrary 3D structure from (a) hemispheres to (b) ridges to (c) peaks, the set of topological defect
building blocks such as (d) positive and (e) negative disclinations or (f) edge dislocations can be combined
to create arbitrary 3D deformation. Engineering topological defects and 3D deformation into 2D materials
requires a new degree of control over the spatial arrangement of the defects.
atomic scale, a different method that can create localized deformation is needed.
A promising approach is the controlled introduction of patterned in–plane (internal) strain. When built-
in internal strains are introduced to 2D materials constrained to be flat, the in-plane accommodation of
strain gives rise to large local stresses. When released, 2D materials can buckle out-of-plane, adopting 3D
configurations that relieve stress to the extent possible. Out–of–plane deformation results in a regular 3D
structure with controlled features and curvature at the desired scale (see Figure 7.1(a)). Internal strains can
be introduced in many ways. One approach is through in–plane heterostuctures of 2D materials. The strain
caused by the lattice mismatch of two materials causes nanometer bending and curvature [200, 201, 202].
However, this approach to control is reliant on creating atomically sharp interfaces between materials during
growth [203, 204]. Shape programming of 2D transition metal dichalcogenides by patterned alloying could
yield dynamic and reversible shape changes by including components that respond to stimuli [205]. Here,
the synthesis of these materials requires a patterned substrate, which limits the resolution to features sizes
achievable with lithography. Atomic scale 3D deformation is also possible by altering the internal strain
of 2D materials through precise patterning of topological defects and their position [206]. The goal is to
create 3D structures like hemispheres, ridges, and hills using topological defects that each have a unique
3D deformations (see Figure 7.1(b)). For internal strain engineering via topological defects, there exist
formulations of the forward problem (viz. given a topological defect distribution, find the resulting 3D
structure) [132] and the inverse problem (viz. given a desired 3D structure, identify the defect distribution)
[184].
What is missing is a path to achieving the desired spatial distribution of topological defects. Deterministic
control over topological defects – their positions and arrangement – in 2D materials would overcome a critical
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bottleneck to control of 3D deformation in 2D materials and allow access to new frontiers in device engineering
applications. In this paper, we review the state of the art in accomplishing this goal and propose necessary
advances to achieve it. We suggest that strategically applied loads – prescribed tractions and displacements
of the 2D material – can be used to achieve the desired control. In Section 2, we first review an established
framework that connects topological defects to 3D deformation. We then summarize earlier computational
efforts to describe defect formation and evolution (Sections 3.1-3.2), and present a formal description of the
challenges faced when seeking to control the spatial distribution of topological defects (Section 3.3). Finally,
we propose computational approaches that may help overcome these challenges (Section 4). The path to
control of topological defects in 2D materials is based on determining (1) the mechanisms of topological
defect formation and migration and (2) the applied load that will evolve a given distribution of topological
defects to a target distribution. Our proposal is associated with its own meta forward and inverse problem:
given that a mechanical load is applied to a 2D material, along what pathway will topological defects evolve
and what resting position will they ultimately adopt, and vice versa. We close with by considering how this
computational approach can be validated by and extended to experiments (Section 5).
7.1 3D Design from Topological Defects
The 3D deformation associated with a topological defect or distribution of defects can be found through
atomic scale (ab-initio or classical potential) simulations and/or continuum modeling. This corresponds to
the forward problem: given a defect distribution, find the corresponding 3D structure. Yazyev and Louie
first reported 3D deformation from topological defects in 2D materials through ab-initio calculations of
dislocations arrays in graphene [132]. Chen et al. built on this to model the 3D deformation of dislocations
using von Kármán equations based on the 3D deformation obtained from atomistic simulations using the
classical REBO potential [101]. More recently, Zhang et al. also used the von Kármán equations to model
the 3D deformation of isolated disclinations [207].
These atomistic and continuum models obtain the 3D deformation for a given set of topological defects,
but the design objective – finding a set of topological defects that results in a desired 3D structure –
is better represented via the inverse problem. Although the forward calculation of 3D deformations of
defect distributions can be input into a search algorithm to find the appropriate one, this approach is more
computationally costly than a direct inverse model. The search algorithm would need to optimize both the
distribution of topological defects to find a 3D geometry (a non-linear search) allowing for varying the total
number of defects present (a grand-canonical optimization problem).
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Figure 7.2: Overview of inverse design method for topological defects [Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [184]]. (a) Input 3D deformation with sinusoidal 3D topology. (b) Charge density map created from the
phase field crystal model. (c) Triangular lattice generated from the minima of (b). (d) Voronoi tesselation
of the triangular lattice yielding a graphene sample with an array of topological defects.
Instead an inverse model maay directly solve for the number and type of topological defects necessary
to obtain the desired 3D deformation. An example inverse model that utilizes a phase field crystal (PFC)
approach was developed by Zhang et al [184]. The PFC method identifies a possible atomic scale structure
by finding steady state charge density (Figure 7.2(b)) on a curved manifold (Figure 7.2(a)) [208]. The PFC
method is an alternative to molecular dynamics simulations as it simultaneously captures atomic length














where ∆ is the 2D Laplace operator, φ the reduced density, and ε the reduced temperature [209]. If the










using a numerical solver such as a finite element method or spectral method. The minima that result from
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the charge density evolution are converted into a triangular lattice (Figure 7.2(c)), the Voronoi tesselation
of which is the atomic lattice (Figure 7.2(d)).
In Figure 7.2(d), isolated disclinations facilitate the 4 nm wavelength of the sinusoidal curvature, but these
features have never been observed experimentally and require high precision control of defect position and
spacing. So, even though this approach finds the atomic structure that corresponds to an arbitrary curved
manifold, there is no method to achieving this target distribution of topological defects experimentally.
While the inverse approach provides the set of topological defects that underlie a given 3D deformation,
achieving the desired set of topological defects is non-trivial. An intimate knowledge of the formation and
migration of topological defects is required to achieve the desired configuration.
7.2 Beyond the Forward and Inverse Problem – Tracking the
pathways and migrations of topological defects
The forward and inverse problems described above determine the internal strain and 3D configuration for a
set of static positions of topological defects and vice versa. Even given robust solution methods for these,
the critical remaining problem lies in their dynamics – their motions and migrations, especially in response
to applied fields. Given a target spatial distribution, how can defects be introduced in graphene, and then
guided in their motions to the target? An understanding of the migration mechanisms and pathways is a
prerequisite to answering this question.
7.2.1 Prior Experimental and Computational Work
Some mechanisms for the formation of topological defects have been identified, but most work has aimed
at their observation and not in controlling their movement and position. Experimental observation has
shown that topological defects are introduced into 2D materials during synthesis as both geometrically
necessary dislocations [210] and as isolated defects [211, 212]. For instance, a principal source of topological
defects in graphene is grain boundaries, where arrays of dislocations stitch two grains together [213]. The
dislocations are geometrically necessary and account for the misorientation between two grains. The specific
arrangements of topological defects that can stitch grains together have been enumerated to show the vast
arrangements possible in graphene spanning varying misorientation angles and line directions [214, 215].
The large phase space of observed grain boundaries arises from the natural misorientation of 2D materials
grown on substrates [216, 173]. In addition, during annealing grain boundaries can migrate so as to remove
non-equilibrium structures that form during island coalescence during growth, to increase the average grain
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size. Still, both high and low-angle grain boundaries persist in annealed graphene [83]. While most observed
grains are quite large, small grain boundary loops also form resulting in metastable ‘flower-defect’ configu-
rations [217, 218]. The formation mechanisms of flower defects has recently been proposed to be based on
a bulge mechanism associated with the dynamic process of annealing [219]. Unfortunately, none of these
observations have shown how we can tailor a specific grain boundary structure.
To overcome this, recent theoretical studies have focused on utilizing the substrate morphology to synthe-
size topological defects directly [206]. However, the substrate topology can only be defined up to a specific
resolution set by the limits of lithographic techniques. In addition, nanoscale features tend to become reor-
ganized (e.g. through step bunching) by 2D materials during growth [220, 221]. Therefore there remains a
need for controlling the position of topological defects.
The control of defect positions is grounded in understanding the topology and mechanisms of dislocation
migration. Considering geometry alone, dislocations can be created and manipulated through isolated bond
rotations in otherwise pristine material. For example, Stone-Wales defects in graphene form when a single
carbon–carbon bond is rotated by 90◦, resulting in a 5|7|7|5 quadrupole of disclinations [222, 223]. The
quadrupole can be thought of as a pair of 5|7, 7|5 dislocation dipoles with opposing topological character
[224]. Bond rotation is a conservative form of defect introduction since it does not require insertion or
removal of atoms. Stone-Wales defects have been observed to form this way in experiment, as a result of
electron damage in microscopy experiments [211, 225] or due to ion bombardment [226]. After they are
created, the two dislocations present in the Stone-Wales defect could then be separated through additional
bond rotations.
In modeling and simulation, the formation and migration of topological defects is most commonly tracked
through Monte Carlo (MC) simulations based on bond rotations for conservative glide motion. Recently,
climb as well as glide was addressed with a point defect mediated hopping mechanism [229]. Other common
approaches such as molecular dynamics (MD) may struggle to capture the long time scales needed, and
events such as bond rotations are relatively rare on MD timescales. Early Monte Carlo simulations of
carbon nanotubes under constant tensile stress show the role of bond rotations, defect formation, and defect
migration in their plastic deformation [230]. Those simulations, for instance, identified a defect unique to
2D systems that could serve as a mediator of plastic deformation known as a ‘worm’ due to its method
of locomotion. Such worms are comprised of alternating arrays of dislocations (a dislocation screened by
multiple dislocation dipoles), and form under large applied tensile stress since the screening of the strain fields
due to dislocation–dislocation interactions reduces out-of-plane buckling. Other MC simulations address
graphitic sp2 bonded systems to show the evolution of not only Stone-Wales defects but also more general
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Figure 7.3: Examples of Monte Carlo results from prior literature. (a) Formation of graphene from random
carbon precursor with bond rotations. Color shows different defect structures in the graphene. Reprinted
with permission from [227]. (b) Annealing of a flower defect through bond rotations in both experiment and
simulation. Reprinted with permission from [228]). Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.
flower defects and grain boundary loops seen in experiments [231, 228]. Most recently, MC approaches
have been used to evolve the connectivity of carbon atoms during growth. These simulate the annealing of
amorphous carbon to show the origin of defect structures in graphene [227].
Such Monte Carlo approaches are useful, but they require energy calculations at each step to determine
the acceptance or rejection of a specific bond rotation. Additionally, within a given instance, pathways
are identified for a specific applied load and require a new simulation for each applied load. This becomes
computationally expensive as the simulations can require hundreds of thousands of bond rotations. For
instance, in the MC simulation results reproduced in Figure 7.3(a), Zhuang et al. simulate a 7.6 nm × 7.6
nm graphene supercell and, even though 5 × 105 bond rotations are included, the structure still contains
features not observed in experiment [227]. Even the evolution of much smaller flower defects carried out
by Kurasch et al. in Figure 7.3(b) enclose only seven hexagonal rings of carbon but require 5 × 104 bond
rotations to recreate the flower topological character [228]. A simple example shows the challenge with MC
methods. Given a 100×100 nm2 sample with 10 dislocations in it that are on average 10 nm from their final











Figure 7.4: Mechanism for forming and migrating disclinations. (a) Starting with pristine graphene, a
5|7|7|5 defect is formed in (b) through a bond rotation (inset b,c). (c,d) Bond rotations create isolated edge
dislocation (5|7, 7|5) with a desired spacing. (d) A second 5|7|7|5 defect is formed one lattice vector above
the first one in (b). (f,g) Bond rotations create isolated edge dislocation (5|7, 7|5) up until the same sign
dislocations are sharing carbon atoms. (h) The same sign dislocations react to create isolated disclinations
separated by a hexagonal ring. Color coding is used to highlight positive (magenta) and negative (cyan)
disclinations.
migration is even more complicated since (as described in the next subsection), it itself is based on dislocation
migration. The large computational cost of Monte Carlo methods coupled with their stochastic nature makes
it difficult to use them to exhaustively search and identify migration pathways and mechanisms. The phase
space of possible pathways is prohibitively large to be fully sampled.
7.2.2 Example: Pathway to Create Isolated Disclinations
To illustrate the challenge in detail, we consider mapping out a single defect migration pathway that yields
a specific desired spatial arrangement of topological defects. From this specific example, in the following
subsection we will generalize the problem at hand by representing migration pathways as sequences of bond
rotations and present a formal statement of the associated meta forward and inverse problem.
Our example path is one that leads to the creation of isolated disclinations in graphene. While the
formation and migration mechanisms of dislocations (5|7 pairs) is relatively more explored, the formation
and migration mechanisms of disclinations (isolated 5 or 7 rings) needs to be further developed. This is
especially true since positive and negative disclinations effectively introduce point sources of curvature into
a 2D material, and therefore would be effective for designing 3D geometries. The pathway outlined here is
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one that creates isolated disclinations by taking advantage of the fact that dislocations can be thought of as
bound disclination dipoles. It is outlined without regard to its energy landscape, which we will discuss later.
Figure 7.4 shows the hypothetical pathway for creating isolated disclinations using only bond rotations.
Starting with pristine graphene in Figure 7.4(a), four isolated disclinations are formed in Figure 7.4(h). The
process is underpinned by dislocation migration, where a 5|7|7|5 disclination quadrupole is formed in Figure
7.4(b) and separated through fourteen bond rotations (Figure 7.4(c,d)). A second 5|7|7|5 defect forms in
Figure 7.4(e), and dissociates again (Figure 7.4(e,f)). Figure 7.4(g) shows the annihilation of disclinations
as the negative disclination in one edge dislocation cancels the positive disclination in the other. The
annihilation creates four isolated disclinations in Figure 7.4(h). In theory, this process can be repeated to
form disclination arrays with defined spacing. This path utilizes dislocation migration – described above as
a sequence of bond rotations – as the basis for positioning disclinations.
However, the path relies only on conservative bond rotations, and is associated with a complex and
possibly unattainable energy landscape. Even if this pathway were feasible, it is one of out of many and it
is unlikely to be the lowest energy pathway. For instance, the dislocations may migrate through the same
worm mechanisms identified in carbon nanotubes or the disclinations could separate into partials connected
by a stacking fault [179]. It is not obvious what type of applied loading might help to promote this path.
Due to the many different paths that a set of dislocations can take, a more robust approach is needed to
enumerate possibilities and efficiently select likely candidates.
7.2.3 Formal Statement of ‘Meta’ Forward and Inverse Problem
To give a formal statement of the meta forward and inverse problems, we generalize the example above to
consider arbitrary allowable defect migration pathways. A rigorous problem statement helps to define the
nature of the search space and conceive solution strategies.
Configuration Representation through Network Connectivity
In principle the presence of topological defects within a hexagonal lattice can be described by the network
connectivity of the lattice. In graphene, each atom is bonded to three nearest neighbors to ensure an
sp2 hybridization. Some possible connectivities of a graphene sheet are seen in Figure 7.5, all showing
different arrangements of topological defects preserving sp2 bonding. The black lines in Figure 7.5(a) show
the connectivity for pristine hexagonal graphene, with points (atoms) labeled by letters. In the pristine
configuration Ci each atom is linked to three others, as enumerated in Table 7.2.3 and the configuration




















Figure 7.5: Definition of network connectivity for graphene. (a) The connectivity between atoms (points) are
the three bonds (lines) that connect them to adjacent atoms. A 90◦ rotation of bond OP to O’P’ changes
the network connectivity to the lines in red. (b) The network connectivity is altered by successive bond
rotations. From a 5|7|7|5 defect the connectivity diverges and requires accounting for a particular sequence
of configurations.
Pt. Ci → Ci+1
...
D : {P,C,E} → {O,C,E}
K : {L,O, J} → {L,P, J}
O : {A,P,K} → {A,D,P}
P : {O,D,H} → {O,H,K}
...
Table 7.1: Network connectivity table for the configuration shown in Figure 7.5(a). Points are labeled by
letters, and for sp2 bonding each point is connected to three neighbors for a given configuration. Configu-
ration Ci describes the neighbors around each point before bond rotation (black) while configuration Ci+1
shows a configuration accessible from Ci via a single bond rotation. )
If a single bond rotates by 90◦ degrees, the connectivity of the network changes but maintains sp2 bonding.
The topological rearrangement for rotation of bond OP is shown in red in Figure 7.5(a) and introduces a
5|7|7|5 quadrupole of disclinations. The bond rotation involves changes to the connectivity of four atoms (D,
K, O, P). The change in connectivity is shown in Table 7.2.3: points O,P swap neighbors K,D and points
K,D swap neighbors O,P.
The set of all possible configurations C that maintain sp2 connectivity is an equivalence class. Each
possible defect arrangement corresponds to a configuration C: the topology of each dislocation configuration
is unique and can be described by its connectivity. The usual forward problem can be posed as: given a
network configuration C, what is the associated 3D structure? And the usual inverse problem can be posed
as: given a desired 3D structure, what is the needed network configuration?
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Defect Migration Pathways as Sequences of Bond Rotations
Given the large phase space of defect migration pathways, efficient ways to enumerate, search through,
and select possible pathways are needed. With unique arrangements of topological defects denoted by
configurations C, then pathways along which a set of topological defects may move can be given by sequences
of configurations S = {C0, C1, C2, ...} with associated configuration energies {E0, E1, E2, ..}. For example,
the Stone–Wales bond rotation described in Figure 7.5(a) updates the connectivity from configuration Ci
with energy Ei to Ci+1 with energy Ei+1, where the latter is accessible from the former through the bond
rotation. A particular pathway S consists of sequences of configurations where Ci+1 is accessible from Ci
because the connectivities differ by only a single bond rotation.
Starting at an initial connectivity C0 the superset S = {S1, S2, S3, ...} lists the unique paths Sj =
{Cj,0, Cj,1, ...} that are possible. For instance, in Figure 7.5(b) the sample starts with connectivity C0 and
with a bond rotation transforms to C1, introducing a Stone-Wales defect according to the rules from Figure
7.5(a). A subsequent bond rotation can annihilate the original Stone-Wales defect, create an additional
Stone-Wales defect C2i, create an octagon C2ii (typically leading to strain localization and brittle failure),
form a chain C2iii, or advance an existing dislocation by one Burger’s vector C2iv (glide). To find the
corresponding configuration energies, the atomic configuration of each candidate state should be optimized
subject to the constraint that its network topology is fixed. In this way, local minima of the potential energy
surface (PES) are sampled.
Such enumeration of pathways, where allowable configuration changes can be considered systematically
in terms of accessible modifications to ring connectivity tables, enables a degree of organization within the
large phase space of pathways. Elements Sj of S take on a tree structure that branches outwards starting
from a fixed initial configuration. The pathways described this way will exhibit large diversity, and path
enumeration like this could be extended to 2D materials beyond graphene with slight modification. For
example, the formation of 3-fold rotational ‘trefoil’ defects (8-4-8-4-8-4 rings with trigonal symmetry) in
boron nitride when isolated vacancies cluster together involves one 60◦ rotation of three atoms neighboring
another [232]. The formation of mirror twin boundaries in MoSe2 when Se vacancies coalesce [233] requires
a sequential set of bond rotations similar to formation of ‘worms’.
The superset S = {Sj}, j = 1, 2, 3, ... defines the phase space of paths from an initial position, capturing
in full the divergence of paths from an initial configuration C0. The meta forward problem then becomes
efficiently selecting the most likely sequence S amongst all elements of S, given the initial configuration and
the application of a prescribed load. The meta inverse problem is to find what mechanical loading to apply,
if a given path is desired. The meta forward problem requires an efficient approach to identifying candidate
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S0: {C0,0, C0,1, C0,2i, ...}
S1: {C1,0, C1,1, C1,2ii, ...}
S2: {C2,0, C2,1, C2,2iii, ...}
S3: {C3,0, C3,1, C3,2iv, ...}
... ...
Table 7.2: A collection of paths Sj that evolve the initial connectivity Cj,0 to show the divergence of paths
in 7.5(b). Each path has an index j that is associated with each connectivity Cj,i.
pathways and determining their energy landscape. The meta inverse problem requires a way to efficiently
search the set of all possible sequences and select the viable ones in a given setting/environment.
7.3 Predicting Applied Load to Control Topological Defects
Realizing a specific distribution of topological defects to create a desired deformation will enable designing
the 3D deformation of 2D materials. Achieving this control requires understanding defect mechanisms of
migration, especially in response to applied loads. Here we briefly review how applied loads induce forces
on topological defects; we show an illustrative example of how a displacement boundary condition (given
as an applied strain) can alter the energy landscape of defect migration; and we discuss opportunities to
address the meta forward and inverse problems that determine the path of topological defects in response
to an applied load, and the load that gives a desired migration path for topological defects.
7.3.1 Forces on Dislocations Arising From External Fields
Externally applied loads and body forces induce configurational forces on topological defects, which is the
basis for guiding their motions along a desired path. Specifically, external loads can be applied in the form of
traction and/or displacement boundary conditions that induce a particular stress, strain, and displacement
state in a boundary value problem. When present, these external fields interact with the corresponding
internal fields of the defects. The interaction reflects the fact that the minimum energy configuration (spatial
distribution) of a set of topological defects in the presence of an external field is generally not the same as
the minimum energy configuration in the absence of the external field. As a result, the introduction of an
external stress may cause defects to move, inducing a rearrangement.
The tendency of a dislocation to move through the crystal in response to an stress field is described by
the Peach-Koehler (PK) force:
fn = σijnjbi , (7.3)










Figure 7.6: Dislocation separation versus energy from a 5|7|7|5 defect for flat bilayer graphene. (a) Schematic
of the dislocation geometry, where a shear strain εxy is applied at the boundary of a periodic unit cell, and
dipoles with separation d1 and d2. (b) Energy versus separation d1 of a single dipole (d2 = 0) for various
applied shear strains, where 0 nm spacing contains no defects. (c) Energy versus separation d2 for a second
dipole (d1 = 5 nm) for various applied shear strains, where the zero energy reference is the same as (b).
Dotted lines in (b,c) connect minima in the potential energy and reveal how to tune the dislocation spacing.
Insets in (b,c) correspond to three unit cells with 5 nm spacing between topological defects after strain has
been released to allow 3D deformation. Inset color goes from -3 nm (blue) to 0 nm (white) to 3 nm (red).
normal nj and dislocation Burgers vector bi [234]. The force on the dislocation is based on its topological
character, i.e. the Burgers vector. It is therefore a result of the lattice incompatibility. The plane on which
the dislocation moves depends upon whether the motion is in the form of climb, glide, or cross slip. This
configurational force on the dislocation provides a means of controlling it. Since the topological content of
disclinations can be modeled as an array of dislocations [235], the force on disclinations can be found through
the PK force on all the constituent dislocations. Alternatively, numerical methods that find the energy of
disclinations can be used to solve for the force as shown by Zhang et al. [207].
7.3.2 Example: Using strain to control dislocation spacing
The forces on dislocations, and the associated potential energy landscape, can be used to induce a desired
migration pathway amongst dislocations. Here we return to our previous example, and show how the
application of an external shear (e.g. via fixed displacement boundary conditions) can affect the energy
landscape of the pathway shown in Figure 7.4 where dislocation dipole separation results in the formation
of isolated disclinations. The geometry of the supercell, the shear εxy applied to it, and resulting change in
geometry, is shown in Figure 7.6(a). The shear is applied in a direction perpendicular to the line along which
the dislocation dipole separates. The curves in Figure 7.6(b,c) show the local minimum energies for each
network connectivity shown in Figure 7.4, thereby mapping out the potential energy surface (PES) along the
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path. They are determined assuming that the graphene sheet is constrained to remain flat along the entire
pathway. The family of curves presented in Figure 7.6(b,c) corresponds respectively to the introduction and
separation of the first and second set of dislocation dipoles, respectively. The energies are calculated using
LAMMPS [130] with the interatomic potential AIREBO [102].
Figure 7.6(b) shows the energy landscape to introduce and dissociate the first dislocation dipole (d1),
for varying external applied shear. The applied strain field changes the potential energy surface such that
dislocation dissociation becomes favorable and makes 5|7|7|5 dipole separation possible. As shear strain is
applied, the energy landscape for dislocation separation is altered to create a meta-stable 5|7|7|5 dislocation
configuration that is separated. As the applied shear increases, the dislocation separation that minimizes the
total energy becomes larger, as shown by the black dotted line. The minimum in the energy corresponds to
the configuration where the PK force is zero. If larger shear is applied (not shown), the initial thermodynamic
barrier (spacing d1 = 1 nm Figure 7.6(b)) is overcome at 3.5% strain, removing the effective barrier to dipole
separation. Of course, the simple picture for the separation of a single dislocation dipole would be more
complicated than shown if a more complex topological structure (like a larger number of pre-existing defects)
were present. For example, the potential energy surface associated with grain boundary migration contains
numerous metastable configurations of dislocation arrays [26].
Figure 7.6(c) then shows the energy landscape associated with introducing and dissociating the second
dislocation dipole. This pathway corresponds to the bond rotations shown in Figure 7.4(e-h), the end result
of which are isolated disclinations. From Figure 7.6(a), we simulate the separation d2 of the light blue
dislocations as the dark blue dislocations are fixed with separation of d1 = 5 nm. In Figure 7.6(c), the
minimum energy separation of the second dislocation dipole is altered by the external strain in the same
way as a single dipole. A key difference is the higher external strain field needed, which results from the
need to overcome the strain field of the first set of dislocations itself.
Once the dislocations have been positioned as desired, the external strain field can be relieved and
the graphene sheet released from the substrate. The 2D material can deform out of plane, revealing the
spontaneous 3D deformation (insets in Figure 7.6(b,c)) induced by the array of topological defects. Even in
these simple examples, the difference between the 3D structure of bound vs. separated disclinations shows
how precisely topological defects alter 3D deformation. The 3D deformation in the inset in Figure 7.6(b) is
largely localized to the dislocations, whereas the 3D deformation in Figure 7.6(c) shows ridges spanning the
entire 5 nm separation, with a peak–to–peak amplitude of 6 nm and wavelength of 1.3 nm.
These two contrived examples illustrate the concept of using strain to control dislocation position. How-
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Figure 7.7: Methods of Meta Forward and Inverse Problems. The meta forward problem identifies the path
Sj of topological defects from an initial configuration for a given applied field. The path is found by mapping
the potential energy surface and then identifying a path. The meta inverse problem identifies the applied
load that transforms an initial to final connectivity.
considered. In addition to creating dislocations through 5|7|7|5 defect formation and separation, as-grown
dislocations can be utilized from nanograined 2D materials, where strain could be used to manipulate the
densely packed grain boundaries through shear coupling [236, 237]. However, the more dislocations that
are present the more complex and high-dimensional the energy pathways become (as described in Section
7.2.3). To address the more complicated scenario of multiple topological defects and branching paths, we
explore automated methods for determining the evolution of defect spatial distribution given a more complex
potential energy surface.
7.3.3 Forward Problem: Finding the path for a prescribed load
Finding the path a topological defect follows in the presence of a prescribed loading constitutes the meta
forward problem. The system parameters – material, applied fields, and initial configuration – are defined
and the topology is evolved to obtain the path and final configuration. While this problem is challenging due
to the large dimension of the search space, any solution strategy must involve first mapping the potential
energy surface to identify the low energy valleys, and then using the mapping to identify the path along
which the network topology changes. This approach to the forward problem is shown in Figure 7.7, and also
serves as the basis for any attempt at inverting the solution.
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Mapping the Potential Energy Surface
Mapping the PES, and therefore navigating the space of configurations, is challenging due to the many energy
evaluations needed to approximate the smooth variation of energy in a high dimensional space. While the
energy of every possible configuration could be estimated – using atomistic methods, continuum methods, or
a combination – this is extremely inefficient since most configurations are not realistic and since relationships
exist between the energies of adjacent states. Such relationships are evident in Figure 7.6(b,c), where each
energy trajectory could be described by the interaction energy of the dislocations and the elastic strain
in the supercell. Instead, an approach that efficiently identifies and maps the low energy pockets of the
configuration space, and avoids the unreasonably high energy portions, is desirable.
The most commonly used approach to identify relevant configurations is to map the high dimensional
PES using Monte Carlo methods to find minima [238]. When using Monte Carlo approaches, the PES is
sampled along a chain of connected states (evolved by, e.g., bond rotations). However, the effectiveness
of the MC search through high dimensional space is limited. For example, when mapping a PES via bond
rotations, from a given configuration typically one considers all possible bond rotations determines the energy
change despite that most bond rotations are unlikely or irrelevant. Assuming that a computational engine
is available that can robustly and efficiently return the energy when presented with a given configuration,
then improvements over Monte Carlo may be possible.
For instance, in terms of more efficient strategies, there is an opportunity in new machine learning
methods like probabilistic Gaussian process models. Gaussian process models can take into account the
correlations in the PES and can both map the PES and give estimates on the uncertainties in the mapping.
In a Gaussian process model, numerous random samples of the entire potential energy surface are generated,
which enables identifying the dominant low-energy pockets and assigning uncertainties to the unexplored
regions. The uncertainties direct the PES exploration such that not only are the minima are discovered
but the entire PES can be approximated within a desired tolerance [239, 240]. A simplified demonstration
problem could be defined in which the PES that spans between two prescribed local minima is searched and
mapped. When calculating the energy of the system, any of the methods introduced in Section 7.1 including
ab initio, classical potentials, or continuum modeling can be used. In fact, a number of these could be
combined with the error estimation to form high, medium, and low fidelity models that reduce the variance
associated with the Gaussian process model [241].
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Finding the path through a PES
Navigating a high-dimensional network topology according to the potential energy surface is challenging due
to the non-locality of the problem. Changing one bond rotation in the path will affect every subsequent
bond rotation. However, there are many well-established methods that determine migration paths through
a potential energy surface, once the potential energy surface is known [110]. Although here we address the
migration of topological defects, the problem of finding paths through potential energy surfaces is quite
broad and applies to many physical questions including ion diffusion and annealing. Paths can be identified
based on several criteria, for example:
• Minimize final configuration energy: Identifying the path that gives the largest total reduction of
energy between the initial and final configuration. Note that this would not require explicit knowledge
of the path, but only its initial and final configuration, and therefore more closely resembles the original
forward and inverse problem.
• Steepest descent: Identifying the path that gives the largest total reduction of energy possible at each
step.
• Minimize largest energy increase between two successive configurations: Given sequence energies
{Ej,0, Ej,1, Ej,2, ..} for path Sj , the largest energy change is given by ∆Ej = max
i
(Ej,i+1 −Ej,i). The
selected path Sj is then the one that has the smallest ∆Ej .
• Minimize largest energy increase between two configurations: Given sequence energies
{Ej,0, Ej,1, Ej,2, ..} for path Sj , the largest energy change is given by ∆Ej = max
i
(Ej,i′ − Ej,i) where
i′ > i. The selected path Sj is then the one that has the smallest ∆Ej . That is, avoid paths that
traverse steady climbs over the potential energy landscape over several steps.
Since the energies considered are local minima of metastable states of the PES, further complexity could
be introduced by considering transition states between successive configurations [242, 243]. The metrics are
useful for evaluating the likely path through a PES. Coupled with the enumeration of paths given in Section
7.2.3, these criteria allow for a ranking system of what the most likely paths are.
The problem of mapping the PES and finding an optimal path through it could be merged by combining
Gaussian process modeling and dynamic programming. In fact, this approach has recently been demonstrated
to predict transport pathways for proton diffusion in oxides [244]. As a demonstration, one could search
a path between two well-defined local minima in the PES based on the criterion that the energy barrier
along the path be minimized. A Gaussian process model could be used to iteratively update the description
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of the PES, based on the estimated uncertainty of the energy barrier itself. Dynamic programming is an
optimization method that can be applied to simplify a complex search by recursively breaking it down into
simpler sub-searches. Dynamic programming algorithms have been shown to be effective at finding paths
through PES [244, 245], and may be effective for searching through the lattice network space here as well.
Additionally this approach offers the advantage that it does not rely on prior knowledge, and therefore may
not be biased by preconceptions of likely pathways.
Alternatively, given the tree-like structure of the space of migration paths, the optimal path might
be determined using Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithms [246, 247]. MCTS excels in scenarios
where the number of choices in successive branches becomes too computationally expensive to calculate
exhaustively, and underpins recent accomplishments of AI in the games of chess or GO [248]. In addition,
MCTS has been applied to materials informatics. It has mainly been used in the space of molecular chemistry
to discover new molecules and to determine how to synthesize them [249, 250, 251]. The principal underlying
MCTS is to assess the most promising move (bond rotation), where the search space is expanded by random
sampling of possible sequences. It is applied by generating multiple play-outs, where a game is ‘played out’
to the end by selecting moves randomly. The final outcome of each play-out – in our case a sequence of bond
rotations – would be weighted by a given metric – in our case the energy barrier – so that better choices are
made in forthcoming rounds. A similarity between AlphaGO and the physical applications of MCTS are
that the decision making can be accomplished by a neural network (NN). The deep learning method allows
for efficient exploration in the network structure [252]. The metrics for suitable paths can be used to define
the loss function of a NN that is able to optimize the local choices that are made using previous knowledge
of the experiment. In comparison to dynamic programming that only uses the metrics, the NN is able to
determine its own heuristics to make decisions in order to gain the same desired outcome.
Together, path selection metrics together with robust approaches to PES mapping and path finding are
critical to solving the meta forward problem. However, what we are after is the inverse, determining an
applied field that produces a desired set of topological defects. We next show how the forward problem is
necessary in order to formulate a strategy for the inverse problem.
7.3.4 Inverse Problem: Finding the load to control topological defects
The meta inverse problem is to identify what field to apply to achieve a target configuration from a prescribed
initial configuration. For instance, in Figure 7.7 the initial configuration Ci, three grain boundaries (arrays
of dislocations ⊥), and final configuration Cf , an array of disclinations, are given as the inputs to the
inverse model. The inverse model aims to find the loading that results in a path that corresponds to the
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configuration transformation Ci → Cf . The specific path that connects the initial and final configurations is
not as important as the final configuration. The degree of freedom in the path allows for putting constraints
on the applied load such that it can be accomplished experimentally.
Here we suggest two strategies to the inverse problem. The first is a conventional approach that utilizes
the forward method to iteratively find an applied load that produces a path that gives the final configuration.
The second is based on supervised machine learning, which uses the conventional approach to generate
labelled data and identify correlations in the data. For instance, a loading that is applied to a material
to control the path does not change the path {C0, C1, C2, ...} but does change the potential energy surface
{E0, E1, E2, ...} the path traverses. In Figure 7.6, the same path is taken in each instance, but different
applied loads change the potential energy surface that dictates a particular dislocation separation. The
second approach has been shown to be effective in finding predictive inverse solutions and can more directly
find the applied load [253, 254].
Iteratively finding the optimum loading
The conventional approach is based on updating the applied loading until a path that produces the desired
final configuration is achieved. An initial guess of the applied load would be provided, and the forward
solution used to find the path and final configuration. Optimization of the applied load would be based
on minimizing the distance of the predicted to the desired final configuration. In addition to this primary
metric, a number of others may prove useful to optimizing the load. One such metric, for example, is the
distance of the closest point in the predicted path to the final configuration. A configuration in the path
generated by the forward solution may be closer than the predicted final configuration or even contain the
desired final configuration. So, instead of finding a better end point, the algorithm may be able to update
the applied load to terminate the path after fewer bond rotations. Additional considerations would be to
include metrics that account for the feasibility of applying the particular load experimentally, or checking
the sensitivity of the path to the applied load to make it more robust in light of experimental uncertainty.
Optimizing the load is a highly non-linear problem as small changes could change the path dramatically
by making a new path suddenly accessible [244]. Therefore, while a gradient descent algorithm could
be used to find solutions that are close, it may have a hard time exploring the phase space effectively.
Instead, genetic/evolutionary algorithms that sample the phase space and build solutions iteratively may
be effective to find the applied loading [255]. A possible merit to the use of genetic algorithms is that the
spatial distribution of the applied load can be mapped to the fitness of the resulting path such that genetic
representations of the effective regions of the loading field are passed on through cross-over but ineffective
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areas are blended to explore new areas of phase space.
Direct calculation of the applied load through deep learning
The conventional solution to the inverse problem is reliable but not efficient at solving for the applied load
since iterative search is needed. Instead, a deep learning model may be able to find correlations in the data
generated by the conventional approach that can produce an applied load directly from the network topology
and the initial and final configurations. This is a typical use-case of supervised machine learning models,
where although physical solutions to the problem may exist, the solution may be computationally expensive
or require a sufficient amount of human input. In this case, the challenges posed may warrant developing a
machine learning model.
The concept of network connectivity as described in Section 3.2 has recently been used to predict the
stability of inorganic crystals [256, 257, 258]. The approach uses convolution layers to transform a graph
representation of a material to a vector and finally to produce an estimate of the formation energy (or some
other quantity) as an output. A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a class of deep neural networks that
is commonly applied to analysis of visual representations of systems. In addition to the graph convolution,
the deep learning approach requires utilization of contextualization techniques to map an entire loading field
instead of a single output. Insight may be gained from a recent ‘U-Net’ architecture that provides context
to the output to produce a field instead of a single value [259] U-Net is able to generate a pixel-by-pixel
map of the output field (applied load) using the inputted information (desired 3D configuration), wherein
concatenation in the ‘U’–shaped architecture gives the context for the features. The approach has been shown
to work well in computer vision and does not require large amounts of training data to produce accurate
results [260]. Combined, the graph and U-Net architectures facilitate the input of network topologies in
the form of graphs and output a spatially resolved loading condition. The model would be fit with data
generated from the conventional approach.
The load, in addition to being the solution to the inverse problem, can be input back into the forward
solution to find the actual path that topological defects follow. The paths themselves may yield insight
into defect migration mechanisms. Broadly, the trends can be separated into either random or sequential
migration, where sequential migration is based on individual topological defects moving directly from their
final to initial configurations as seen in Figure 7.5. In reality, the migration will be a blend of sequential
and random migration. Here, unsupervised clustering of network topologies may illuminate the concerted
migration of dislocations that occurs within a path.
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7.4 Experimental Linkage
A major driver of this work is to show what is needed in order to realize the potential of controlled atomic-
scale 3D deformation of 2D materials. Success though ultimately hinges on linking the theoretical predictions
of atomic scale 3D deformation to experimental capabilities and realization of prediction. The path we have
detailed addresses the missing theoretical techniques that link the set of topological defects that have been
predicted to yield a desired 3D deformation to applied, experimentally achievable loads that control the
formation and migration of topological defects.
It will be critical to utilize experimental observation to develop the theoretical techniques. A preliminary
testing area is the annealing of grain boundary loops created during synthesis. For this test case, the
migration of dislocations can be observed without any applied load, where the boundary conditions are
relaxed due to high annealing temperatures. The migration can be observed in-situ as has recently been
done for graphene grain boundary migration [261, 262]. These observations, where there is no applied
load, serve as a good stepping stone as they do not require new experimental techniques or specialized
manipulation.
As the dislocation migration mechanisms are validated without applied load, they can be extended to
actively control topological defect distribution with applied load. For example, load can be applied to a sam-
ple using hydrostatic pressure, voltage, or even mechanical contact. Applying strain to 2D materials is often
accomplished through drumhead devices, where pressure, voltage, and contact can impart biaxial strains
onto a sample [263, 264, 265, 266]. Local control of the strain distribution could be accomplished through
patterned substrates like nano-pillars and nano-spheres [267, 268, 181]. In addition, mechanical contact can
be made through tip based methods that locally deform a sample [269, 270]. Each of these methods alters
the applied strain in a 2D material due to the particular loading condition of the experimental setup. An
important aspect of the experimental verification will be to correctly translate manipulation methods to the
loads that they apply. Microscopy techniques that can map the strain with high accuracy without damaging
the samples will be critical to ensuring this [271]. Finally, the experimentally achievable loads will have to
be used to bias the computational techniques such that the predicted loads are experimentally achievable.
7.5 Conclusion
Atomic scale control of 3D deformation in 2D materials presents great opportunity, but viable means of
control remain elusive to date. Here we have presented a survey of recent findings that facilitate control of 3D
deformation at the nanoscale using topological defects. We suggest that control of the positions and spatial
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distributions of topological defects – in particular – is a key to achieving atomic scale control. In addition,
we have identified gaps between simulation and experiments and proposed the computational tools that may
help to close that gap. From the computational perspective, progress can be made by developing detailed
understanding of the formation and migration mechanisms of topological defects. We describe new meta
forward and inverse problems that will be key to establishing how to use external applied loads to achieve
a desired spatial distribution of defects. Possible routes to these problems based on emerging numerical
methods, machine learning, and deep learning, are outlined. These steps pave the way for experimental work
that can further increase the validity of these methods by adding experimental pathways into the loading
prediction from the neural network. Ultimately, we believe that these steps will facilitate the development





In summary, we studied the mechanics of dislocations in single and bilayer graphene. We studied the
structure and energetics of DSC dislocations in single layer graphene and interlayer dislocations between
layers of bilayer graphene. The understanding of DSC and interlayer dislocations was applied to CVD
synthesis of graphene to create a method for engineering covalent and DSC dislocations into graphene grain
boundaries using moiré engineering. Finally we proposed a path for achieving deterministic control of
topological defect to tailor out-of-plane deformation in single layer graphene.
In Chapter 4 the mechanics of DSC dislocations are studied through a multi-scale analysis of the potential
energy landscape of grain boundary migration. The grain boundary migration is studied topologically to
determine the role of DSC dislocations in grain boundary migration. The structure of DSC dislocations is
then used to develop a continuum dislocation model for the thermodynamics of grain boundary migration
and a shear-coupling model for the control of dislocations. These two models point to methods for controlling
the structure of graphene through topological defects.
In Chapter 5 the mechanics of interlayer dislocations are studied through a multi-scale study of the moiré
patterns. The structure of interlayer dislocations are identified for 1D and 2D strain fields that create 1D and
2D moiré patterns. The dislocation structure is the primary input to a continuum dislocation model that is
compared to classical potential simulations. The dislocation model was used to predict the dislocation line
and junction energies both have a cos2 dependence on dislocation sense φ. This result leads us to predict that
the presence of screw dislocations and screw dislocation junctions are more favorable than edge dislocations.
In Chapter 6 a moiré engineering technique is developed. The moiré engineering technique enables in-
operando observation of atomic scale topological defects by illuminating them at the moiré scale. The moiré
engineeing theory is based on two atomic scale models that describe the coalescence of graphene nuclei at the
nano and angstrom scales. The two atomic models are promoted to the moiré scale using bond convolution
simulations to ensure that the topological features are promoted to the moiré scale. We showcase the moiré
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engineering technique by identifying DSC dislocations, edge dislocations, and grain boundary kinks in the
grain boundary structure of in-situ STM micrographs.
Chapter 7 reviews and proposes a path for deterministic control of topological defects that would enable
design of out-of-plane deformation in graphene. We build on the predictions of the out-of-plane deformation
due to the relaxation of the in-plane strain around topological defects by Zhang et al. [207]. Controlling
the position of the topological defects requires understanding the migration mechanisms and how to control
the migration mechanisms. We formulate a geometric approach to analyzing the migration networks and
propose methods for determining which migration path topological defects would follow for a given strain. We
conclude by showing how the proposed computation approach could be extended to experimental predictions.
8.2 Outlook
The development of the mechanics of DSC and interlayer dislocations in graphene builds a foundation for
further work in engineering the structure of graphene. An immediate extension of this thesis is investigating
the predictions made for DSC and interlayer dislocations. For DSC dislocations, the strain control of grain
boundaries can be verified by examining grain boundary annealing. For interlayer dislocations, the statistics
of edge and screw dislocations can be compared to the prediction that screw dislocations and junctions
should be more prevalent due to their the lower line and junction energy compared to edge dislocations.
These predictions were based off of static calculations of the energy and need to be extended to dynamic
loads that are more realistic. The analysis of the energy barriers to dislocation glide in Chapter 4 set a
foundation for understanding for the dynamic responds of grain boundaries. Likewise, studying the dynamics
of interlayer dislocations could illuminate the friction between layers in multilayer 2D material structures.
Furthermore, the models developed in Chapters 4 and 5 isolated the contributions of DSC and interlayer
dislocations. The mechanics models could be combined to study the effect of a dislocation in one layer of
bilayer graphene on the interfacial strength. Coupling these two models could help to expand the moiré
engineering technique developed in chapter 6 by further understanding how topological defects in one layer
affect the moiré pattern.
Lastly, these models were developed for mono and bilayer graphene. The models need to be extended to
other 2D material systems to find the commonalities in systems with anisotropic in-plane and out-of-plane
deformation modes and those that can stack without lattice matching. For example, the effect of out-of-plane
deformation on topological defects in transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) has not beed studied nor
has a dislocation thoery been formulated in these systems. For TMDCs, the ratio of in-plane to out-of-plane
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strength and the interlayer coupling are different than in graphene and could be a used to generalize our
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